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Because of an increasing focus on environmental impact, including CO2 emissions and fluid
spill pollution, inefficient hydraulic systems are being replaced by more environmentally
friendly alternatives in several industries. For instance, in some offshore applications that
have multiple diesel generators continuously running to produce electricity, all hydraulic
rotating actuators supplied from a central hydraulic power unit have been replaced with
AC induction motors containing a variable frequency drive and gearbox. However, hy-
draulic linear actuators are still needed in most load-carrying applications mainly because
of their high reliability associated with external impact shocks. Moreover, their force ca-
pacity is higher than that of their linear electro-mechanical counterparts. Valve-controlled
linear actuators (cylinders) supplied from a centralized hydraulic power unit are standard
in offshore load-carrying applications. In addition to the advantages mentioned above
of hydraulic linear actuators, they have, nevertheless, a number of important drawbacks,
which include: 1) a high level of energy consumption due to significant power losses caused
by flow throttling in both the pipelines and valves, 2) reduced motion performance due to
the influence of load-holding valves, 3) high CO2 emissions and fuel costs related to the
diesel generator that supplies electricity to the hydraulic power unit, 4) significant poten-
tial for hydraulic fluid leakage because of many leakage points, 5) demanding efforts with
respect to installation and maintenance, as well as 6) costly piping due to the centralized
hydraulic power supply.
The work presented in this dissertation and the appended papers are devoted to re-
placing inefficient hydraulic linear actuation systems traditionally used in offshore load-
carrying applications with more environmentally friendly solutions. Two alternative tech-
nologies are identified, namely electro-mechanical and electro-hydraulic self-contained
cylinders. The feasibility of replacing conventional valve-controlled cylinders with self-
contained cylinder concepts is investigated in two relevant case studies.
First, it was discovered that the permissible average transmitted power of an off-
the-shelf electro-mechanical actuator is lower than the average power required by the
operational sequence of the present offshore case-study. Consequently, it is not possible to
both avoid overheating the actuator and guarantee that productivity will not be limited by
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doing so. Further, an off-the-shelf self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder is not iden-
tified for the present requirements, including passive-load holding capability, high-energy
efficiency, electric regenerative capabilities, increased motion performance potential, high-
power density, reduced fluid spill potential, capability of delivering up to 1.7 m of travel
length above 100 kN of force as well as more than 0.15 m/s velocity in four-quadrant
operations. Hence, a new type of self-contained architecture, previously non-existent in
the literature or commercially available off-the-shelf, is designed and implemented on a
single-boom crane.
Secondly, the proposed self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder is both numerically
and experimentally compared with the conventional valve-controlled cylinder used for
benchmarking in terms of motion performance, energy efficiency, and compactness. The
novel electro-hydraulic drive system is experimentally proven to be a valid alternative
to conventional valve-controlled systems for applications where passive load-holding is
required in terms of both dynamic response and energy consumption. Several benefits
are numerically analyzed and experimentally validated, such as faster rise time, shorter
settling time, less overshoot, significantly improved position tracking, and reduction of
pressure oscillations. The self-contained solution enables significant energy savings due
to its throttle-less and power-on-demand nature. Because of the regenerative capability,
a considerable amount of the consumed energy may be recovered. More specifically, this
means that a larger amount of the energy taken from the electrical grid can be used
effectively if the recovered energy is reused, an option that is not possible in state-of-the-
art valve-controlled systems where passive load-holding valves are employed.
Next, a design analysis carried out on the single-boom crane shows that the self-
contained electro-hydraulic cylinder provides several benefits more than provided by the
off-the-shelf electro-mechanical cylinder. It is more compact in terms of space occupation
of the application’s structure, has a lower weight, requires less installed electrical power,
and is expected to have a lower cost. A self-sufficient and completely sealed hydraulic
actuation system also reduces the risk of fluid spill pollution in typical offshore applications
where a centralized hydraulic power unit supplies multiple valve-controlled actuators.
Moreover, the improved energy efficiency reduces the diesel generators’ CO2 emissions
and fuel costs, helping fluid power to become a cleaner technology, thereby reducing the
offshore industry’s overall environmental impact.
Lastly, an additional survey is carried out to identify and review the commercially
available and published literature on design methods that could have the potential to
automate the design of actuation systems. This dissertation presents the challenges and
requirements identified concerning a proposed framework that must be solved in order to
realize a viable computerized tool for automating the design of actuation systems.
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This chapter introduces the research presented in this dissertation. The conventional
hydraulics used on an offshore oil drilling rig to actuate the equipment involved in the oil
well construction process is first reviewed, and its main drawbacks are highlighted. As a
consequence of the petroleum industry’s concerns about current actuation systems in use,
the motivation behind the main research question, i.e. mitigating negative environmental
impacts and improving motion control of load-carrying applications, is then put forward.
Finally, the investigated research objectives and dissertation outline are presented.
Background
The background of this research is related to the drawbacks of centralized hydraulic
power distribution of hydraulically actuated applications. A relevant scenario involving
the hydraulic actuators used on an offshore oil drilling rig to actuate multiple applications
included in the oil well construction process is considered; see [1] for more information
about these applications. A real life example where multiple diesel generators are contin-
ually run in order to supply electricity to an offshore installation is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
A significant amount of this electric power is used to generate hydraulic power through
one or more hydraulic power units (HPUs) consisting of variable-displacement hydraulic
pumps driven by AC induction motors at a constant speed. Both the size and number
of HPUs depend on the different types of applications that are typically installed on a
drilling rig and the total flow requirement of the actuators involved. Further, hydraulic
power is distributed to the hydraulic actuators through hydraulic piping. In total, three
pipelines (i.e., the constant supply pressure of typically 207 bar, the return pressure, and
the drain) are distributed between the HPU and the hydraulic interface of each hydrauli-
cally actuated application.
For each hydraulic actuator (cylinder or motor), an individual electrical actuated spool
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Figure 1.1: Conventional centralized hydraulic power supply distributed to multiple ap-
plications on an offshore oil drilling rig.
valve (i.e., the control element) typically controls the mechanical output (i.e., linear/ro-
tary position and speed or force/torque). Depending on the functionality of the actuator
to perform the desired operation, various types of control valves (e.g., on/off valves, di-
rectional valves, proportional directional control valves, pressure control valves) are used.
Further, the control valve is actuated by the commands provided by the operator through
the human-machine interface (HMI) and the control systems’ inputs/outputs, e.g., manual
mode (open-loop) or auto mode (closed-loop) with motion feedback. Additionally, because
of safety regulations (e.g., ISO 17096 and DNVGL-ST-0378), passive load-holding devices
are required in all load-carrying applications.
Conventional valve-controlled hydraulic actuation systems are characterized by high
levels of reliability and power capability, excellent force density, a great amount of over-
load protection (e.g., shock absorption), adequate fluid management (i.e., filtration and
cooling), and proper safety features. However, the following essential drawbacks are also
present:
• high energy consumption related to the constant hydraulic pressure supply and
throttling in the pipelines, control valves, and load-holding devices;
• reduced motion performance due to the influence of the passive load-holding
functionality;
• high CO2 emissions and fuel costs related to the diesel generators;
• significant potential for leakage of hydraulic fluid because of several leakage points;
2
Chapter 1. Introduction
• high cost, increased weight, extra space occupation, difficult maintenance, and
challenging installation related to the hydraulic pipelines and the control valves
located on the different applications.
Motivation and Problem Statement
Due to the essential drawbacks mentioned earlier and the world’s increasing focus on
reducing the environmental impact of the oil and gas industry, electrification of oil well
construction processes is an ongoing trend [2]. Replacing hydraulics with electrical actu-
ation can increase both efficiency and motion control, eliminating the risk of fluid spills.
However, hydraulic linear actuators (cylinders) are still needed in many load-carrying ap-
plications because they do not cause any critical issues related to reliability, and their force
density is higher than that of their linear electro-mechanical counterparts [3]. Moreover,
since the linear electro-mechanical actuator cannot absorb external shocks in standby
mode, there is a high risk of failure (e.g., jamming) that could cause the ongoing oper-
ation to stop. Reliability and productivity are indeed the most important performance
criteria in offshore applications because of their remote location and the high cost of down
time [1]. A relevant example of this scenario is the vertical pipe racking machine (Fig. 1.2)
implemented on state-of-the-art offshore drilling rigs [4]. The pipe racking machine is a
column-type multipurpose pipe handling machine that combines the functionality of dif-
ferent traditional types of pipe handling equipment in one machine (see Chapter 3 for a
more detailed description). This machine performs the following tasks:
• moving stands (typically three or four sections of connected drill-pipe) between
the desired fingerboard slot and the well-center where a machine (e.g., an iron
roughneck) located on the drill floor connects or disconnects the drill-pipes that
make up the drill string;
• building stands for storage inside the fingerboard while drilling;
• handling of a single drill-pipe, drill-collar, or casing from a horizontal to vertical
position and vice versa;
• lifting operation on the drill floor, i.e., the main arm can be used as a crane.
This offshore application was previously actuated by means of conventional hydraulics
alone. However, during the last decade, all hydraulic motors used for controlling the
different rotational motions have been replaced by AC induction motors, all of which
have a variable frequency drive and gearbox (AC drivetrains). Hence, among the main
actuators involved in the operational motion cycle (i.e., the tripping sequence explained
3
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Figure 1.2: Vertical pipe racking machine – hydraulic power supply and control signal
distributed to the reach arm’s valve-controlled cylinders.
in Chapter 3), only the linear actuators used for controlling the synchronized horizontal
motion of the three reach arms (i.e., the lower guide arm, the main arm, and the upper
guide arm) are still hydraulically actuated through a constant pressure supplied from
the centralized HPU. These valve-controlled cylinders (Fig. 1.2) include a pressure com-
pensated proportional directional control valve typically used in mobile applications in
combination with a passive load-holding device, i.e., one or two counterbalance valves [5].
Additional hydraulic actuators used for auxiliary functions (e.g., opening and closing of
guides, stabbing, clamping, motor brakes, etc.) have not been considered at this stage
of the research since their flow demand is insignificant compared to that of the reach
arms cylinders, and their performance does not affect the motion accuracy relevant for
the considered operational sequence.
In addition to the motivation for reducing CO2 emissions and fuel costs by lowering
the electric power consumption of the HPUs, there is a possibility to supply offshore
drilling rigs with ”greener” electricity from land via submarine cables. Significant cost
4
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savings can be achieved by limiting offshore installations’ power demands and, hence,
the dimension of expensive submarine cables can be reduced. Further, the use of electric
batteries in explosive atmospheres (ATEX) [6] on offshore oil drilling rigs has recently
been approved [7], thereby creating an opportunity for possible emergency operation of
the electric prime movers and storage of regenerated electric energy.
When considering the apparent disadvantages of existing hydraulic actuation systems
and the current increasing focus on electrification to reduce the environmental footprint of
the oil well construction process, this research puts forth the following research question:
Is there a suitable alternative to centralized hydraulic-powered valve-
controlled linear actuators that is environmentally friendly yet does not
compromise the motion performance of load-carrying applications?
The new actuation system must satisfy the following requirements:
• passive-load holding capability (safety features);
• high energy efficiency and electric regenerative capabilities (energy-saving poten-
tial);
• increased motion performance potential (productivity);
• high power density (compactness);
• reduced fluid spill potential (environmentally friendly);
• capable of delivering up to 1.7 m of travel length above 100 kN of force and more
than 0.15 m/s velocity in four-quadrant operations.
Research Objectives
This research project aims to identify more environmentally friendly linear actuators and
investigate the consequences and limitations associated with replacing the conventional
hydraulic linear actuation systems subjected to the requirements mentioned above by
achieving the following objectives:
1. identify and review state-of-the-art linear actuators that may be suitable for the
considered requirements;
2. identify a relevant offshore load-carrying application and investigate the operational
sequence in terms of energy-saving potential;
3. investigate if the more environmentally friendly and commercially available linear
actuator concepts are a feasible alternative to the conventional hydraulic linear
actuation system in the present case study;
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4. if an off-the-shelf alternative is not feasible to the present case study, identify a new
concept that could have the potential to be a viable alternative;
5. analyze the new actuation system experimentally on a relevant load-carrying appli-
cation and compare its motion performance and energy efficiency with the conven-
tional hydraulic linear actuator;
6. evaluate the main consequences and limitations associated with replacing the con-
ventional hydraulics with the more environmentally friendly alternatives.
Additionally, investigate if there exist design tools that have the potential to automate
the investigation of the above steps.
Outline
The remainder of this dissertation is divided into three main chapters. Chapter 2 describes
the functionality and mathematical representation of the considered state-of-the-art al-
ternative linear actuators in such a way that the reader will not need to study several
of the appended papers in order to grasp these actuators’ technical aspects. Chapter 3
presents the research methodologies and main results identified in this investigation. Fi-
nally, Chapter 4 concludes the dissertation by presenting the research contributions and
identifying possible areas for further work.
The previously listed papers are included at the conclusion of this dissertation, and
the reader is encouraged to read the appended papers in order to learn more details about




First, this chapter presents a survey of state-of-the-art linear actuators that can have
the potential to replace conventional valve-controlled cylinders commonly used in load-
carrying applications. Next, the functionality and mathematical representation of the
identified alternative actuation systems are described.
The effort involved with replacing conventional valve-controlled cylinders with linear
electro-mechanical actuators (cylinders) has been a popular research topic and engineer-
ing task for several decades (especially in aerospace systems), as attempts have on the
one hand been made to reduce system weight, installation complexity and maintenance
effort [8–12]. However, on the other hand, predicting an actuator’s life cycle is challeng-
ing, and due to the fact that an electro-mechanical actuator cannot absorb shocks in
standby mode, there is a high risk of failure (e.g., jamming that could have dangerous
consequences). Therefore, electro-mechanical cylinders (EMCs) are still not accepted in
commercial airplanes as primary actuators for flight control. As a result, linear electro-
hydrostatic actuators (cylinders) have been introduced. This electro-hydraulic technology,
as explained by [13], first introduced in aerospace systems, demonstrated that the disad-
vantages of traditional hydraulics can be significantly reduced. Indeed, these compact and
self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinders (EHCs) are now used in the aerospace industry,
e.g., for flaps control in commercial airplanes [14] and primary flight control surfaces in
the Lockheed Martin F-35 fighter aircraft [15].
In other industries, hydraulics have been successfully replaced by electro-mechanical
actuators in numerous applications, especially in rotary motion applications (e.g., use
of AC drivetrains in offshore oil drilling equipment [2]), increasing both motion control
(accuracy), energy efficiency, and eliminating fluid spills. However, hydraulic cylinders
are still needed in most load-carrying applications because they do not cause any critical
issues related to reliability, and their force density is higher than that of their linear electro-
mechanical cylinder. Thus, in the case of linear actuators, hydraulics have been replaced
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mainly in low power applications (i.e., below 5 kW), where disadvantages such as increased
wear, difficult overload protection, and forces capability are accepted [16]. Consequently,
in order for hydraulic component manufacturers to stay competitive, the idea of combining
the advantages of electric drives and hydraulics has been further explored in many fields
of application in recent years, resulting in the development of compact and self-contained
EHCs [16–19].
Both the EMC (Fig. 2.1a) and EHC (Fig. 2.1b) are defined as compact and self-
contained cylinders that are characterized by their electrical input, power-on-demand
nature related to the variable frequency drive, sealed enclosure, and linear mechanical
output.
Figure 2.1: Self-contained cylinders: (a) electro-mechanical [20]; (b) electro-hydraulic [21].
A common feature of both actuation systems is that they consist of a variable-speed
electric prime mover (i.e., an electric machine controlled by a variable frequency drive)
and a linear transmission system that converts the rotational mechanical output of the
electric machine into linear mechanical output. The two self-contained cylinders differ in
their transmission technology. The EMC consists of a mechanical transmission element
(e.g., a gear belt) and transmission screw (e.g., a ball-screw), while the EHC consists of
a hydraulic (hydrostatic) transmission system, including a hydraulic pump/motor unit,
sealed reservoir, auxiliary valves, and hydraulic cylinder.
The following sections aim to describe the functionality and mathematical representa-
tion of the two identified self-contained cylinder concepts that are investigated in Chap-
ter 3. First, the considered type of electric drive used as the prime mover is described.
Next, the two linear transmission technologies are separately discussed in terms of avail-
ability, functionality, control demand, and numerical modeling approach.
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Chapter 2. State-of-the-Art
2.1 Electric Prime Mover
The electric prime mover (Fig. 2.2) consists of two main components, namely the electric
machine and variable frequency drive. Both components of the electric drive considered
in this research are off-the-shelf. The electric machine, a surface mounted (non-salient)
permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), is usually the preferred choice for com-
pact and self-contained systems due to its significant power density and energy efficiency
compared to, e.g., standard industrial AC induction motors. The variable frequency drive




Figure 2.2: Simplified schematic of the commercial electric drive concept addressed in this
research as the self-contained cylinder’s prime mover.
First, the supply unit converts the three-phase input voltage (Va,b,c) from the electrical
grid to a DC voltage supply (VDC). Next, the considered field-oriented control (FOC)
module controls the voltage (va,b,c) through the pulse width modulation (PWM) inverter.
In addition to the space vector modulation algorithm, the control module includes a
cascaded current (ia,b,c), speed (ωm), and position (θm) feedback control architecture. An
external braking resistor (BR) is connected to the DC bus to dissipate the regenerated
power into heat (dynamic braking) when the electric machine operates as a generator.
However, there exist solutions where the regenerated power can be used profitably, such
as happens with power-sharing via a common DC bus between multiple electric prime
movers, returning regenerated power to the electrical grid, or ensuring energy storage on
an electro-chemical storage device [22].
The modeling and control approach of the electric prime mover studied in this research
is based on the work of [23] according to the dynamic equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.3a and
the control structure in Fig. 2.3b.
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Figure 2.3: The considered numerical model of the electric prime mover: (a) dynamic
equivalent circuit representing the permanent magnet synchronous motor; (b) block dia-
gram of the variable speed controller (the outer loop position feedback controller is omitted
in the figure for simplicity).




= vss −Rs · i̇ss − j · ωr ·ΨsR︸ ︷︷ ︸
Es
, (2.1)
including the stator inductance (Ls), resistance (Rs), and the space vectors for current
(iss), voltage (v
s
s), and the back electromotive force (E
s). The Es is given by the electrical
angular velocity (ωr) and the rotor flux linkage space vector (Ψ
s
R), which is produced
by the permanent magnets. The stator voltage is defined by transforming the electrical
machines’ three-phase input voltage (va,b,c) into a two-phase representation (vα,β) using


























where K = 1/
√
2 is the space vector scaling constant for RMS-values. Furthermore,

































Then, with perfect field orientation (i.e., with exact knowledge of the flux angle obtained




2 ·K2 · ψR · iq, (2.4)
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where np is the number of pole pairs, ψR the constant flux modulus, and iq the torque-
producing current component. Since the flux is created from inside the rotor, then the
flux-producing current component (id) can be controlled to zero (Fig. 2.3b) when below
the rated speed and to a negative value in the field weakening range (i.e., above-rated
speed). However, the second case will reduce the torque capability, which is maximum




= τem −Bv · ωm − τL, (2.5)
where Jtot is the total inertia of the rotor and mechanical load, ωm = ωr/np is the me-
chanical rotor speed, Bv is the viscous friction coefficient, and τL is the external load
torque. Finally, the mechanical rotor torque transferred to the linear transmission system
is derived by
τm = τem −Bv · ωm. (2.6)
The switching of the space vector PWM inverted is not included in the numerical
investigation because it is not necessary for sufficiently simulating motion control and
analysis of the losses in the electric machine. Moreover, the losses due to the harmonics
created by the PWM are minor compared to the overall losses in state-of-the-art electric
drives and can be included by an efficiency constant. Hence, the electric machines’ three-
phase input voltage (va,b,c) is directly connected to the voltage control signal (ua,b,c) from
the current controller that is transformed through the reverse Clark-Park transformation,
as shown in Fig. 2.3b. Conversely, the Clark-Park transformation, when considering the
current, first transforms the three-phase representation to a two-phase representation
using Clark’s transformation (2.2) before transforming the αβ representation to a fixed














where θr = θm · np is the angle of the rotating reference frame (i.e., the electrical angular
position). For a more detailed description of the space vector modulation algorithm and
cascaded proportional-integral (PI) controllers, see, for instance, [23, 24].
2.2 Electro-Mechanical Drive System
When investigating commercially available types of EMCs, the heavy-duty version from
Rexroth [25] was identified in [3] (Paper A) to be one of the most suitable off-the-shelf
electro-mechanical linear actuators for the considered requirements. The drive system is
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available in different configurations (Fig. 2.4), with or without a gearbox, using either a
ball-screw assembly (Fig. 2.5a) or planetary roller-screw assembly (Fig. 2.5b). Depending
on the configuration and external load, the drive system is capable of handling up to 290
kN axial force, velocities up to 1 m/s, and up to 1.7 m of travel.
Figure 2.4: Different motor mounting configurations [25]: (a) via timing (gear) belt side
drive; (b) directly via coupling.
Figure 2.5: Different screw assemblies: (a) ball-screw [26]; (b) planetary roller-screw [27].
In this research project, a simple approach has been considered to describe the me-
chanical transmission output variables since the transmission system of the EMC is sig-
nificantly stiff, and the backlash of state-of-the-art screw assemblies is negligible. First,
the electric machines’ load torque is derived by




where FL is the equivalent load force acting on the cylinder, Ff,emc the mechanical friction
force, ig the gearing ratio, and l the lead of the screw transmission. The mechanical friction
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can be modeled in different ways, e.g., the combined mechanical fiction can be included
either as an efficiency constant (often provided by the manufacturer) or by using the
Stribeck friction model as described later in (2.26). Next, the rotary output variables of















To control the linear motion of the EMC, the integrated controller containing motion
and current feedback of the electric drive (Fig. 2.2) is sufficient, and only by using the
inverse of (2.10) and (2.11) will the desired linear motion profile be converted to the
control input (Fig. 2.6) of the electric prime mover.
Figure 2.6: The self-contained electro-mechanical cylinder’s control structure.
2.3 Electro-Hydraulic Drive System
Today, a considerable number of self-contained electro-hydraulic linear actuators are com-
mercially available whether they are off-the-shelf or customized for a specific application,
e.g., Rexroth SHA [21], Servi Hybrid Drive [28], Parker Compact EHA [29], and Voith
SelCon [30]. However, when considering the requirements relevant to this research, a
suitable off-the-shelf and general-purpose EHC that is compact and self-contained has
not been identified based on commercially available information. Typically, the com-
mercial actuators that are often designed for low-power applications (below 5 kW), lack
passive-load holding capability, are not entirely sealed systems, are not capable of op-
erating in four-quadrant, and are not capable of regenerating electric power. Hence, a
comprehensive literature survey has been carried out to identify state-of-the-art EHC con-
cepts that have the potential to satisfy the requirements presented earlier in Chapter 1
and replace conventional valve-controlled cylinders in load-carrying applications.
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2.3.1 Classification and Review
Based on the considered requirements, a literature survey focusing on identifying relevant
EHC concepts that have the potential to be self-contained was first presented in [31]
(Paper B) and further updated in [32] (Paper C). In addition, only concepts having a
single-rod (differential) cylinder arranged in a closed-circuit configuration with a sealed
reservoir are regarded as being relevant concepts. The following three EHC configurations
are identified in the technical literature:
1. Variable-displacement hydraulic unit and fixed-speed prime mover: The
cylinders’ motion is controlled by varying the hydraulic unit’s displacement. This
approach is prevalent among multi-actuator machines (e.g., excavators [33]) since a
unique charge pump supplies the displacement adjustment system of each hydraulic
unit. The prime mover can be either an electric motor or a combustion engine.
2. Fixed-displacement hydraulic unit and variable-speed electric prime mover:
The electric prime mover controls both the speed and rotational direction of the
fixed-displacement hydraulic units’ shaft, controlling the motion of the hydraulic
cylinder [34–37]. The electric machine can be either a PMSM [35] or an AC induc-
tion (asynchronous) motor [38].
3. Variable-displacement hydraulic unit and variable-speed electric prime
mover: Both the electric prime mover and variable-displacement hydraulic unit
actively control both the cylinders’ motion and force and are prevalent amongst
process applications [39].
The concept of using a variable-speed electric prime mover and a fixed-displacement
hydraulic unit (configuration 2) has been chosen for this study because it offers high com-
pactness, low system complexity, and simple control. Moreover, a variable-displacement
hydraulic unit would require additional components to control the displacement, increas-
ing the overall size and control demands. However, in terms of scalability and reliability,
the configurations that have a constant-speed variable-displacement hydraulic unit could
be a better choice for high power applications if compactness and energy efficiency are
not essential [40]. Furthermore, if the cost aspect is not critical and the application does
require a high level of drive stiffness, high control flexibility, or high energy efficiency, the
combination of variable-speed and variable-displacement components would be beneficial.
Further on, [40] proposes a classification (Fig. 2.7) of the chosen EHC configuration along
with a comparison between the different classes (Tab. 2.1).
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Figure 2.7: Classification of electro-hydraulic cylinders with a variable-speed electric prime
mover and a fixed-displacement hydraulic unit [40].
Table 2.1: Comparison of the characteristics of three of the classes studied in [40]. Four
different grades are used, ranging from (– –) to (+ +), with (– –) being the worst.
Characteristics Class A Class B Class C
Ability to control drive stiffness – – ++
Ability to handle highly – – + ++
dynamic/switching loads
Drive compactness and flexibility ++ ++ +
Hydraulic circuit simplicity + ++ ++
Control simplicity + + –
Degree of scalability – – +
From Fig. 2.7, class A, which includes a single electric prime mover and a single hy-
draulic pump/motor unit (P) arranged in a closed circuit (Fig. 2.8), is expected to be
the cheapest alternative for doing preliminary experimental testing. Nonetheless, as high-
lighted in Tab. 2.1, this setup does not represent the most promising concept concerning
controllability and scalability. Hence, in high power applications (i.e., torque above 180
Nm demanded by the electric prime mover), if a redundant capability is more important
than cost and compactness, or if the drive stiffness or the ability to handle highly dy-
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Figure 2.8: The self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder architecture addressed in this
research (simplified schematic) [31] © 2018 IEEE.
namic/switching loads is essential (e.g., in servo applications), class C would be a more
suitable alternative. However, according to test results presented in the literature, class
A represents a well-proven, self-contained architecture that can operate in all four quad-
rants and recover electric energy using off-the-shelf components. Furthermore, concerning
the considered power range between 5 and 25 kW and the motion control requirements
of typical offshore load-carrying applications, the self-contained architecture representing
class A, as shown in Fig. 2.8 has been chosen as a starting point for this research on
replacing inefficient valve-controlled cylinders.
As explained in the following, in addition to valves for passive flow compensation
and load-holding, auxiliary components such as pressure-relief valves to prevent over-
pressurization, anti-cavitation valves, a filter as well as a cooler (if necessary) are included
in the EHC architecture. A single-rod cylinder is in many applications preferred because of
its superior force density that allows a more compact layout. As a consequence, in closed-
circuit configurations, methods for balancing the differential flow dictated by the unequal
areas are essential to implement. As shown in Fig. 2.7, three main flow compensation
methods are addressed in the literature using either active valves [41], passive valves
[37, 42], or an asymmetric hydraulic unit [43–46]. Additionally, concepts using multiple
fixed-displacement units [16, 35, 47–52] or two single-rod cylinders in parallel [53] are
reported in the literature. Some problems related to instability and uncontrolled pressure
oscillations are addressed involving the passive valves (e.g., shuttle valves [37] and pilot-
operated check valves [54]), under highly dynamic/switching loads [34]. The passive
method presented by [42] is further investigated since it represents a very simple approach
where two pilot-operated check valves are installed between the pump and reservoir (e.g.,
an accumulator); this is similar to the commercial announced concept of Rexroth [21,55].
The pilot-operated check valves are arranged in such a manner that each opening pilot




Figure 2.9: The identified state-of-the-art closed-circuit hydraulic transmission sys-
tem with implemented passive flow compensation and load-holding valves (simplified
schematic).
A more detailed review of the flow compensation methods is described in Papers B and C.
Further, only a limited amount of research addresses the passive load-holding capability
of EHCs. This feature serves the purpose of maintaining a given cylinder position with-
out supplying any power to the system. An initial solution involves a commercialized
system [29,56], where pilot-operated check valves are installed between the hydraulic unit
and cylinder. It is here as well that the hydraulic connections are arranged in such a
manner that each opening pilot line of the pilot-operated check valves senses the pressure
of the opposite side (Fig. 2.9). A similar approach is also presented in the EHC concept
announced by Rexroth [21, 55]. However, this self-contained architecture is only capa-
ble of two-quadrant operations. Alternatively, passive load-holding devices grounded on
counterbalance valves were studied in [36,57,58] for low-power EHCs.
The conclusion from this state-of-the-art survey is that the architecture proposed
by [36, 57] is the only EHC concept identified that may be considered as a compact and
self-contained actuation system that can operate in four-quadrants with passive load-
holding capability. However, since counterbalance valves are used as load holding valves,
the actuator cannot regenerate energy since the pump needs to build up pressure in
order to enable flow through the counterbalance valve. Hence, the concept of using pilot-
operated check valves is considered for the self-contained EHC base line concept (Fig. 2.9)
that is further investigated in Chapter 3.
2.3.2 Control Strategy
A traditional closed-loop position feedback control strategy, similar to what is used to
control the position of state-of-the-art valve-controlled cylinders (Fig. 1.2), can also be
used for EHCs having a variable-speed electric prime mover and a fixed displacement hy-
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draulic unit [48]. In traditional offshore motion control applications a velocity feedforward
and a deadband compensation element are also included [59]. However, in EHC concepts,
the issue of deadband in the control valve (i.e., overlap in the valves’ spool) is eliminated
since a control valve is not used for motion control. Further, in the case of automatic
operations, the HMI, based on commands from the operator, generates motion reference
signals (i.e., the desired linear velocity (ẋc,ref ) and linear position (xc,ref )) to the linear
motion controller (Fig. 2.10). During manual operation, the operators’ joystick signal is
provided directly to the velocity feedforward, and the feedback controller is disabled, i.e.,
operator in the loop control. The linear motion controller consists of the combination of





Figure 2.10: The self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder’s control structure.
The summation of the feedforward signal (uFF ) and the position feedback control
signal (uFC) represents the desired control input to the electric prime mover by
ωm,ref = uFF + uFC . (2.12)






DP ·µvol · ẋc,ref , if ẋc ≥ 0 and ∆pP ≥ 0 (i.e., I quadrant)
Ar·µvol
DP
· ẋc,ref , if ẋc ≥ 0 and ∆pP < 0 (i.e., II quadrant)
Ar
DP ·µvol · ẋc,ref , if ẋc < 0 and ∆pP < 0 (i.e., II quadrant)
Ap·µvol
DP
· ẋc,ref , if ẋc < 0 and ∆pP ≥ 0 (i.e., IV quadrant)
, (2.13)
where Ap is the piston area, Ar piston rod-side area, DP the hydraulic units’ displacement,
and µvol the constant volumetric efficiency, e.g., µvol = 0.95. Finally, the control signal
from the position feedback controller is given by
uFC = exc ·
(










Assuming that the dynamic response of the electric prime mover is significantly faster






s2 + 2 · ωn,m · ζm · s+ ω2n,m
, (2.15)
where ωn,m is the natural frequency and ζm is the damping ratio of the second-order
transfer function.
The hydraulics is modeled using a well-established approach that has been successfully
tested in the past, e.g. by [41]. The well-known pressure build-up equation is applied









where βoil,i is the effective bulk modulus of hydraulic fluid, Vi is the volume of the fluid,∑
Qi is the net-flow entering or leaving the i
th hydraulic volume, and V̇i is the displacement
flow (i.e., the time derivative of the expansion). The effective bulk modulus of the ith












where βoil,0 is the bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid and εair,i the effective volumetric












where εair,0 is the volumetric air content of the hydraulic fluid at atmospheric pressure
(patm), and κair is the adiabatic air constant. The volumes of the transmission lines
are assumed to be constant whereas the equations related to the actuator require the
piston areas, piston position, and maximum cylinder stroke (hc). The capacitance (Ci)
used in the pressure build-up equation associated with the hydro-pneumatic accumulator















where Vacc is the effective accumulator gas volume, and pacc,0 is the the pre-charge pressure
in the accumulator.
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Concerning flow rates, the contributions ascribed to the different components are clar-
ified in the sequel. The flow rates through the pilot-operated check valves are computed
using the orifice equation:




· |∆pV,i| · sign(∆pV,i), (2.20)
where ∆pV,i is the pressure differential across the i
th valve, Cd,i the discharge coefficient,
Ad,i the discharge area, ρ the density of the hydraulic fluid, and xV,i the relative valve
opening. Regarding the pilot-operated check valves, when they are not closed, two op-
erating modes characterize their function (i.e., the “normal flow” condition takes place
when the pilot stage is detached from the poppet and the valve is subjected to “reverse
flow” if both the pilot stage and poppet are in contact). The poppet lift results from the












where pi,in is the inlet pressure, pi,out the outlet pressure, As,i the area of the poppet seat,
Ax,i the area’s pilot stage, px,i is the pilot pressure, kS,i the spring stiffness, and FS0,i
the springs’ pre-load force. The poppet dynamics is simulated via a first-order transfer




0, if pi,in < pi,out + pi,cr
kV,i · (pi,in − pi,out − pi,cr), if pi,in ≥ pi,out + pi,cr
, (2.22)
where kV,i is the valve flow gain, and pi,cr the cracking pressure.
The effective magnitudes of the hydraulic unit are evaluated by means of flow losses
(QS ≥ 0) and torque losses (τS ≥ 0) derived from steady-state experimental data [60] of
a reference axial-piston unit with displacement equal to DP,ref . Equal losses are assumed
for all quadrants and are scaled to the desired displacement (DP ) by using the scaling












where λ is the scaling factor, QS the flow losses, and τS the torque losses. Next, the
effective flow rate of the hydraulic unit is given by
QP,e = DP · ωm −QS · sign(∆pP ), (2.24)
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where ∆pP = p1−p2 is the pressure drop across the hydraulic unit. The flow rate direction
is dictated by the rotational direction of the prime mover, and the sign convention accounts
for the direction of the leakage flow that is forced to go from the high-pressure port to
low-pressure port. The flow losses are completely attributed to internal leakages, and the
pressure losses in the transmission lines, cooler, and filter are neglected mainly due to the
drive’s compact configuration.
The mechanical output force of the actuator is determined by
Fc = p3 · Ap − p4 · Ar − Ff,ehc, (2.25)
where p3 is the piston chamber pressure, p4 the rod chamber pressure, and Ff,ehc is the
cylinders’ friction force described by the Stribeck friction model:
Ff,ehc = fv · ẋc + tanh(ẋc · a) ·
(





where ẋc is the velocity of the actuator, a is the constant value used in the tanh function,
while the different coefficients account for the viscous friction (fv), the Coulomb friction
(FC), the static friction (fS) and the friction forces’ time constant (τfS). Finally, the




+ τS · sign(ωm), (2.27)
where the sign of ∆pP determines the torque direction, and the sign convention accounts
for the direction of the torque losses.
Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the survey carried out in this research to identify more environ-
mentally friendly alternatives that may serve as suitable replacements for conventional
valve-controlled cylinders typically used in offshore load-carrying applications. Since the
technical literature indicates some critical issues related to the mechanical transmission of
electro-mechanical cylinders, an additional self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder based
on state-of-the-art configurations has been identified. Furthermore, the technical back-
ground in terms of numerical modeling and motion control of the two alternative actuator
technologies, namely the electro-mechanical and electro-hydraulic self-contained cylinders,
is presented. The next chapter explains the methodologies used and main results obtained
from the study carried out with regard to applying the two identified self-contained cylin-




Research Methodology and Results
Two alternative linear actuator concepts, namely electro-mechanical and electro-hydraulic
self-contained cylinders, were identified in Chapter 2. This chapter presents the method-
ologies used and main results obtained during this study with regard to replacing conven-
tional valve-controlled cylinders (VCCs) in load-carrying applications with more environ-
mentally friendly alternatives. First, two case studies involving two separate load-carrying
applications and their operational sequences are presented. Secondly, the self-contained
EMC and EHC are designed in accordance with these case studies. Since a suitable off-
the-shelf EHC was not identified in the state-of-the-art review, a new EHC architecture
is proposed and investigated in this research. Subsequently, the feasibility of the two self-
contained cylinders is examined in the two case studies. Further, the proposed EHC is
experimentally compared with the VCC benchmark system regarding motion performance
and energy efficiency when driving a single-boom crane. Additionally, a more compact
design of the EHC is studied for future implementation on the single-boom crane and
compared with the EMC regarding design impact when replacing the original hydraulic
cylinder. An overview of advantages and disadvantages when substituting a traditional
VCC with either a self-contained EMC or EHC is then presented. Lastly, an additional
survey is carried out in order to investigate if any computerized design tool exists that can
automate the process of designing, analyzing, and comparing different types of actuation
solutions for the purpose of finding the best actuation system for a given application.
3.1 Case Studies
The two considered load-carrying applications and their operational sequences are pre-
sented as follows.
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3.1.1 The Pipe Racking Machine
The vertical pipe racking machine (PRM), as introduced in Chapter 1 and illustrated
in Fig. 3.1, represents a relevant energy-saving scenario for testing the identified self-
contained cylinders in comparison with conventional VCCs. The column is connected
through rack and pinion systems to the upper beam (Fig. 1.2) and lower rail. The lower
rail is mounted directly on the drill floor, whereas the upper beam is connected to the
derrick (Fig. 1.1). The column includes an upper guide arm (UGA) and lower guide arm
(LGA) that are designed to guide the top and bottom of the stand – while it is in motion –
with the help of guide heads. The reach arm located in the middle is the main arm (MA);
it is accountable for holding the stand in a secure grip with its gripper head. All reach
arms are equipped with a conventional VCC, which allows for the extension and retraction
(i.e., horizontal motion) necessary to position a stand either in the desired fingerboard
slot or at the well-center. The PRM is designed to handle sections of drill-pipes, drill-
collars, or casings up to 41 m long. It is also designed to handle up to 14 metric tonnes
of payload. However, during a typically repetitive operation, as explained below, the
payload is only around 1.5 metric tonnes. Two (redundant) AC drivetrains are located on
both the upper trolley (Fig. 1.2) and lower trolley, controlling the horizontal movement of
the column along the tracks. The winch located on top of the column (Fig. 1.2) is used to
hoist and lower the main arm (i.e., the stand) using redundant AC drivetrains. Then, the
redundant AC drivetrains located between the bottom of the column and lower trolley
make it possible for the column to slew (rotate) on its vertical axis.
This operational sequence, as presented in Fig. 3.1b, is the professed tripping in/out
cycle. It takes place when the drill-string is assembled or disassembled during a well-
construction process. During this sequence, the PRM continually moves between the
well-center and the fingerboard where the stands are stored. The leading specification
rating of these machines is the tripping speed (i.e., how many stands can be moved between
the well-center and fingerboard, or vice versa, per hour). In this study, the PRM and its
operational sequence are used as a simulation case study when investigating the feasibility
of replacing the remaining VCCs involved in motion control with self-contained cylinders.
This case study was first introduced in [3] (Paper A) when the motion control of the
main arm was considered for an off-the-shelf EMC. The mechanical system (Fig. 3.1a) is
modeled using the multibody system library in MATLAB-Simulink. The model is based
on the approach presented in Paper A, where a planar multibody system of the main
arm was mathematically represented and simulated. Further, in Paper D, the two guide
arms, column, lower trolley, and lower rail were also included in the numerical model to
investigate the whole operational sequence. The motion profile of all actuators and the
kinematics of the three reach arms are explained in detail in Paper D.
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Figure 3.1: The vertical pipe racking machine: (a) CAD assembly; (b) operation sequence
steps of the reach (R), the winch (W), the trolley (T), and the slew (S) motion, when
moving a stand from the well-center to the desired fingerboard slot (simplified top-view).
3.1.2 The Single-Boom Crane
The single-boom crane shown in Fig. 3.2a is chosen as a second case study since it rep-
resents a relevant mechanism to several load-carrying applications (e.g., the main boom
of knuckle boom cranes) and combines different operating conditions, including motion
against both resistant external loads and overrunning external loads, i.e., the I quadrant
and IV quadrants, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.6. It also offers the opportunity of
testing the essential passive load-holding capability. Furthermore, the crane application
is available at the University of Agder for experimental testing, including a state-of-the-art
VCC with passive load-holding capability, and hydraulic power supplied by a centralized
HPU. The test setup was built explicitly for having a flexible structure in the crane boom,
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Figure 3.2: The single-boom crane: (a) CAD assembly illustrating the implementation
of the original hydraulic cylinder; (b) simplified schematic of the equivalent load model
applied to the hydraulic cylinder illustrating the high-pressure piston-side (p3) and the
low-pressure rod-side (p4) ports.
which induces pressure oscillations in the hydraulic cylinder that represent a challenging
(worst-case) scenario involving motion control of load-carrying applications, which are
typically subjected to a harsh offshore environment. The case study is investigated when
lifting and lowering the crane boom (i.e., the linear actuator is extended and retracted)
at different velocities. The single-boom crane case study was first introduced in [32]
(Paper C) and further used in Paper E,F,G, and H.
Two numerical models representing the mechanical system of the single-boom crane
are derived for system simulations when interfacing with the investigated linear actuation
systems. A rigid equivalent nonlinear load model (Fig. 3.2b) was derived in Paper C based
on Lagrangian mechanics to extract the actuator dynamics:
M(xc) · ẍc = Fc −G(xc), (3.1)
where Fc is the mechanical force delivered by the linear actuator, ẍc is the linear accel-
eration, and M and G are, respectively, the equivalent mass and gravitational load as a
function of the actuators’ effective stroke, i.e., the linear position (xc). Next, a flexible
multibody model was derived in [5] (Paper E) based on the finite segment method [61] to
investigate the use of pressure feedback to reduce the pressure oscillation. This approach,
as further described by [62,63], serves the purpose of representing the relevant flexibility of
the crane-boom. The numerical model is represented using the multibody system library
in MATLAB-Simulink.
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3.2 Design Analysis
Based on available information from manufacturers’ catalogs, the off-the-shelf heavy-duty
EMC from Rexroth [25] is considered to be a potential alternative to the conventional
VCC. However, as discovered in Paper A, and reported in the technical literature, there are
some critical issues related to the mechanical transmission system. Hence, an additional
EHC based on state-of-the-art self-contained configurations is further investigated.
3.2.1 Sizing Principles
The principles used when sizing the electric prime mover as well as the drive system of
the two self-contained cylinder technologies are presented as follows.
Electric Prime Mover
The electric drive that serves as the prime mover in the self-contained cylinders includes
the variable-frequency drive that is connected to the electrical three-phase grid control-
ling the rotational motion of the electric machine. As explained in [64] © 2020 IEEE
(Paper H), the components of the electric prime mover are chosen based on the following
steps:
1. determine the requirements such as the maximum and continuous speed, torque,
current, and power requirements of the considered work cycle;
2. select the supply unit and PMSM combination;
3. identify the desired control performance and required interface (i.e., communication
standards, input/outputs, and safety features);
4. define the control function (e.g., open-loop or closed-loop controller architecture);
5. select any necessary accessories (e.g., mains filters and chokes, brake resistors/units,
capacity modules, cables, and software).





where τcont is the required continuous torque, and τ0 and i0 are the PMSMs’ continuous
torque and current at standstill, respectively. The continuous operating characteristic S1
(60K), according to EN 60034-1, is used when sizing the electric drive.
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Electro-Mechanical Cylinder
According to common industrial practice, the EMC is designed based on the following
steps [64] © 2020 IEEE:
1. select the type of screw assembly and its dimensions (i.e., diameter and lead) based
on the required stroke length, average power and dynamic load requirements of the
considered work cycle, and desired service life;
2. select the electric prime mover and gearbox combination based on the desired control
performance, maximum and continuous speed, torque, and current requirements.
These aspects are addressed in detail in Paper H.
Electro-Hydraulic Cylinder
The EHC is designed based on the following steps [64] © 2020 IEEE:
1. size the cylinders’ stroke capability according to the requirements of the application
and size the piston and rod diameter based on the maximum load force and buckling
criteria;
2. size the hydraulic unit based on the displacement and speed required to deliver the
demanded flow dictated by the actuators’ desired motion cycle;
3. size the electric prime mover in terms of maximum and continuous speed, torque,
and current requirements;
4. size the hydro-pneumatic accumulator based on the exchange volume and desired
maximum and minimum pressure in the reservoir;
5. size the load-holding valves so that the pressure drop is kept minimal in order to
maintain an efficient throttle-less system (i.e., increased throttling may result in the
need for an oil cooler) and select a proper pilot ratio and cracking pressure to ensure
intended functionality;
6. size the flow balancing valves and the oil filter so that the reservoir pressure is kept
below the pressure limits of the hydraulic components in order to ensure proper
functionality;
7. size the pressure-relief valves based on the maximum allowed pressure of the hy-
draulic components and on the force limitations of the cylinder in order to satisfy
the buckling criteria.
Details about the procedure mentioned above are outlined in Paper H.
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3.2.2 Design of the Electro-Mechanical Cylinder
First, in Paper A an EMC is dimensioned and numerically investigated with a focus on
feasibility when replacing the VCC of the PRMs’ main arm. Due to the required stroke
(travel length) of 1.7 m, which is the upper limit of the considered EMC, only the largest
planetary roller-screw assembly was available (EMC-HD 180). According to the sizing
principles, only the screw assembly having a diameter of 75 mm and a lead of 10 mm
in combination with a directly mounted MSK-101E PMSM, and a gearbox found in the
manufacturers’ catalogue [25] having a 5:1 gear ratio was considered suitable.
Secondly, the single-boom crane case study that requires a shorter stroke (0.5 m)
was considered in Paper H to investigate if an off-the-shelf EMC configuration is feasible
for continuous operations, such as heave compensation systems or the studied tripping
sequence of the PRMs’ reach arms. Three suitable motor and gear combinations were
identified from the manufacturers’ catalog [25] using a ball-screw assembly having a di-
ameter of 63 mm and a lead of 20 mm (EMC-HD 125). A larger screw assembly is expected
to have a significantly longer service life. However, the initial length of the larger screw
assembly (EMC-HD 150) is too long to fit inside the base of the crane (Fig. 3.3). Fur-
thermore, only the timing belt side drive was considered since the direct mounting adds
additional length. The EMC configuration, including the smallest (i.e., cheapest) electric
prime mover configuration, has been chosen with the intention of being implemented on
the single-boom crane in the future, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
Figure 3.3: CAD assembly illustrating the implementation of the Rexroth heavy-duty
electro-mechanical cylinder [25].
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3.2.3 Design of the Electro-Hydraulic Cylinder
The identified self-contained EHC baseline concept, as presented in Fig. 2.9, is further
investigated in this study. A high-fidelity mathematical representation of a preliminary
EHC concept is first presented in Paper B in combination with a numerical investigation
intended to evaluate the motion performance with passive-load holding in four-quadrant
operations in view of future implementation. Further, in Paper C, the components of the
investigated architecture (Fig. 3.5) are sized and selected from manufacturers’ catalogs
according to the requirements of the single-boom crane case study and dimensions of the
original hydraulic cylinder. Lastly, in Paper D, the EHC components (model parameters)
were scaled to the three reach arms’ cylinders of the PRM case study.
Passive Load-Holding
The passive load-holding functionality identified in the state-of-the-art survey that is
based on commercial EHCs using the pilot pressure from the opposite pump port (Fig. 2.9)
is further investigated. This method, as demonstrated in Paper C, tends to be unstable
since the check valves are unintentionally opened and closed during operation when the
system must operate in all four quadrants. Hence, a considerable effort is carried out to
identify a suitable method for controlling the pilot-operated check valves used for load-
holding purposes.
A concept using two on/off electro-valves (Fig. 3.4a) was first proposed in Paper B
based on inspiration from the concept of [65]. When the on/off valves are de-energized,
the load-holding valves’ pilot pressure is equal to the reservoir pressure. When they
are energized, the pilot pressure is equivalent to the highest system pressure. Inspired
by [66,67], the concept is then modified and presented in Paper C using a 3/2 electro-valve
(EV) to control the pilot pressures (Fig. 3.4b).
Two different load-holding strategies are considered. Passive load holding takes place
when motion is not desired, and the desired position is within the wanted error limit. The




1, |ẋc,ref | > 0 and uED > 0
0, |ẋc,ref | = 0 and |exc | < 0.5 mm
. (3.3)
Next, in order not to consume electric energy in load-holding phases, the signal uED
enabling torque on the electric machine is switched off when motion is not desired and the
load-holding valves are closed. Conversely, active load holding is performed by controlling
the desired piston position using the electric prime mover while the load-holding valves
are kept open.
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Figure 3.4: Simplified schematic of the studied passive load-holding circuits when uEV = 0:
(a) two on/off electro-valves; (b) 3/2 electro-valve.
Investigated Architecture
The EHC architecture proposed in this research (Fig. 3.5) can operate in four quadrants,
includes passive load-holding devices, and can regenerate electric power.
Figure 3.5: The novel self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder addressed in this research.
The auxiliary components are implemented in a manifold, and the bladder-type ac-
cumulator (ACC) represents the sealed reservoir. The differential flow dictated by the
cylinders’ unequal areas is balanced by both the two pilot-operated check valves POCV1
and POCV2 as well as the check valves CV1 and CV2. Furthermore, CV2 and CV3 are
installed to prevent cavitation in the hydraulic unit. The pilot-operated check valves
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POCV3 and POCV4 are used as passive load-holding devices by isolating the cylinder
when the 3/2 electro-valve is not actuated. Motion is enabled when the electro-valve is
energized, resulting in transference of the highest cylinder pressure, selected through the
CV4 and CV5, into the opening pilot line of the load-holding valves. The check valves CV6
and CV7 are installed between the actuator sides and the accumulator to avoid cavitation
in the cylinder chambers. The pressure-relief valves (RV1–RV4) implemented on both
pump ports and on both cylinder ports, are installed to prevent over-pressurization. Fi-
nally, an oil cooler (CO) and a low-pressure filter (F) complete the hydraulics. Figure 3.6
takes advantage of a simplified system representation to outline the operating condition
in each quadrant.
Figure 3.6: Simplified illustration of the self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder func-
tioning in four quadrants when uEV = 1. P denotes that the hydraulic unit is operating
as a pump, M – the hydraulic unit and the electric machine is operating as a motor, and
G – the electric machine is operating as a generator.
Flow directions and pressure levels are highlighted: the red color indicates the high-
pressure side, the blue color indicates the low-pressure side, Qp is the cylinder flow on
the piston-side, Qr is the cylinder flow on the rod-side, and Qd = Qp −Qr represents the
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differential flow. For any given speed of the electric prime mover, the actuator velocity
is higher in the left half-plane because the flow through the hydraulic unit is going to
(or is coming from) the actuators’ rod-side chamber, which has a smaller piston area
than the piston-side. Furthermore, it should be noted that this systemic architecture fits
particularly well with applications characterized by frequent overrunning loads acting on
the actuator (e.g., cranes). The differential flow is forced to go through both the filter and
oil cooler when the EHC is operating in the IV quadrant (i.e., when lowering the crane
boom), thereby ensuring proper fluid conditioning.
3.3 Feasibility Studies
The feasibility of replacing conventional VCCs with either of the two considered self-
contained cylinder concepts is investigated through simulations in both case studies. Ad-
ditionally, the proposed EHC concept is implemented and examined when connected to
the original hydraulic cylinder of the single-boom crane.
3.3.1 Application of the Electro-Mechanical Cylinder
Based on a literature survey and numerical investigation of replacing the VCC of the
PRMs’ main arm, Paper A discusses advantages and disadvantages related to the reliabil-
ity, safety, and durability of EMCs with respect to the design criteria of offshore drilling
applications. Based on this investigation, it has been determined that the considered
off-the-shelf EMC [3]:
• provides good energy-efficiency, simple installation (plug and play), low mainte-
nance, high stiffness (accuracy), and reduced space occupation on the offshore in-
stallation in comparison to the centralized hydraulic power supply and piping;
• has low durability at high load force due to wear and tear on the transmission screw,
and little overload protection against shock loads;
• is nevertheless an appealing alternative to VCCs since it allows for the elimination
of local hydraulic circuits and removal of the fluid spill risk;
• has the potential to reduce maintenance costs due to the absence of weak parts such
as seals and hoses, which are subjected to the harsh environment of the oil drilling
process;
• requires electric power only when it is needed, compared to centralized powered
VCCs where a continuous load on the HPU must be ensured regardless of whether
or not the hydraulic power is used for actuation;
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• has high static load capabilities; however, the permissible transmitted power will
limit productivity considerably.
Also, an off-the-shelf EMC with long stroke (travel) and high load capabilities certified for
ATEX, which is necessary for most oil drilling equipment, was not identified. However,
there exist PMSMs that are ATEX certified, and the mechanical transmission system has
the potential to become certified for this requirement.
It is also worth noting that for the commercially available configurations considered in
this research, only the largest planetary roller-screw assembly is possible for the PRMs’
main arm cylinder because of the required stroke of 1.7 m. The planetary roller-screw
has higher friction losses compared with the ball-screw. Consequently, based on the
manufacturers’ recommendations [25], avoidance of overheating in the transmission screw
cannot be guaranteed without reducing the average speed of the investigated motion cycle.
Alternatively, customization, such as adding external cooling or applying a transmission
screw with a larger dimension, has the potential to increase the permissible power.
Finally, as explained earlier, an off-the-shelf EMC was successfully designed for contin-
uous operation on the single-boom crane case study based on common industrial practice.
However, experimental verification of the proposed design is necessary and is considered
as further work.
3.3.2 Application of the Electro-Hydraulic Cylinder
First, in Paper C, the proposed EHC concept (Fig 3.5) was implemented and tested
when driving the single-boom crane (Fig. 3.7), and a high-fidelity model representing
the proposed EHC was experimentally validated. Furthermore, pressure feedback was
implemented on the control algorithm and empirically tuned, resulting in considerably
increased position tracking performance. Next, in Paper D, the EHC components (model
parameters) were scaled to the three reach arms’ cylinders of the PRM case study, and
the energy-saving potential was numerically analyzed in comparison to the simulated
valve-controlled system supplied from a central hydraulic power unit.
Experimental Testing
The experimental testbed depicted in Fig. 3.7 was built and commissioned to drive the
single-boom crane with the proposed EHC concept. Details about the self-contained
system are described earlier in Section 3.2.3, while the components used to implement
and analyze this solution are presented in Paper C and G. Communication between the
embedded programmable logic controller (PLC) where the linear motion control algorithm
is implemented and the servo-drive (SD) (i.e., the variable frequency drive and control
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Figure 3.7: The proposed self-contained electro-hydraulic system implemented on the
single-boom crane: (a) overview of the portable testbed interfacing with the electrical
grid and hydraulic cylinder; (b) detailed view of the single-boom crane, the accumulator,
the braking resistor, and the cabinet dedicated to the PLC and the servo-drive.
module) is processed through a Sercos signal bus interface with 250 µs sample rate.
Besides the measured electric power, all data is processed through a real-time interface
(i.e., UDP send/read with a 1 ms sample rate) between the PLC and a desktop computer
using the Simulink real-time library. The test data from the measured electric power was
first obtained at a 50 ms sample rate using a power analyzer and then further processed in
the MATLAB-Simulink environment. Lastly, mineral oil ISO VG 46 was used as hydraulic
fluid.
The initial open-loop testing (i.e., only the velocity feedforward part of the motion
controller shown in Fig. 2.10 is activated) confirms that the combination of the highly
flexible structure of the crane boom and the low damping nature of the self-contained
hydraulic system result in induced pressure oscillations, as shown in Fig. 3.8.
Moreover, when the EHC is controlled in a closed-loop according to the standard mo-
tion control strategy (Fig. 2.10), the PI-controller gains must be selected at a significantly
low level in order to avoid increasing oscillations in the crane boom during motion, result-
ing in poor position tracking performance. Consequently, a pressure-feedback approach
was implemented on the control structure to add artificial damping that allows for signifi-
cantly higher PI-controller gains and cancellation of pressure fluctuations in the hydraulic
system. The improved motion controller and active damping feature are explained later
in this chapter along with the motion performance and energy efficiency results.
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Figure 3.8: Induced oscillations [32]: (a) piston position; (b) piston-side pressure.
In addition, a minor adverse effect on the motion performance caused by the passive
load-holding functionality has been identified. As pointed out in Paper F, there is a
reduced pressure spike in the piston-side chamber when the load-holding is commanded,
causing a minor position drop of 1.7 mm in closed-loop motion control. Furthermore, the
position drop increases even more (depending on the piston position) when the crane is
controlled in open-loop. This issue has been further investigated, and the load-holding
control was improved using a pressure control strategy that eliminates the position drop.
However, this improvement has not been included in this dissertation and is considered
as further work since the results will be published in a forthcoming paper.
During continuous testing when lifting and lowering the crane-boom, it was discovered
that heat generation in the hydraulic system is minimal. Moreover, when the oil cooler
is bypassed, there was no sign of temperature increase in the hydraulic fluid that was
measured in several places in the hydraulic circuit. Since the investigated testbed was
not built to be utterly compact at this stage of the research, investigating the thermal
effect is considered to be further work. See, for instance, [68–70], concerning studies on
the thermal aspects of self-contained EHCs.
Energy Saving Potential
A new layout (Fig. 3.9) for the motion control of the PRM was proposed in Paper D to
benefit from the regenerative capability of EHC. The main idea is to replace the original
flow requiring VCCs with EHCs to remove the requirement for an external hydraulic sup-
ply. It is assumed that the remaining hydraulic actuated auxiliary functions of the PRM
can be powered from a minor internal HPU. Hence, only electric power is distributed to
the PRM. To fully exploit available new technologies in electric drives and the connectiv-
ity trend in the ongoing fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0), a common DC bus
distribution is proposed in combination with a decentralized servo-drive for each of the
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Figure 3.9: Proposed electric power distribution layout when using self-contained electro-
hydraulic cylinders in combination with existing AC drivetrains and an internal HPU.
actuators. The servo-drive placed near the electric machine consists of the inverter and
motion control module (MC). The considered motion controller combines the standard
control structure of the electric prime mover explained in Section 2.1, with a control ar-
chitecture and additional feedback signals that ensure the cylinder position and active
damping. The DC bus is powered from a centralized electric power unit, including the
auxiliary components such as the mains filter and choke, the supply module that converts
the AC voltage from the electrical grid to a DC bus voltage, and the electro-chemical stor-
age unit (i.e., the battery). The battery is connected to the DC bus through a DC/DC
converter and controlled by the energy storage management system (EMS). The battery
can be used for energy storage when the electric prime movers are regenerating power,
i.e., when the main arm is extending, the guide arms are retracting, the winch is low-
ering, and the drivetrains of the travel or slew motion are braking. The battery can be
used either for emergency operations in case of power shutdown or to reduce the use of
diesel generators to supply electricity to the offshore installation [7]. Lastly, the HMI
includes the control system, emergency stop modules for safety functionalities, and the
motion trajectory generators of the individual actuator. The control system (e.g., a PLC)
communicates with the decentralized servo-drives and energy storage management system
using a standard bus communication protocol, e.g., Profibus, Modbus, Sercos, etc.
When considering the total energy of the mechanical system, assuming 100% efficient
energy recovery, there is a potential for the PRM case study to regenerate 27.5% of
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the consumed energy during the operational sequence. However, due to the losses in
the electric prime movers (13%), the hydraulic units (32%), and the combined friction
losses in the hydraulic cylinder end mechanical system (15%), a significant portion of
the potential regenerative energy is dissipated. When considering the three reach arms,
only 6% of the total energy can potentially be recovered. However, if a hydraulic unit
with better efficiency is used (e.g., a constant efficiency of 90%), the potential regenerated
energy could be increased up to 45%. Compared to the original VCCs, the energy-saving
potential of using EHCs is 83% without affecting the systems’ performance. Furthermore,
applying a more efficient hydraulic unit to the EHCs results in an energy-saving potential
of 91% (88% when considering a more efficient pump for the centralized HPU).
3.4 Comparative Analysis
Experimental comparison has been carried out in this research to identify if the proposed
self-contained EHC is a suitable alternative to state-of-the-art VCCs. Additionally, Pa-
per H, investigates the design impact when replacing the conventional hydraulic cylinder
with either of the two self-contained cylinder technologies. The work has been carried
out on the single-boom crane case study with a focus on both the motion performance
(Paper F) and energy efficiency (Paper G) of the complete actuation systems. A common
control strategy and a model-based design approach have been used in order to make an
impartial comparison between the self-contained EHC and benchmark system.
3.4.1 The Benchmark System
The VCC, when taken into account as the benchmark system (Fig. 3.10), consists of a
centralized hydraulic power unit providing a constant supply pressure (pS) and fixed return
pressure (pR) as well as the drain (pD) to the valve-controlled system. The components of
the HPU are the AC induction motor (IM) driving the variable-displacement axial piston
pump (P) at a constant speed. The pressure level of the supply pressure is controlled by
the absolute pressure limiter, while a pressure-relief valve (RV) is installed for safety.
The linear motion controller explained in the following sends a control signal uV to
the pressure-compensated, proportional directional control valve (PDCV) controlling the
motion of the hydraulic cylinder. The state-of-the-art flow control valve contains two
essential elements, namely the main spool with integrated closed-loop position control and
the pressure compensator (PC). The pressure compensator ensures a constant pressure
drop across the metering edge, which in turn provides a load-independent flow and dead-
band, simplifying the complexity of the feedback controller to achieve satisfactory motion
performance. Furthermore, the pressure compensator reduces any disturbance from other
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Figure 3.10: The centralized powered valve-controlled system implemented on the single-
boom crane: (a) simplified schematic of the hydraulic system; (b) detailed view of the
hydraulic test setup interfacing with the hydraulic power unit and cylinder.
VCCs connected to the same hydraulic power supply. The considered load-holding valve,
a vented counterbalance valve with a pilot ratio 3:1, consists of a by-pass check valve (CV)
and a pilot-operated poppet valve (PV) for controlling an overrunning load (i.e., when
lowering the crane boom). Lastly, the VCC test setup has instruments with sensors for
measuring the pressures labeled in Fig. 3.10a, as well as the rod-side flow rate and linear
position. Figure 3.10b depicts a portion of the valve-controlled test setup. Details about
the components used to implement and analyze this solution are presented in Paper G.
3.4.2 Improved Motion Control
Pressure feedback was successfully implemented in the control structure (Fig. 3.11) and
tested on the EHC in Paper C, in order to actively damp out the induced oscillations.
The same approach is also investigated in Paper E and tested on the benchmark
system, resulting in significant improvements. Further, in Paper F, a model-based design
approach using validated linear models is performed to select proper parameters for the
linear motion controller and high-pass filtered pressure feedback of both the EHC and
benchmark system.
Pressure Feedback
Pressure feedback adds artificial damping to the hydraulic system. When analyzing the
linearized system model presented in Paper F, it is demonstrated that pressure feed-
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Figure 3.11: The improved control structure, including high-pass filtered pressure feed-
back.
back can increase the system’s damping and gain margin. Hence, significantly higher
PI-controller gains can be used while still ensuring a stable system, resulting in better
position tracking performance and faster response. The pressure feedback can be applied
using either a direct, gradient, low-pass filtered, or high-pass filtered approach [49]. The
method using high-pass filtered pressure feedback [71, 72] is preferred because the other
approaches are challenging to implement experimentally due to the fact that the measured
pressure level in the steady-state will yield a signal that commands the actuator to move.
Hence, the steady-state pressure must continuously be updated and subtracted from the
measured pressure levels to avoid this critical problem; this is challenging because of the
high nonlinearities of the hydraulic system, external loads that change during the oper-
ating cycle, and the noise of the pressure feedback signal. The algorithm of the proposed





τf · s+ 1
· pL, (3.4)
where k−1q is the inverse of the identified flow gain, kf is the gain and τf is the time
constant of the high-pass filter, and pL = p3 − Ar/Ap · p4 is the actuators’ effective load
pressure.
A linear control design analysis is carried out in Paper F for the EHC with pressure
feedback and demonstrates that the original damping ratio of 0.052 was increased to one
desired value (i.e., 0.5), resulting in a 14.5% higher gain margin. According to [73], the
damping ratio of the hydraulic system should be between 0.5 and 0.7. The improved
motion performance of the EHC is presented later in this section.
Additionally, the benchmark system benefits from implementing pressure feedback.
The combination of a counterbalance valve and pressure compensated control valve tends
to introduce oscillatory behavior or even instability. This behavior undermines both
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performance and operational safety, especially when the external load is overrunning.
Applying pressure feedback to valve-controlled systems has been a popular research topic
for many years, as the intent is to stabilize the system when lowering the crane boom (i.e.,
only rod-side pressure is used for pressure feedback). However, in Paper E, an approach
that stabilizes the system during both piston extension and retraction with closed-loop po-
sition control was successfully implemented on the single-boom crane. Because the studied
control valve has a significantly slower response (bandwidth) than, e.g., servo-valves, the
implementation of the valve dynamics inverse was proposed in order to successfully stabi-
lize the system when the piston-side pressure was also included as pressure feedback. The
experimental results show a significant reduction of the VCC’s oscillatory behavior, as
shown in Fig. 3.12, when operated with a closed-loop position control during a complete
work cycle.












Figure 3.12: Effect of implementing pressure feedback on the benchmark system [31]: (a)
piston position error; (b) piston-side pressure.
The maximum position error when lifting the crane-boom has been reduced from 3.5
mm to 1 mm, and the average position error during lowering has been approximately 0.2
mm. In comparison to the system without pressure feedback, this is a reduction of almost
90%.
As an alternative to pressure feedback, the actuator’s acceleration and velocity can
be estimated or measured and used as active damping. However, to identify the best
practice, this solution is being considered for future work for comparison with pressure
feedback. This method has already been implemented in a commercial variable-speed and
position controller for the Sytronix electro-hydraulic drive system by Rexroth [74].
Model-Based Design
A model-based design approach has been carried out in Paper F to derive the control pa-
rameters for both the EHC and conventional VCC using experimentally validated models.
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When designing the control parameters, the pressure feedback’s parameters (i.e., the filter
gain and time constant of the high-pass filter) are first chosen so that the desired damp-
ing ratio of the system is obtained before designing the linear motion controller for the
original system. A complete description of the process used to derive these parameters
is presented in Paper F. Further on, the proportional and integral gains of the position
feedback controller algorithm (2.14) are obtained based on the gain margin (Gm), and the
phase crossover frequency (ωc) identified from a frequency response analysis (i.e., using





kI = 0.1 · ωc · kP . (3.6)
Next, based on the reference velocity of the piston (ẋc,ref ), the piston area, and the flow




· ẋc,ref . (3.7)
The identified control parameters for both the EHC and benchmark system are pre-
sented in Paper F.
3.4.3 Motion Performance
Three closed-loop tests are carried out in Paper F to analyze the motion performance of
the EHC compared to the benchmark system. First, a step response test (Fig.3.13) is
performed with a maximum payload (i.e., mass equal to 304 kg) to test the closed-loop
response time.
Then, a work cycle test (Fig. 3.14) with maximum payload and various velocity set-
points is carried out to assess the tracking error. Lastly, the single-boom crane is also
actuated both with a half payload and without any payload to explore the actuation
system’s robustness in dealing with load variations (see plots in Paper F). The empiri-
cal results demonstrate that the necessary passive load-holding function of the EHC can
safely maintain the cylinder position when motion is not desired. The control algorithm
also seems to be robust in spite of load variation. Furthermore, the EHC outperforms the
benchmark system when driving the single-boom crane on all fronts.
As shown in Fig.3.13a, the EHC achieves 61% less overshoot, 10 ms faster rising
time, and 75% faster settling time. The active pressure feedback in the EHC reduces the
pressure oscillations (Fig.3.13b) more effectively than the VCC since the electric prime
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Figure 3.13: Closed-loop position step response [76]: (a) commanded and measured piston
positions; (b) piston-side pressures.











Figure 3.14: Closed-loop position tracking [76]: (a) commanded and measured piston
positions; (b) tracking error.
mover has about 95% higher bandwidth than the control valve. Further, as shown in
Fig. 3.14, the EHC has up to 66% less tracking error than the benchmark system for the
considered motion cycle.
3.4.4 Energy Efficiency
It is experimentally shown, in Paper G, that the EHC enables 62% energy savings in a
representative work cycle (Fig. 3.15) due to its throttle-less and power-on-demand nature.
Moreover, up to 77% of the energy taken from the electrical grid can be used effectively
if the recovered energy is reused (as shown in Fig. 3.15b after 18 s). This option is not
possible in the state-of-the-art valve-controlled systems. More specifically, the following
aspects have emerged from the study [77]:
• the power demand (Fig. 3.15) of the electric prime mover during steady-state oper-
ations is reduced to 4.8 kW versus 7.6 kW in the valve-controlled system (37% less)
throughout the examined work cycle;
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Figure 3.15: Consumption during a complete working cycle [77]: (a) power; (b) energy.
• using passive load-holding results in an energy savings of 18.4% in comparison to
active load-holding;
• the systems’ overall efficiency of the EHC, being approximately 57% during actua-
tion, turns out to be highly satisfying compared to the 22% efficiency level of the
VCC with a constant-pressure supply;
• the EHC recovers a significant amount of energy (i.e., 20% of the consumed energy)
during the proposed work cycle. Hence, when assuming a realistic 94% regeneration
efficiency to return the recovered energy to the electrical grid, then 77% of the total
input energy can be used effectively. In contrast, this efficient operation is not feasi-
ble in the VCC where, rather than being recovered, the available energy is dissipated
in the hydraulic system when the load acting on the cylinder is overrunning;
• an alternative scenario based on a load-sensing pump concept is also considered
for the VCC; while its energy consumption decreases from 11.44 Wh to 9.20 Wh
(Fig. 3.16b), it remains inefficient with respect to the EHC with a total energy
consumption of 4.34 Wh (Fig. 3.16a).
The power levels and efficiencies of the different sub-systems of the EHC (i.e., the
electric drive (ED), hydraulic unit (P), auxiliary valves (AV), and the hydraulic cylinder
(C)) and benchmark system (i.e., the HPU, control valve (V), load-holding valve (LHV),
and hydraulic cylinder) are separately evaluated while lifting and lowering the single-boom
crane (SBC).
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Figure 3.16: The energy distribution during a complete work cycle [77]: (a) EHC; (b)
VCC when simulating a load-sensing pump and the HPU losses.
3.4.5 Design Impact
The two self-contained linear actuator technologies are further investigated in Paper H
with a focus on their design impact (Fig. 3.17b) when replacing the original hydraulic
actuator on the single-boom crane.
The EHC shows several benefits over the EMC, such as 20% higher continuous power
capability, 47% less installed electric power, 79% longer expected service life, 33% higher
maximum force capability, 25% less overall mass, and 40% less installation length. The
EHC is also more robust when handling impact forces and is expected to have about a
50% lower initial cost. For work cycles requiring an average continuous transmitted power
above 2 kW, there are no available configurations of the considered EMC [25] due to the
limitations on the permissible continuous power being transmitted by the screw assembly.
For the electro-hydraulic solution, the PMSM’s rated torque is the limiting factor. For
higher torque requirements (i.e., above 180 Nm as pointed out in [78]), there are AC
induction machines available that can be used. Further, the EMC is expected to show
better motion performance due to its higher drive stiffness, requires less control effort,
has higher energy efficiency, and allows for lower system complexity, all of which results
in a more straightforward design approach.
Regarding the PRM case study, different configurations of the off-the-shelf EMC were
considered for implementation on the main arm (Paper A), as illustrated in Fig. 3.17a in
comparison to the original hydraulic cylinder.
As a side note with regard to future implementation, the electro-hydraulic power unit
of the compact and EHC design does not necessarily need to be mounted directly on the
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Figure 3.17: Installation size comparison: (a) different motor mounting configuration of
the dimensioned electro-mechanical cylinder for the main arm cylinder of the pipe racking
machine [3]; (b) the dimensioned electro-mechanical and electro-hydraulic self-contained
cylinders for the single-boom crane [64] © 2020 IEEE.
hydraulic cylinder, as shown in Fig. 3.17b. For example, the original hydraulic cylinder
of the single-boom crane could have been used, and the electro-hydraulic system can be
installed in the structure of the application and connected to the hydraulic cylinder by
means of hydraulic lines. However, if hydraulic hoses need to be used, then the load-
holding valves must be attached directly to the hydraulic cylinder as required by safety
regulations. In addition, as pointed out, by [78], the choice of hydraulic circuit architec-
ture and components (e.g., either PMSM or AC induction machines) significantly affect
the weight and required amount of installed power. When combined with the weight of
the hydraulic cylinder itself, [78] discovered that for the knuckle boom crane case study,
the EHCs are between 37% to 50% heavier than the hydraulic cylinder itself, which is used
in the conventional valve-controlled systems. Hence, both the design configuration and
component selection should be optimized for each specific application and its work cycle
to maximize the benefits of self-contained cylinders. Furthermore, the mechanical mech-
anisms should be designed so that the self-contained cylinders can utilize the maximum
advantages of electric regeneration and compactness.
3.4.6 Characteristics
To evaluate the consequences and limitations associated with choosing any of the two self-
contained alternatives as a replacement for conventional hydraulic cylinders, Tab. 3.1,
presents an overview of the positive and negative outcomes (without considering the
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occupied space, cost, and energy losses of the centralized hydraulic power unit and the
piping). This overview is intended to be a general guideline for choosing between the
electro-mechanical and electro-hydraulic drive solution when replacing traditional VCCs;
thus, additional general knowledge from the technical literature is included.
When designing an actuation system for a specific application, the information avail-
able from the component catalogs and details obtained from the manufacturers are usually
sufficient. This is because the application manufacturers want to use existing, well-known
and well-proven actuation system components, suppliers, support facilities, etc. [79]. In
this manner, the designer can use both knowledge built up over a long period of time
(e.g., human resources and experiences) and non-assignable properties like trusting the
reliability of the components’ manufacturers. However, selecting the optimal actuation
system and eliminating sub-optimal solutions early in the design phase can have a signifi-
cant impact on the project’s capacity, total cost, and performance of the application [80].
The offshore case study (Fig. 3.1) investigated in this research is an excellent example of
a complex application that would have benefited from having a computerized design tool
when replacing the centralized powered valve-controlled cylinders with a more environ-
mentally friendly alternative. Consequently, the next section presents an additional study
carried out in this research on identifying a design tool that can automatically perform
the design, feasibility, and comparative analysis when considering using different solutions
and component manufacturers to select the best suitable actuation system.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of the investigated self-contained cylinders’ characteristics with
respect to the benchmark system [64]. Five different grades are used ranging from (– –)
to (+ +), with (– –) being the worst, and 0 representing a similar performance to that of
the benchmark system. Results that are based on general knowledge from the technical
literature are denoted by *, while results that are related to ongoing research are denoted
by ?.
Category: Criterion: EMC EHC
Design Compactness – – –
Force per mass – – –
Power density – – –
Design complexity + –
Enclosure protection 0 0
Control effort* + 0
Scalabillity* – – –
Cost – – –
Operation Impact absorption* – – 0
Reliability* – – 0?
Energy efficiency ++ ++
Thermal absorption – – –?
Accuracy* ++ +
Drive stiffness* ++ –
Max force – 0
Max velocity ++ +
Max acceleration ++ –
Max continuous output power – – –
Safety Passive load-holding -? 0
Fail-safe* – 0
Overload protection* – +
Application Installed power + ++
Fluid spill risk* ++ +
Maintenance effort* ++ +?
Durability* – – 0?
Commissioning effort ++ +
© 2020 IEEE
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3.5 Towards Automated Design
The actuation system, along with control systems and the mechanical structure design,
ranges among the top key players to improving an application’s motion performances
and energy efficiency. The optimal design of actuation systems consists of finding the
best combination (according to the desired objective(s)) of components that can deliver
necessary and sufficient mechanical power (through desired speed and force/torque) to
each mechanical degree of freedom, enabling the application to perform one or more
characteristic work cycles.
To stay competitive, application and actuation system manufacturers continuously
have to improve their design procedures in order to obtain the best possible trade-off
between engineering costs and performance. Designing the best suitable actuation system
for a given application requires a well defined and comprehensive set of specifications
which, depending on the application, may consist of a great variety of hardly comparable
requirements and constraints, such as motion performance, energy consumption, cost,
weight, size, etc. Moreover, technical, industrial, and environmental standards must
also be satisfied. Finally, these specifications must be compared to the performance
characteristics of all components to determine whether the actuation system can perform
the required task or not.
Designing the best suitable actuation system is a process of comparing various actua-
tion systems based on sets of components from different principal modes of energy transfer
that are available from a broad range of manufacturers. When considering the different
actuator technologies and suitable combinations of components that are available on the
market, the design task becomes a complex and iterative process that is difficult for a de-
sign engineer to handle without applying sophisticated computerized design tools. Most
often, the search for a suitable design relies mostly on the intuition and experience of the
designer. Therefore, the obtained design often consists of a limited variety of actuation
system components, unwarranted complexity, or high costs [81]. Actuation systems are
often designed in an overly conservative manner to work under high load levels, whereas
in reality, maximum load conditions acting upon them comprise only an insignificant part
of the overall loads they experience [82].
There are various levels of design ranging from requirement analysis and topologies
down to detail design. There is a clear danger that system engineering activities are
performed only at the top level of design. Thus, to make any impact on the application
development process, the designer must consider all levels of their design so that a holistic
(mechatronic) view will be maintained through all stages of it. This can be achieved if
common system modeling is used where the interaction with other sub-systems, such as
the actuation system and mechanical system, and the whole application can be optimized
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using top-level requirements [83]. Furthermore, considering the control system, mechani-
cal design, and actuation system as one mechatronic system design [84] allows for global
optimization since the one can affect the two others. On the contrary, using a sequential
approach may lead to sub-optimal solutions. This is because in a mechatronic design
process (Fig. 3.18), structural and dimensional synthesis is addressed as an integrated
design task that includes the determination of both the topology and dimensions of the
application’s mechanical and actuation systems as well as its control parameters.
Figure 3.18: Mechatronic design process as an iterative feedback process.
This may be done in two distinctly different methods, i.e., in serial or parallel [85].
In serial synthesis, the topologies are generated beforehand, and then the actual sizing
is carried out, whereas in parallel synthesis, the topology and the dimensions are var-
ied simultaneously. In both methods, the controller is tuned simultaneously during the
dimensioning of the application.
The lack of well established, systematic engineering methods needed to form the basic
set-off in the analysis and design of complete actuation systems is apparent [86]. Therefore,
this survey focuses on identifying the main obstacles that prevent the development and
widespread use of a computerized design tool for various types of actuation systems and
applications.
3.5.1 Literature Review
According to [87], previous research into actuator selection has focused on application-
specific domains [88], selection of individual actuation technologies [89], different com-
puting platforms [90], or database development [91]. In the study presented by [87], only
two general design tools for selection of actuators were found: 1) the web-based actua-
tor selection tool presented by [90] and 2) the actuator classification and selection tool
presented by [91].
Therefore, a comprehensive literature study is carried out in this section to identify
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commercially available design tools and relevant published methods with respect to select-
ing the best suitable actuation systems. The literature review aims at determining what
functionalities and elements are missing for a computerized design tool to be able to auto-
matically select the best configuration of an actuation system for the given requirements
of a specific application and its operational sequence. A literature matrix is presented
in Tab. 3.2 concerning the following four functionalities that are considered necessary to
include in an automated actuation system design tool software application:
1. a database that allows the designer to add different actuators and customize data;
2. a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows the designer to formulate relevant re-
quirements and automatically compares different actuators to select the best actu-
ation systems;
3. a GUI that allows the designer to formulate design inputs and automatically gen-
erate mathematical models at a level that corresponds to commercial modeling and
simulation software;
4. a GUI that allows the designer to automatically formulate the design optimization
problem at a level that corresponds to a commercial optimization software applica-
tion.
The proposed literature review is categorized by the type of platform that either the
design tool or method is implemented on, i.e., selection procedures and strategies described
in the literature, software applications installed on a desktop computer, design tools or
guidelines located on a website, or simulation-based (SIM-based) optimization (OPT)
approaches using commercialized or open-source modeling, simulation, and optimization
software.
The conclusion from the literature review is that no tool, either commercial or research-
based, can currently provide cross technology, cross topology, and cross catalogs optimal
selection. However, the significant increase in digitalization of manufacturers’ product
data in combination with the increase in computational power, improvement in numerical
methods and development of artificial intelligence tools, all imply that the development
of a viable automatic design tool is possible.
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Table 3.2: Literature review of design tools for actuation systems. The character denotes
the affiliation of the developer and users (if applicable): actuator (component) manufac-
turers (A), component dealers (B), application manufacturers (C), interest organizations
(D), academia (E), independent research centers (F), industry (G). Methods that are
based on only one actuator technology are denoted by *, while functionalities that are
not identified are denoted by ?.
Functionalities:
No: Category: Dev.: User: 1 2 3 4 Reference:
1 Literature-based E E No No No No [88]
2 E E No No No No [87]
3 E E No No No No [92]
4 E E No No No No [93]
5 E E No No No No [94]
6∗ Computer-based E A No No Yes Yes [95]
7∗ E n/a No Yes No No [96,97]
8∗ E E C No Yes No No [80,81]
9∗? E ? ? Yes ? Yes [79, 98–100]
10∗ A B C No Yes No No [101]
11 A B C No No No No [102]
12∗ A B C No Yes No No [103]
13∗ D B C G No Yes No No [104]
14∗ D B C G No Yes No No [105]
15 E F A C E F Yes Yes No No [91,106–111]
16∗ & Web-based A B C No Yes No No [112]
17∗ & Web-based E F A C E F ? No Yes Yes [113–115]
18 Web-based A n/a No Yes No No [90]
19∗ A B C No Yes No No [116]
20∗ A B C No Yes No No [117]
21∗ SIM-based OPT A E No No No No [118]
22∗ E E No No No No [119]
23∗ E E No No No No [120]
24∗ A E No No No No [121]
25∗ E E No No No No [122]
26∗ E E No No No No [123]
Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page
Functionalities:
No: Category: Dev.: User: 1 2 3 4 Reference:
27∗ SIM-based OPT E E No No No No [124]
28∗ E E No No No No [83]
29∗ E E No No No No [125]
30∗ E E No No No No [126,127]
31∗ E E No No No No [128]
32∗ E E No No No No [129]
33 E E No No No No [85]
34∗ E E No No No No [130,131]
35∗ E E No No No No [132]
36∗ E E No No No No [86]
37∗ E E No No No No [133]
38∗ E E No No No No [134]
39∗ E E No No No No [135]
40∗ E E No No No No [136–140]
41∗ E E No No No No [141]
42∗ E E No No No No [82]
43∗ E E No No No No [142]
44∗ E E No No No No [143]
45 E E No No No No [144]
3.5.2 Research Question
The main functionality of an ”automated actuation system design tool” is to automatically
perform the design of the optimal actuation system in accordance with the given specifi-
cations. Selecting the best combination of components must be done via an exploration
of various actuator technologies and components from a broad range of manufacturers.
Most of the requested design tool functionalities have been reported in the literature to a
certain degree. However, a design tool that includes all of the desired features simultane-
ously was not identified in the literature study; therefore, the following research question
is explored:
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What would it require to create a computerized tool for the automatic
design of actuation systems that can compare different actuator tech-
nologies and components from different manufacturers? What are the
obstacles of doing so, and what challenges must be overcome in order to
realize an automated actuation system design tool?
The main obstacle preventing an automated design tool from being created is related
to software development and access to component data. Various types of software devel-
opers aim their products at different types of users (designers) with different functionality
requirements. Depending on the type of application, some manufacturers can deliver
complete off-the-shelf or customized actuation systems. For instance, two types of man-
ufacturers are involved in designing the actuation system for a specific application, i.e.,
the actuation system (component) manufacturers and the application manufacturer.
In addition to the manufacturers, academia, interest organizations, and independent
research centers also develop design tools for actuation systems. Each of the developers
introduces different limitations of a general-purpose design tool software for actuation
systems. Software developed by actuation system (component) manufacturers is biased
since they usually only consider components and topologies from their portfolio. Hence,
making comparisons with other manufacturers is complicated; in addition, it might be
unfair. Since the actuation system (component) manufacturers rely on the details of the
given specifications provided by the application manufacturers, and vice versa, there is
a tendency towards oversimplifying load and motion situations (work cycles) as well as
other characteristics used in the design process. Further, the reluctance to share vital in-
formation such as cost, availability, and performance data is a problem. The latter affects
the knowledge of other design tool developers when establishing detailed databases and
simulation models with verified performance characteristics. When considering academia
and interest organizations, there is an apparent lack of resources to maintain and expand
the database. Examples of this are the design tool software presented by [90, 96], where
promising software was not further developed. Other reasons why this software fails to
become commercially available could merely be the lack of motivation and research focus
on developing such design tools. However, research centers, including the Linz Center
of Mechatronics Gmbh, seems to have developed a viable tool (SyMSpace) for designing
specific actuator components, i.e., electrical machines [114, 115]. For instance, this novel
computerized and cloud-based design tool, which is based on further developments of
simulation-based optimization tools MagOpt [113], could have the potential to include
the optimal design of additional components or even entire topologies. However, this
would require having access to the necessary data.
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3.5.3 Identified Challenges
Based on the identification completed in this survey, a successful automated actuation
system design tool should include all the functionalities and elements depicted in Fig. 3.19.
Figure 3.19: Automated actuation system design framework.
Some essential challenges that are identified in the literature survey are discussed in
the following.
Graphical User Interface
Having the level of expertise needed to identify possible actuation technologies, select
topologies, set up simulation models, as well as test and evaluate control strategies for
an application, is not typical for an individual design engineer. Therefore, the essential
purpose of the GUI is to aid the designer in defining or selecting predefined suitable
topologies based on given specifications, formulate the optimization problem (i.e., objec-
tive functions, constraints, and design variables), and generate the numerical simulation
model and work cycle. In order for the design tool to be used by non-experts, the GUI
must generalize the expert knowledge held by various application designers and actuation
system (component) manufacturers. Additionally, non-technical parameters are essential
and must be implemented [79]. Further, the GUI must provide information that is as
precise as possible to enable clear and effective design decisions. Furthermore, it should
not require too highly detailed inputs so that it can be used earlier in the design phases,
for instance when design details may not have been finalized [96]. Finally, the GUI must
ensure not only that all suitable combinations are evaluated and the best combination
selected, but also that all relevant combinations should be scored and highlighted, e.g.,
through a Pareto front.
Database
The primary limitation of commercially available design tools is that they only include
one actuation technology, e.g., electric motors [104] or electro-mechanical cylinders [117].
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However, there are some design tools that can select a combination of electric-drives and
hydraulic pumps, e.g., SytronixSize from Rexroth [102]. Nonetheless, only components
from that specific supplier (e.g., Rexroth) are available. Other tools most often contain
a self-constructed database consisting of different components, topologies, and actuation
technologies defined by the software developer. Consequently, comparing various actua-
tion technology and brands is not possible. According to the literature review, the only
computer-based tool discovered that allows the user to add information manually to the
database is the Cambridge Engineering Selector [110]. This software is also referred to as
the material selector, and is based on the methods described in [106]. The database of
this software can be utilized to include several types of actuators and is used to compare
different actuator technologies, see, for instance, [91, 107–109]. Today, this software is
commercially available as the Granta Selector by Ansys Granta [111].
The database needs to contain all necessary information about the topologies and
components. For example, new control systems and the increase of computational power
in embedded systems enable significant extensions of existing actuation systems [79].
Thus, the database must be continuously (automatically) updated and maintained. Do-
ing so [145] presents an exciting concept that can potentially overcome some of these
challenges. Further, the concept demonstrates how a knowledge-based (rule-based) se-
lection of principle solutions could be integrated into the planning process and overall
engineering work flow. The approach uses standardized plant description models and
semantic concepts when selecting actuators and instrumentation devices for industrial
process plants.
Characteristics gathered from the research literature and commercially available prod-
uct data do not necessarily portray the actual maximum performance of any given actu-
ation technology. Some possible reasons for this are presented in [87]. Furthermore, as
pointed out by [96], the database must be built up and improved to reflect more prop-
erties of applications, components, and the actuation system as a whole. To accomplish
this, [96] proposes investigating the use of the Cambridge Engineering Selector [110] due
to its features that allow the creation and editing of reference data.
Simulation and Optimization Software
According to [119], it is essential to take the topological properties of the actuation sys-
tem into consideration in order to develop efficient modeling techniques. Furthermore,
only well understood and well-described sub-systems with a high degree of behavioral
predictability should be used as building blocks [124]. Consequently, the design tool must
determine not only the design variables but also the topology to be applied using either
the serial or parallel technique.
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The trade-offs between performance, quality, and cost are essential for making de-
sign decisions. These trade-offs can be investigated using simulation models. However,
the generation of compromises can be both time-consuming and cumbersome, although,
through the help of optimization algorithms, the process may be automated [132]. Fur-
thermore, design problems usually consist of a combination of deciding continuous pa-
rameters in addition to a discrete selection of components from the database. Hence,
there is a need for optimization algorithms that can handle variables of both a discrete
and continuous nature. Furthermore, the optimization algorithms must be able to handle
multi-criteria/objective nonlinear problems [81]. As pointed out by [92], the comparison
of actuators should be expanded to include system-level characterizations of performance.
Similarly, the selection of components and design of the control algorithm should be car-
ried out jointly with full awareness of the interactions between the different aspects of the
overall design. However, simulation in different physical domains often requires solving
nonlinear partial differential equations, and typically, it takes anywhere from minutes up
to several hours and days to solve these problems. As pointed out by [113], the com-
putation time bottleneck can be removed by solving the partial differential equations in
parallel on a computer cluster.
3.5.4 Required Developments
The essential purpose of a design tool is to aid the designer in selecting the best suit-
able actuation system by integrating the expert knowledge of application designers and
actuation system (component) manufacturers into the selection of the best suitable con-
figuration of actuation system components. In order to be considered fully automated, the
design tool must automatically select the optimal combination for the desired application
specifications (performance requirements) through a model-based analysis of the different
defined topologies (e.g., electro-mechanical cylinder or electro-hydraulic cylinder) and all
suitable off-the-shelf components (e.g., linear actuator dimensions, electric and hydraulic
motors, gearboxes, variable frequency drives, valves, etc.).
The result of this survey is the following seven key challenges that must be met to
realize a viable automated design tool software application for actuation systems:
• both the motion cycle and load cycle (work cycle) must be specified in the GUI,
or the database must interface with CAD software to get information from a CAD
model of the application to generate a multibody system model used to analyze the
load cycle;
• the database must be continuously (automatically) updated and contain all the
necessary information (e.g., component data (parameters) and topology templates)
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for generating mathematical models for simulations;
• the software must eliminate topologies and components from the database that are
not suitable for the specified work cycle and requirements;
• application specifications must consider non-technical parameters based on the ex-
perience of experts and ISO standards;
• the software must generate and interface mathematical models and associated pa-
rameters with the simulation software, and automatically program the optimization
problem based on the designer’s input specifications;
• the simulation and optimization process must be time-efficient (e.g., parallel compu-
tation on a cluster) and able to solve multi-objective nonlinear optimization prob-
lems and handle variables of both a discrete and continuous nature;
• automated and visual comparison of various topologies and components from dif-
ferent actuator technologies and brands must be possible.
Chapter Summary
Two alternative linear actuation systems to conventional centralized powered valve-controlled
cylinders have been investigated in this chapter in two relevant load-carrying application
case studies, both in terms of numerical studies and experimental testing. When recall-
ing the positive outcomes obtained about motion control, energy efficiency, and design
impact, it is clear that the studied self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder represents a
valid alternative to conventional hydraulic systems where position tracking, reduced os-
cillations, and energy consumption are essential. Further, the electro-hydraulic solution is
preferred over the electro-mechanical counterpart when there exists a risk for high-impact
forces, when the required output power is continuously above 2 kW, or when minimal in-
stallation space, weight, and costs are key design objectives. Introducing a self-sufficient
and completely sealed actuation system will also significantly reduce the risk of fluid spill
pollution, helping fluid power to become a cleaner technology. Lastly, a survey carried out
to identify and review design tools and design approaches that could have the potential to
automate the design of actuation systems is presented. The identified obstacles from the
reviewed literature are defined as a research question, and the identified challenges that
prevent the development and widespread use of an automated design tool are presented




The work presented in this research project has been devoted to replacing inefficient
hydraulic linear actuation systems traditionally used in offshore load-carrying applications
with more environmentally friendly solutions. The following steps, as shown in Fig. 4.1,
were carried out during this project to achieve these objectives.
Figure 4.1: Research steps.
Two alternative technologies were identified, namely electro-mechanical and electro-
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hydraulic self-contained cylinders. Their feasibility to replace conventional valve-controlled
cylinders was numerically investigated in two relevant case studies, and the positive and
negative outcomes assessed. First, a survey on replacing the conventional hydraulic actua-
tion system of an offshore pipe racking machine case study was performed. The numerical
study showed that the identified off-the-shelf electro-mechanical cylinder was not suitable
for the studied motion cycle measured from an offshore oil rig in operation. The permis-
sible average transmitted power of the considered electro-mechanical actuator was lower
than the average power required by the operational sequence. Hence, avoiding having
the actuator overheat cannot be guaranteed without limiting productivity. In addition, a
literature survey identified advantages and disadvantages associated with the reliability,
safety, and durability of offshore drilling applications’ design criteria, where productivity
and safety features are essential. As identified in the technical literature, there are a
certain number of critical issues related to the reliability and durability of the electro-
mechanical linear actuators, especially in aerospace applications, where failure in the ac-
tuation system can have serious consequences. Therefore, an alternative electro-hydraulic
linear actuator technology was identified and reviewed. It was discovered that a stan-
dardized self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder concept, including passive load-holding
and capability of four-quadrant operations, has not been defined in the identified tech-
nical literature. Furthermore, a suitable general-purpose, self-contained electro-hydraulic
linear actuator was not found to be commercially available for power levels between 5
and 25 kW. Consequently, the main effort made during this research project was dedi-
cated to defining the electro-hydraulic solution and its passive load-holding capability in
four-quadrant operations.
Since an off-the-shelf, self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder was not available for
the considered requirements (i.e., safety features, energy-saving potential, productivity,
compactness, environmental-friendly processes, capability of delivering up to 1.7 m of
travel length above 100 kN of force, and more than 0.15 m/s velocity in four-quadrant
operations), a concept based on state-of-the-art solutions was designed and implemented
on a single-boom crane. The proposed electro-hydraulic solution combines the advan-
tages of both electric drives (i.e., power-on-demand, state-of-the-art connectivity, and
electrical-regenerative capability) and hydraulics (i.e., reliability, impact absorption, out-
standing force density, and fail-safe functionality) in a self-contained and compact unit.
The preliminary experimental testing of the proposed self-contained electro-hydraulic sys-
tem detected a number of issues related to the combination of the low damping in the
closed-circuit hydraulic system and the flexible structure of the crane-boom, resulting in
significantly reduced motion performance. Consequently, the linear motion controller that
was implemented on the self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder and the conventional
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valve-controlled system was improved by including pressure feedback for active damping.
Furthermore, a model-based design approach utilizing validated linearized models was
used to design proper control parameters for the proposed control systems.
The new actuation system was then experimentally compared with the conventional
valve-controlled cylinder used for benchmarking in terms of motion performance and en-
ergy efficiency when driving the single-boom crane. The proposed drive system was
empirically proven to be a valid alternative to conventional hydraulics for applications
where passive load-holding is required both in terms of dynamic response and energy
consumption. Several benefits were demonstrated, for example faster rising time, shorter
settling time, less overshoot, significantly better position tracking (66%), and reduction
of pressure oscillations in a realistic operational sequence. The self-contained solution en-
ables 62% energy savings due to its throttle-less and power-on-demand nature. Moreover,
due to regenerative capability, more than 20% of the consumed energy may be recov-
ered; this means that up to 77% of the energy taken from the electrical grid can be used
effectively if the recovered energy is reused, an option that is not possible in state-of-
the-art hydraulic architecture. Further, a numerical case study focusing on replacing the
remaining valve-controlled cylinders of an offshore pipe racking machine supplied from
a centralized hydraulic power unit demonstrates that the self-contained electro-hydraulic
solution proposes an energy-saving potential of 83%. Moreover, this novel actuation sys-
tem demonstrated the potential to improve motion performance when controlling the
horizontal reach motion, allowing for increased productivity.
During the design analysis carried out on the single-boom crane, where both the
electro-mechanical and electro-hydraulic actuation systems were suitable for the studied
work cycle, it has been shown that the self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder provides
several benefits over its electro-mechanical counterpart: it is more compact in terms of the
space it occupies in the application’s structure, weighs less, requires less installed electric
power, and is expected to have a lower cost. Moreover, a novel self-sufficient and com-
pletely sealed hydraulic actuation system will also reduce the risk of fluid spill pollution
in typical offshore applications where a centralized hydraulic power unit supplies multiple
valve-controlled actuators. Additionally, the improved energy efficiency will reduce the
diesel generators’ CO2 emissions and fuel costs, helping fluid power to become a cleaner
technology, thereby reducing the environmental impact of the oil and gas industry.
Lastly, a survey of design tools used for automated design of the actuation system
was presented in this dissertation. A thorough search of the relevant literature yielded
no commercial design tools that automate the design of the complete actuation system;
subsequently, the focus of this survey was to investigate why this is so. A systematic
literature review was carried out concerning commercial tools and literature that presents
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methods and guidelines for the design and selection of actuators and associated com-
ponents. Various attempts which approach simulation-based optimization methods that
automatically select the best suitable combination of actuation system components were
identified. However, no design tools include the comparison of different actuation tech-
nologies and components from different manufacturers during the optimization process.
Neither are design tools available that include a graphical user interface that can auto-
matically generate the optimization problem, mathematical models, work cycle, as well
as perform simulation-based optimization of a complete topology based on the input from
the designer. Based on the significant amount of existing software-based design, selec-
tion tools, and published developed procedures, the conclusion has been made that it
is possible to develop a commercial tool for the automated design of actuation systems
that facilitates simulation-based optimization. However, the proposed seven key require-
ments must be met, the most important appearing to be the involvement of a design
tool developer independent of actuation system (component) manufacturers, application
manufacturers, interested organizations, and academia. For instance, the most promising
design tool identified in this survey (i.e., SyMSpace) is developed at a research center
in cooperation with academia, industry (i.e., application manufacturers), and component
manufacturers.
4.1 Contributions
Over the course of this research project, six objectives were met when investigating if there
is a suitable and more environmentally-friendly alternative to centralized powered valve-
controlled linear actuators that does not compromise the productivity of load-carrying
applications. The work presented in this dissertation has been published in eight peer-
reviewed articles. The dissertation authors’ contributions to the research with respect to
the objectives are given below.
1. An off-the-shelf electro-mechanical cylinder considered suitable with regard to the
requirements was identified and investigated in Paper A.
2. An offshore pipe racking machine and its operational sequences (i.e., the tripping
sequence) with the potential for saving energy were identified and numerically in-
vestigated in Paper A.
3. A numerical study was carried out in Paper A to study feasibility in terms of motion
performance when replacing the conventional hydraulic linear actuation system of




4. The off-the-shelf electro-mechanical cylinder concept was in Paper A proven to be
unsuitable for the operational sequence of the investigated offshore case study. Con-
sequently, an alternative linear actuator technology based on an electro-hydraulic
configuration was identified and reviewed in Paper B, and a novel self-contained
electro-hydraulic cylinder solution based on state-of-the-art concepts was proposed
and numerically studied. Further, in Paper C, the new actuation system (i.e., an
architecture not found in the literature) was implemented and tested when driv-
ing a single-boom crane. Next, in Paper D, the energy-saving potential of the
proposed actuation system was numerically studied in the offshore pipe racking ma-
chine case study. The remaining valve-controlled cylinders of the three reach arms
were replaced with the new self-contained electro-hydraulic concept using a common
DC bus for electric power distribution to the electric prime movers located on the
application.
5. A common control strategy based on a velocity feedforward, PI feedback controller,
and high-pass filtered pressure feedback was used in the comparitive analysis. The
proposed motion controller was first implemented and tested on the electro-hydraulic
cylinder in Paper C and then on the benchmark system in Paper E. The pressure
feedback method presented in Paper E makes use of both actuator pressures to
achieve improved stabilization in both piston extension and retraction. However,
adding the piston-side pressure to the pressure feedback presents instability due to
the low bandwidth of the proportional directional control valve. To solve this, Pa-
per E proposes a solution to account for the valve dynamics by implementing the
inverse model of the valve dynamics in the pressure feedback algorithm. Next, in
Paper F, a model-based design approach was performed to select proper control
parameters for both actuation systems in order to make a fair comparison. Next,
the motion performance (Paper F) and energy efficiency (Paper G) of the pro-
posed self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder were experimentally compared with
the conventional valve-controlled cylinder driving a single-boom crane.
6. A selection guideline was presented in Paper H identifying the general positive
and negative outcomes associated with replacing the conventional hydraulic cylin-
der with either the electro-mechanical or electro-hydraulic drive solution designed
explicitly for the work cycle of the single-boom crane.
In addition, during this research project, a considerable amount of work was carried
out to identify and review commercially available computer-based design tools and de-
sign approaches that could have the potential to automate the design process of entire
actuation systems. An unpublished investigation and a design tool framework, including
challenges that must be solved to realize an automated actuation system design tool, is
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therefore presented in this dissertation for the purpose of producing further developments
and publications.
4.2 Further Work
In this research project, the investigated electro-mechanical cylinder has only been nu-
merically studied. Hence, further experimental investigations should be considered in
order to gain more in-depth knowledge about using this linear actuator technology in
load-carrying applications, e.g., on the single-boom crane, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. This
is especially relevant in terms of reliability, durability, and passive-load holding, which
is achieved using the electric machine’s internal electro-mechanical brake. Moreover, a
numerical model for simulating its thermal behavior should be developed and experimen-
tally validated to investigate the permissible power of the mechanical transmission. This
type of numerical tool would be useful when designing an electro-mechanical cylinder for
a given work cycle.
One minor adverse effect on the motion performance caused by the passive load-holding
functionality has been identified during the testing phase of the proposed self-contained
electro-hydraulic cylinder driving the single-boom crane. As pointed out in Paper F, there
is a reduced pressure spike in the piston-side chamber when load-holding is commanded,
causing a minor position drop. This issue was investigated in this research project, and
the load-holding control was improved using a pressure control strategy that eliminates
the position drop. However, this improvement is not included in this dissertation. The
proposed passive load-holding control strategy and results will be published in a forth-
coming paper along with a numerical study and comparison of alternative circuits for
controlling the actuation of the load-holding pilot-operated check valves.
The proposed self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder has been designed and numer-
ically tested in four-quadrant operations. However, as regards the studied experimental
testbed using the single-boom crane, it is only possible to test the actuation system op-
erating in two quadrants (i.e., when lifting and lowering the crane boom). Hence, it
has been considered to implement and test the mobile, self-contained electro-hydraulic
testbed (Fig. 3.7a) on a different hydraulically actuated application where the direction
of the external load changes during operation, e.g., on a knuckle boom.
The developed testbed has not been built entirely compact in order that it will be flex-
ible in terms of testing different components. Consequently, during testing, no increased
temperature has been measured in the hydraulic system during operation. This is also
the case when the oil cooler is bypassed and the single-boom crane is operated continu-
ously. Hence, a more compact configuration of the proposed system is being considered
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for future implementation (Fig. 3.17b) for the purpose of testing the thermal behavior of
the proposed actuation system.
Energy storage and energy regeneration have not been experimentally investigated in
this research project. Indeed, only the electric power and amount of energy dissipated in
the external braking resistor has been measured and considered when analyzing the po-
tential energy to be recovered. Hence, the inclusion of additional components that enable
energy storage based on battery usage is being considered for future implementation in
order to evaluate energy efficiency levels when the regenerated energy is reused. In addi-
tion, the proposed layout using multiple self-contained cylinders connected to a common
DC bus should be experimentally tested to evaluate energy efficiency levels.
Further, the following potential research topics and developments that will benefit the
self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder have been identified:
• a more compact actuation system could be realized by reducing the size of the ac-
cumulator used as volume compensator for the flow imbalance emerging from the
asymmetric single-rod cylinder. If a hydraulic unit capable of handling higher cage
(drain) pressure (i.e., above 2 bar absolute) was available for four-quadrant oper-
ations, a smaller accumulator could be selected. For instance, a conceptual study
is presented by [146] aiming to improve the compactness by including a bootstrap
reservoir instead of a bladder type hydro-pneumatic accumulator;
• a combined electro-hydraulic unit including both the electric machine and hydraulic
unit optimized for desired operating conditions will improve energy efficiency, mo-
tion performance, and compactness;
• decentralized and compact servo-drives certified for the explosive environment of oil
drilling applications are needed to realize a fully compact layout of the proposed
common DC bus distribution on the pipe racking machine (Fig. 3.9).
Finally, as presented in Section 3.5, an additional study has been carried out in this
research project to investigate the possibility of performing automated design analysis to
identify the best suitable (optimal) actuation system for the given design requirements
and work cycle of a specific application. This is especially relevant for self-contained
cylinders that have a fixed architecture, as they would then have the potential to realize
an automated design using a computer-based design tool for sizing and optimal component
selection to maximize energy efficiency, motion performance, and compactness. However,
the work presented in this dissertation is considered to be a preliminary study, and further
development of the proposed design tool frameworks and proofs-of-concept is required.
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Abstract
Currently, there is an increasing focus on the environmental impact and energy consumption of the oil and
gas industry. In offshore drilling equipment, electric motors tend to replace traditionally used hydraulic
motors, especially in rotational motion control applications. However, force densities available from linear
hydraulic actuators are still typically higher than those of electric actuators. Therefore, usually the
remaining source of hydraulic power is thereby the hydraulic cylinder. This paper presents a feasibility
study on the implementation of an electromechanical cylinder drivetrain on an offshore vertical pipe
handling machine. The scope of this paper is to investigate the feasibility of a commercial off-the-shelf
drivetrain. With a focus on the motion performance, numerical modeling and simulation are used when
sizing and selecting the components of the considered electromechanical cylinder drivetrain. The simulation
results are analyzed and discussed together with a literature study regarding advantages and disadvantages
of the proposed solution considering the design criteria of offshore drilling equipment. It is concluded that
the selected drivetrain can only satisfy the static motion requirements since the required transmitted power
is higher than the recommended permissible power of the transmission screw. Consequently, based on the
recommendation of the manufacturer, avoidance of overheating cannot be guaranteed for the drivetrain
combinations considered for the case study presented in this paper. Hence, to avoid overheating, the
average speed of the motion cycle must be decreased. Alternatively, external cooling or temperature
monitoring and control system that prevents overheating could be implemented.
Keywords: Mechatronic systems, offshore drilling, hydraulic actuation systems, electromechanical cylin-
der, modeling and simulation, multibody systems, motion control.
1 Introduction
Since the 1960’s, drilling for oil and gas production
(well construction) has been carried out in harsh off-
shore environments like the North Sea. More recently,
the drilling process has moved towards operation in ul-
tra deep-water (water depths beyond 1500m) and Arc-
tic areas. Clearly, this has required a significant devel-
opment of the offshore drilling equipment, especially
regarding monitoring and control systems and more
advanced heave compensating technology. Hence, de-
velopments in automation and safety of machine oper-
ation have contributed to increased usage of multidis-
ciplinary technologies. Therefore, design, production
and operation of a typical offshore drilling machine re-
quires synthesis of knowledge from various disciplines,
such as mechanical engineering, electrical engineering,
control theory, hydraulic actuation systems and many
more, in short – mechatronics. This is why an increas-
ing number of offshore drilling systems is considered to
doi:10.4173/mic.2017.2.2 c© 2017 Norwegian Society of Automatic Control
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be mechatronic systems and hence, they are referred in
this paper to as offshore mechatronic systems (OMS).
The hydraulic actuation systems (drives) used in
OMS consist of several hydraulic circuits supplied by
a hydraulic power unit (HPU). Hydraulic drives are
well known for their high reliability, robust safety fea-
tures, high power transmission, high load capabilities
and good overload protection. In Bak (2014) meth-
ods for modeling, parameter identification, design and
optimization of an offshore pipe deck (knuckle boom)
crane are presented, focusing on accommodating the
needs of the system designer. Figure 1 illustrates a



















Figure 1: Typical drilling rig layout. Image courtesy of
Bak (2014).
Due to an increasing focus on the environmental
footprint and energy consumption, offshore oil and gas
industry is experiencing a shift in drive systems as
highly efficient electric drives tend to replace less ef-
ficient hydraulic drives. A review of drive systems en-
countered in offshore drilling applications is presented
by Pawlus et al. (2016a), specifically focusing on giv-
ing a comparison of hydraulic and electric rotary drive-
trains along with detailed explanations of their advan-
tages and drawbacks.
Currently, the shift from the traditionally used hy-
draulic motors to electric motors is observed in an in-
creasing number of applications, e.g. top-drive, draw-
work, and pipe handling machines. However, the
possibility of using both electrical motors and hy-
draulic cylinders on multi-functional machinery proves
to combine some excellent characteristics from the two
branches of actuation technology. To fully benefit from
such a hybrid drive solution, there is a need for linear
drives capable of operating free of a central HPU, i.e.
self-contained with power supplied via electrical wiring.
In other industries, hydraulic cylinders are suc-
cessfully replaced by self-contained electromechanical
cylinder (EMC) drivetrains which increase energy-
efficiency and motion accuracy in some applications.
The modular self-contained design offers advantages
such as plug and play installation and low maintenance.
In many industries, disadvantages like increased wear,
inadequate overload protection, and decreased load ca-
pabilities are accepted. There is, however, insufficient
research conducted that compares the electrohydraulic
cylinder with valve control (EHC) against the EMC
drivetrain for the design criteria which characterize
OMS.
A literature survey on this topic shows that there is
little available scientific research comparing EMC driv-
etrains and EHC systems for the harsh environment
and load spectra of OMS. Furthermore, the closest re-
search topics found in literature come from the air-
craft and aerospace industries. Since the late 1970’s,
several research and development projects, with such
topics as e.g. More Electric Aircraft and Power-by-
Wire-Technology, consider future technology for air-
craft flight control systems, aiming to reduce the over-
all system weight, as well as installation and mainte-
nance effort, according to Frischemeier (1997). Thus,
research on replacing traditional EHC systems with
EMCs in aircraft flight control and aerospace systems
is well documented in literature.
Comparative analysis of different types of mechan-
ical screw transmissions (ball-screw and roller screw)
and their design regarding reliability (fail safe modes)
is presented by Bodden et al. (2007) and Garcia et al.
(2008). To diagnose the condition of an EMC driv-
etrain, Balaban et al. (2009) demonstrate diagnos-
tic algorithms for aerospace systems. In Narasimhan
et al. (2010), an approach that combines the analytical
model-based and feature-driven diagnosis approaches
for the detection and isolation of single faults is pre-
sented.
In addition, a significant number of web articles that
compare EMC drivetrains with EHC systems regard-
ing pros and cons can be found on the Internet – a few
representative topics are Hydraulic vs. Electromechan-
ical Actuators and Choosing Between Electromechan-
ical and Fluid Power Linear Actuators in Industrial
Systems Design.
More comprehensive literature discussing the screw
transmission itself is also of relevance to this study. A
dynamic load test using large load, high bandwidth,
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hydraulic actuation to generate load profiles under
force control is demonstrated in Schinstock and Haskew
(1996). In Lemor (1996), the efficiency of a screw trans-
mission and the means to improve it and maintain it
for the life of the component are discussed and differ-
ent modes of failure and their most common order of
appearance, cases of failures and analysis of those fail-
ures are presented. The capabilities and limitations of
a roller screw with emphasis on slip tendency is pre-
sented in Hojjat and Mahdi Agheli (2009).
Through the above brief survey it is indicated that
design and operation of EMC drivetrains for offshore
drilling applications are relatively new and yet undis-
covered research directions. Therefore, this paper
presents a feasibility study of the implementation of
an EMC drivetrain in a case study of an offshore ver-
tical pipe handling machine. The scope of this paper
is to size and select a commercial off-the-shelf EMC
drivetrain from a manufacturer catalog and model the
selected drive components based on the information
available in a data sheet. State-of-the-art hydraulic
actuation systems for offshore drilling applications to-
gether with the design criteria and challenges of off-
shore equipment systems are introduced in Section 2.
A modeling and simulation case study is presented in
Section 3. Section 4 describes the main components
of an EMC drivetrain, sizing principles, and how the
EMC drivetrain is modeled. The simulation results are
presented in Section 5. Firstly, the system loads and
motion cycle of the case study are analyzed to dimen-
sion the EMC drivetrain components. Secondly, the
component combinations when considering both tech-
nical and economic factors based on the sizing princi-
ples are selected, and the prescribed motion cycle is
simulated. Finally, in Section 6, the simulation results
are analyzed, and the motion performance is discussed
together with a literature study regarding reliability,
safety, and durability of an EMC drivetrain, especially
focusing on the design criteria of offshore drilling equip-
ment. The last section contains the conclusion.
2 Actuation of Offshore
Mechatronic Systems
Modern offshore drilling equipment systems are con-
sidered fully mechatronic systems, and state-of-the-
art offshore drilling rigs are often referred to as cy-
ber drilling rigs. OMS include a broad range of highly
specialized machines that are used to perform different
operations. Beside subsea and pressure control equip-
ment – e.g the BOP (blowout preventer) – the remain-
ing equipment is referred to as topside equipment. A
typical drilling rig layout is illustrated in Figure 1. The
scope of this paper is to investigate the motion per-
formance of an EMC drivetrain in order to verify if
commercial off-the-shelf drives are viable alternative
to traditional hydraulic linear drives in OMS.
2.1 Hydraulic Actuation Systems
Normally, the hydraulic actuation system used in OMS
consists of several hydraulic circuits supplied by a hy-
draulic power unit (HPU) with constant supply and
return pressures. Together with the control system,
the circuits of the actuation system make up a num-
ber of motion control sub-systems, each controlling one
degree of freedom (DOF). Figure 2 illustrates a simpli-
fied schematics of a typical EHC motion control sub-
system often used in OMS. It consists of a hydraulic
cylinder with integrated position sensor, counterbal-
ance valve and a directional control valve as the main
components of the EHC system. The linear motion
is controlled with the directional control valve which
controls the flow into either of the two cylinder cham-
bers. When the EHC is exposed to negative loads,
i.e. piston velocity and load have the same direction,
the outlet pressure of the cylinder also needs to be
controlled. This is usually handled by the counterbal-
ance valve, which provides a relief valve functionality
on the outlet side of the cylinder assisted by the pres-
sure on the inlet side. Depending on the application,
negative loads can occur in both directions of motion.
In these cases, a counterbalance valve is required on
both the piston side and the rod side of the cylinder.
Counterbalance valves exist in different variations, e.g.
externally vented, non-vented and relief compensated,
depending on the various applications they are used
for (Bak, 2014). The counterbalance valve serves mul-
tiple purposes such as (Sørensen, 2016):
• leak tight load holding
• load holding in case of hose failure
• overload protection
• shock absorption
• cavitation prevention at load lowering
• no drop before lift.
In a hydraulic system where the HPU powers more
than one hydraulic actuator, most often a pressure
compensated directional control valve with electrohy-
draulic actuation is used. Such a valve gives a load in-
dependent flow control which reduces the requirements
for the control system. Also, closed loop spool position
control is often used in applications where high position
and velocity accuracy are necessary.
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A typical EHC motion control strategy relies on pos-
ition feedback from an individual DOF and typically
consists of the following elements:
• human-machine interface (HMI)
• set point generator (SPG)
• feedforward controller (FFC)
• feedback controller (FBC).
Apart from the cranes, most of the equipment shown
in Figure 1 is operated from operator stations (drilling
chairs) located in the drilling control room with a
direct view of the equipment located on the drill
floor. Besides monitors, push buttons and switches,
the operator stations contain two joysticks which the
operator uses to generate command signals for the
control system. Joystick signals are fed to the SPG
where they may be treated in different ways depend-
ing on the selected control mode. In open loop control
mode, the joystick signal uJS is fed directly to the di-
rectional control valve as a feedforward signal (Bak and
Hansen, 2013) - see Figure 2.
Figure 2: EHC motion control sub-system. Image
courtesy of Bak and Hansen (2013).
In closed loop control mode, joystick signals are
transformed into velocity and position references for
the EHC motions. The latter is used for path control
of the tool point, e.g. on a crane where often sev-
eral DOFs are controlled in a coordinated manner.
The FFC is a scaling of the velocity reference vref ,
and the FBC is usually a PI controller which compen-
sates for disturbances and accumulated position errors
e = yref − y. The control system usually also contains
an element that compensates for the deadband of the
directional control valve. The system architecture, as
shown in Figure 2, is a popular structure because of its
simple and, consequently, robust design. Furthermore,
the controllers are relatively easy to tune because of
the load-independent flow control (Bak, 2014).
2.2 Electrification of Powertrains of OMS
Due to an increasing focus on the environmental im-
pact and reducing the energy consumption, alternating
current (AC) motor drives tend to replace hydraulic
motors, resulting in advantages such as increased accu-
racy and energy efficiency, reduced maintenance, and
elimination of fluid spills, according to Pawlus et al.
(2016a).
However, because of the traditional prevalence of hy-
draulic drives over electric actuators in translational
motion control applications (mainly related to higher
force densities available from the former solution),
the remaining hydraulic drives on majority of offshore
drilling equipment are thereby the hydraulic cylin-
ders (Pawlus et al., 2016a). On the other hand, rota-
tional motion control applications are being gradually
dominated by electric motor drives, as illustrated by
numerous examples from marine, and oil and gas indus-
tries. Obviously, the latter solution is not free of draw-
backs. Some of the most typical problems associated
with AC motor drives (apart from lower force/torque
density) are: the need to use fail-safe brakes (to hold
the load when the electrical power is lost), hazardous
operation at high load and low speeds (due to reduced
cooling capacity and risk of stall conditions), as well
as the demand to invest in additional components that
would decrease the harmonics or provide for extra cool-
ing (Pawlus, 2016).
More specifically, the shipping sector has developed
an interest in using variable speed AC drives for ship
propulsion applications (Sakuraba et al., 1992). Simi-
larly, all-electric vessels and dynamic positioning (DP)
systems are the concepts that contribute to an in-
creased popularity of electric motors due to the low-
ered energy consumption, smooth and silent operation,
as well as improved controllability properties that they
offer compared to traditional hydraulic systems (Ya-
dav et al., 2014). Also, the percentage share of elec-
tric actuation systems in oil and gas production units
constantly increases, according to Rahimi et al. (2011)
and Gallant and Andrews (2006).
Recently, the company Robotic Drilling Systems AS
successfully tested their robotic pipe handler. This ma-
chine is all-electric and offers features such as handling
of pipes from horizontal to vertical position and spin-
ning capability (Austigard, 2016). Furthermore, the
machine is self-contained (with integrated hardware
control) and offers advantages of being easy to install
and automatic exchange of grippers, e.g. for large cas-
ing sizes. In addition, a fully electric roughneck and
a drill floor robot is in their portfolio. Common for
these three machines is that they have entirely aban-
doned the use of linear drives for motion.
Due to self-contained systems being increasingly
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more available, the current benefit of a central HPU
will become less attractive in the future. For the off-
shore industry to follow this trend and still integrate
translational motion control in the OMS, there is a
need to look at alternative linear drive solutions to the
existing hydraulic systems. This is also motivated by
the fact that an increasing number of attempts is re-
ported in various industries to replace hydraulic linear
drives with all-electric substitutes, as mentioned by Is-
ermann et al. (2002) or Holm et al. (2013). In particu-
lar, permanent magnet linear actuators are promising
due to the higher force levels they offer, especially when
they are combined with additional solutions to increase
the provided force even further, such as a double gas
spring described by Ummaneni et al. (2007).
2.3 Design Criteria and Challenges
OMS are characterized by a high price, high level of
system complexity and low production numbers, ac-
cording to Bak (2014). Furthermore, in the offshore
industry, there are very limited opportunities to build
prototypes for verification of the design. Consequently,
this requires a significant level of skill and experience to
develop and design such systems. Also, due to market
competition from conventional low-cost solutions, the
focus on manufacturing and development costs is con-
stantly increasing. Hence, the system designers contin-
uously have to improve their design procedures regard-
ing sizing and selection of technical solutions, compo-
nents, and materials to obtain the best possible trade-
off between a wide range of design criteria in an efficient
way. Due to the remote location of the drilling plat-
form and high cost of production downtime, reliability
and productivity become the most critical performance
requirements.
Apart from such obvious design criteria for OMS as
displacement, speed and power requirements dictated
by the considered application, there are also other chal-
lenges exclusively associated with the electrical actua-
tion systems of OMS, according to Pawlus (2016). One
of them is to apply harmonics mitigation measures in
electric motor drives to prevent voltage notches and
overvoltage ringing that can damage the installation
and cause threat to personnel offshore (Hoevenaars
et al., 2013). In addition, vibration and fatigue dam-
age pose a serious danger to rotating components (e.g.
bearings) of any drivetrain. Therefore, the techniques
which help to monitor the condition of these elements
are becoming increasingly popular, not only in offshore
drilling industry (Kandukuri et al., 2016). According
to Pawlus et al. (2016b), a solution to lower the associ-
ated fatigue and vibration damage is to use smoother
motion profiles which are tailor-made for a given ap-
plication (Pawlus et al., 2016b).
Likewise, selection of the appropriate electric motor
type, i.e. induction or permanent magnet, is also con-
sidered to be a challenge (Couper et al., 2012). In gen-
eral, simplicity, robust construction, and relative ease
of certification for safe operation in explosive atmo-
spheres (European Commission, 2014) make induction
motors exceptionally popular on offshore drilling rigs.
However, according to Neleman (2009), the number
of Ex certified permanent magnet synchronous motors
(PMSMs) is increasing. The use of synchronous ma-
chines is mainly motivated by their higher efficiencies
and higher torque densities as compared to induction
motors, which opens a possibility to reduce the size of
the gearbox or even apply a direct drive solution.
Similarly, optimal design of electric powertrains and
reduction of unnecessary conservatism when sizing the
components is a topic which has proven to generate sig-
nificant cost- and time-savings in the product develop-
ment process (Pawlus et al., 2015). When applying the
optimal design techniques, not only the dimensioning
process itself is improved but also the operating point
of the resulting drivetrain can be moved closer to the
constraints allowing to utilize the power available from
the energy source more efficiently. A complementary
approach to designing tailor-made actuation systems
is presented in Pawlus et al. (2016c) and is based on
thermal modeling of electric actuation systems to avoid
using rules of thumb concerning the allowable overloads
of EMC drivetrains.
Finally, factors such as safety and environment, cost,
maintenance, operation in sensitive regions, potential
of automation, and applicability to subsea infrastruc-
ture should all affect selection of the most suitable com-
ponents of actuation systems of OMS – refer to Pawlus
et al. (2016a) and the references therein for a more
detailed discussion on the above topics.
2.4 Summary
Although the hydraulic actuation systems have estab-
lished a good track record in the offshore drilling indu-
stry (especially when translational motion control is
considered), there is observed a growing number of
examples where electric motor drives become a tough
competitor to this traditional solution. Although there
are many case studies in the literature devoted to the
superiority of variable speed AC motor drives over hy-
draulic powertrains in rotational motion control, the
research related to the feasibility studies of linear elec-
tric actuators in offshore drilling applications is still
limited. Hence, this paper presents an analysis of prac-
ticability of the implementation of an EMC drivetrain
in an offshore pipe handling machine.
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3 Considered System – Vertical
Pipe Handling Machine
The SmartRacker (SR) of Cameron Drilling Systems is
used in this paper as a case study for analyzing the fea-
sibility of implementing an EMC drivetrain. The SR
is a column type multipurpose pipe (drill-pipe, drill-
collar and casing) handling machine that combines the
functionality of several traditional pipe handling ma-











Figure 3: Illustration of the SmartRacker - courtesy of
Cameron Sense AS.
The SR can perform the following tasks:
• move stands (two or more joints of pipe connected)
between well center and fingerboard
• building of stands for storage inside the finger-
board while drilling
• handling of a single pipe from horizontal to vertical
position and vice versa
• lifting operation on drill floor, i.e. the gripper arm
can be used as a crane.
As illustrated in Figure 3, the column is supported
at the upper beam and lower rail by a track and a rack
and pinion system. The lower rail is mounted directly
on the drill floor, whereas the upper beam is connected
to the structure of the derrick, as shown in Figure 1.
In both ends of the column there are located AC motor
actuated trolleys that allow for horizontal movement of
the machine along the tracks.
The column includes upper and lower guide arms –
they are designed to guide the stand, i.e. guide the
top and bottom of the pipe being in motion. The arm
located in the middle is the gripper arm, responsible
for holding the pipe in a secure grip. The AC mo-
tor actuated winch located on top of the column is
used to hoist or lower the gripper arm. All arms are
equipped with an EHC which allows for the extension
and retraction in order to position a stand in the fin-
ger board or well center. The AC slew motors located
on the lower trolley make it possible for the whole ma-
chine to rotate about its vertical axis. A comprehensive
study on the hoisting winch similar to the gripper arm
hoisting winch of the SR is presented in the work done
by Pawlus (2016).
In this work, the gripper arm, presented in Figure 4,
of the vertical pipe handling machine (Figure 3) is used
as a modeling and simulation case study. It is cho-
sen due to the potential to replace the hydraulic linear
drive by a more accurate, efficient and environmentally
friendly solution.
3.1 Kinematic Structure
The gripper arm is modeled as a planar multibody sys-
tem using governing equations based on (Nikravesh,
1988) and (Nikravesh, 2008). In total, the model con-
sists of 10 rigid bodies, including the hydraulic lifting
cylinder and the pipe (load) connected to the gripper
head, as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. Body 7 includes
both the gripper head and the rod of the hydraulic soft
stabbing cylinder. The 10 bodies are interconnected by
13 kinematic joints as described in Table 1.
The three body coordinates (xb, yb, φb) are the co-
ordinates of the local reference plane attached to the
mass center of the bodies, while the origin of the global
















































Figure 5: Gripper arm in fully extended position -
courtesy of Cameron Sense AS.
Table 1: Kinematic constraints
Constraint Description
01 Translational joint, column - body 1
02 Fixed constraint, column - body 2
A Revolute joint, body 1 - 3
B Revolute joint, body 3 - 6
C Revolute joint, body 6 - 4
D Revolute joint, body 4 - 1
E Revolute joint, body 4 - 5
F Revolute joint, body 5 - 2
G Revolute joint, body 2 - 8
H Revolute joint, body 1 - 9
I Translational joint, body 8 - 9
J Fixed constraint, body 6 - 7
K Fixed constraint, body 7 - 10
3.2 Inverse Dynamics
To investigate the force that has to be delivered by
the lifting cylinder, and the reaction force arising, the
following inverse dynamic analysis is performed. A
motion cycle logged from an offshore oil rig in opera-
tion is assumed to be an input function to the long-
itudinal driver constraint representing the hydraulic
lifting cylinder.
The equations of motion for a planar system consist-
ing of b bodies containing m = 3b coordinates intercon-
nected by kinematic joints can be written as:
Mq̈ = gext + gc (1)




m1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 m1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 J1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
. . . 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 m10 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 m10 0




and q̈ is the 30 × 1 vector containing the acceleration
of the m coordinates. The external forces gext are the
30 × 1 vector containing the gravity forces acting on
the bodies, and gc is the 30 × 1 vector containing the
reaction forces in the constraints. The b bodies in the
system must satisfy the equations of motion, but at the
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The position constraint in the form of Equation 3
is a 30× 1 vector containing the kinematic constraints
Φ(q), as described in Table 1, and the one-DOF long-
itudinal driver constraint Φd(q, t) that produce a dis-
placement between body 8 and 9. The motion cycle
obtained from the rig is mimicked by the longitudinal
driver function represented by f(t). For position ana-
lysis, the constraint vector in Equation 3 is solved nu-
merically using the Newton-Raphson method.
The velocity and acceleration constraints are defined










Φdq̈ + Ḋdq̇− f̈(t)
]
= 0 (5)
where D and Dd make up the 30×30 Jacobian matrix
Φq. The terms Ḋq̇ and Ḋ
dq̇ are referred to as the right
hand side of the kinematic acceleration equations, and
are represented as:
γ = −Ḋq̇ (6)
γd = −Ḋdq̇. (7)
From Equations 4 and 5, the velocity and accelera-















The sum of reaction forces in the constraints can be
expressed by the following equation:
gc = ΦTqλ (10)
where ΦTq is the transpose of the Jacobian matrix and
it is nonsingular as the constraint equations are linearly
independent, and λ is a vector containing Lagrange
multipliers that are the coefficients in the linear com-
bination. Finally, Equations 1 and 10 are rearranged
in order to solve for λ:
λ = (ΦTq )
−1(Mq̈− gext). (11)
3.3 Forward Dynamics
Unlike the inverse dynamic analysis where the pre-
scribed motion of the driving coordinates determines
the motion of the system, in forward dynamic ana-
lysis it is the applied forces and moments that are used
to determine the motion (Nikravesh, 2008). Conse-
quently, the longitudinal driver constraint is removed,
resulting in a 29× 30 Jacobian matrix Φq.















To introduce displacement in the lifting cylinder, the
output of the EMC drivetrain, presented in Section 4.3,
is connected as an external force FEMC to bodies 8 and






































In the forward dynamic analysis, the equations of
motion expressed in Equation 12 are second-order dif-
ferential equations and they are solved numerically.
4 Electromechanical Cylinder
Drivetrain
The EMC drivetrain is a modular linear drive pow-
ered by a drive unit, including a servo motor and con-
verter. A transmission system, including a transmis-
sion screw and transmission elements e.g. gearbox (op-
tional), timing-belt side drive or flange and coupling
converts the rotary motion to translation - see Figure
15. The main components of an EMC drivetrain are
illustrated in Figure 6.
To better describe the properties of an EMC drive-
train, the heavy-duty (EMC-HD) version produced
by Bosch Rexroth (2015) is chosen as an exemplary
drive. Due to its specific characteristics, the EMC-HD
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offers advantages in terms of accuracy, dynamics and
controllability, and is developed for use in heavy load
applications. An overview of its key technical data is
presented below according to Bosch Rexroth (2015):
• basic dynamic load rating: 50 to 470 kN
• axial force: up to 290 kN (tension/compression)
• maximum traversing speed: 1 ms
• stroke: up to 1 700 mm
• protection class: IP65.
Figure 6: Bosch Rexroth EMC-HD drivetrain with mo-
tor attachment via timing belt side drive.
Image courtesy of Bosch Rexroth (2015).
The design is completely modular with an integrated
planetary roller screw (PRS) or recirculation ball screw
transmission. According to Bosch Rexroth (2015), the
EMC-HD is designed for cost-efficient work, even un-
der tough conditions and is suited for bending, lifting,
pressing and transporting applications.
Hence, the EMC-HD from Bosch Rexroth (2015) is
considered as one of the commercial off-the-shelf EMC
drivetrain which closely matches the power (static and
dynamic force) and motion performance (displacement
length and speed) demand of the case study.
4.1 Transmission Screw
A transmission screw is a widely used mechanism to
convert the rotational motion into the translational
one. To increase the accuracy of the transmission
screw, it is preferred to omit the sliding between the
screw shaft and nut. Therefore, transmission screws
with rolling elements such as ball screw and roller screw
are introduced (Hojjat and Mahdi Agheli, 2009).
In comparison to the hydraulic cylinder, the preci-
sion of ball screw and roller screw is high because the
phenomenon of stick-slip is eliminated due to the ab-
sence of sliding. One of the areas where friction in
hydraulic cylinders represents a constant challenge is
in OMS, according to Ottestad et al. (2012). Also,
in comparison to the traditional lead screw, the back-
lash phenomenon can be eliminated by preloading the
nut, which lowers the axial deflection and increases
the stiffness, according to Hojjat and Mahdi Agheli
(2009). Due to the increased diameter and the number
of contact surfaces, the roller screw, according to Schin-
stock and Haskew (1996), is well suited for applications
where the loads are large and have a significant shock
load content compared to the ball screw.
The roller screw exists in three different designs:
planetary, differential planetary and recirculating roller
screw. All three designs include the following three ele-
ments, as shown in Figure 7: a threaded screw shaft,
a threaded or grooved nut and a set of threaded or
grooved rollers which engage with both the shaft and





























Figure 7: Planetary roller screw (PRS) main compo-
nents. Image courtesy of Parker (2013).
In most EMC drivetrains, the PRS design is used,
according to Lemor (1996). The reason for this is an
inherent capacity of PRS to withstand very high ac-
celerations and speeds and its ability to handle heavy
loads for a long time. This capability places the PRS
between large ball screws and hydraulic cylinders. Ac-
cording to Lemor (1996), PRS compares favorably over
ball screws and hydraulic cylinders because its resis-
tance to adverse environment is higher than that of
ball screws and the EMC drivetrains is not prone to
fluid spills.
4.2 Sizing Principles
To make sure that the EMC drivetrain can deliver suffi-
cient performance when considering both technical and
economical factors, the selection of the EMC drivetrain
components has to be made early in the design phase
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of the complete machine. Also, when sizing the EMC
drivetrain, it is important to define the system require-
ments regarding load, speed, and acceleration of the
complete motion cycle. According to Bosch Rexroth
(2015), the key parameters that have decisive influence
on the final solution are:
1. Load: process forces, masses, duty cycle, service
life requirements.
2. Dynamics: acceleration, linear speed, cycle time.
3. Geometry: work space, installation space, stroke
length, interference elements.
4. Environmental and installation conditions:
mounting orientation, degrees of freedom, tem-
perature, humidity, contamination, vibration and
shocks.
According to Bosch Rexroth (2015), the type of
screw transmission, lead, gear reductions and drive
unit can be selected such that the requirements are
met precisely and efficiently by stating the accelera-
tion and linear speeds as accurately as possible. A re-
liable EMC drivetrain solution can be found when the
loads are known as accurately as possible. The average
load Fm over the entire cycle can be determined when
knowing all occurring forces in the application over the
entire stroke length.
The average load forms the basis for the nominal life
calculation of the EMC drivetrain. When the EMC
drivetrain configuration is selected, the dynamic load
capacity C can be found in the catalog (Bosch Rexroth,
2015) and the nominal life in number of revolutions and















where vm is the average linear speed and PPRS is the
lead (linear movement due to screw) of the PRS.
Considering the power losses, a permissible mechani-
cal drive power is stated in the catalog (Bosch Rexroth,
2015) for each transmission system combination at an
ambient temperature of 25◦C and even distribution of
the load over the stroke length. To avoid overheat-
ing of the transmission system, the required power of
the application Papp, should not exceed the permissible
transmitted power.
When pre-selecting the servo motor, the follow-
ing three conditions can be used, according to Bosch
Rexroth (2015):
1. The rated speed of the motor must be the same as
or higher than the speed required for transmission
system (but not exceeding the maximum permis-
sible value):






2. To achieve high level of control performance, the
ratio of mass moments of inertia of the transmis-






where Jm and Jbr are the mass moments of inertia
of the servo motor and the motor brake.
3. The ratio of static load moment Tstat to the con-
tinuous torque of the servo motor T0 must be less






Tstat = Tf,emc + Tmg + Teq (21)
and Tmg is the vertical weight moment of the load,
Teq is the equivalent dynamic torque, as expressed









where Fmg is the load of the moving masses and η
is the mechanical efficiency of the EMC drivetrain.
4.3 Modeling of EMC Drivetrain
In the model of the EMC drivetrain, as illustrated in
Figure 8, a converter powers and controls the servo
motor. The servo motor is connected to the transmis-
sion system, including the PRS and a gearbox - see
Figure 9. The bodies and masses of the transmission
system are included in the multibody system, as de-
scribed in Section 3.
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Figure 8: EMC drivetrain model connected to the me-
chanical system.
4.3.1 Servo Motor
According to the catalog (Bosch Rexroth, 2015), the
motor that actuates the EMC-HD is a PMSM. In this
paper, the PMSM is modeled in the rotating dq-frame,
according to Pillay and Krishnan (1989). The stator
input voltages to the model usd and usq are obtained
in the dq-frame from the three-phase stator voltages
usa, usb, usc (and vice versa) through the Park trans-
formation P (and inverse transformation P−1), defined





















cos(−θe) cos(−θe + 2π3 ) cos(−θe − 2π3 )









and the transformation angle θe is the electric position
representing the angle of the rotating reference frame.
The dq-frame is linked to the rotor and is defined as:
θe = Ppθr (26)
where Pp is the number of pole pairs. It is related to








The considered PMSM is modeled using the follow-
















































































It is clear that the PMSM model is nonlinear as it
contains product terms such as speed ωm and stator
currents isd and isq (Pillay and Krishnan, 1989).
Values of stator resistance R, stator inductance L
and the torque constant kt are obtained from the cata-
log (Bosch Rexroth, 2006). The flux linkage Ψ is then








The combined mass moment of inertia Jtot and the
combined friction moment Tf,emc of the PMSM and
the transmission system (PRS and gearbox) reduced
with reference to the motor shaft are obtained from the
EMC-HD catalog (Bosch Rexroth, 2015). The friction
torque is assumed to be the linear viscous friction:











and the equation of motion of the rotor shaft then be-
comes:
Te = TL +Bfmωm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tfm
+ Jtotω̇m︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ta
(37)
where TL is the effective torque on the transmission
system and Ta is the acceleration torque - see Figure 9.
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4.3.2 Transmission System
The transmission system is driven by the electromag-
netic torque. Based on Equation 37, the effective
torque exerted on the servo motor is determined as:
TL = Te − Tfm − Ta. (38)
The transmission screw (PRS) transfers the rota-





where kemc is the drive ratio and PPRS is the lead of
the PRS.
Figure 9: Transmission model sub-system.
Considering the direction dependent efficiency η,
which represents the efficiency of the EMC drivetrain,
the torque balance at the PRS can be derived as (Fu
et al., 2015):
FEMC = m9g + F9,y (40)
where m9 is the moving mass of the transmission sys-
tem (PRS nut and cylinder rod), g is the gravity, F9,y
is the external forces connected to the cylinder rod and
FEMC is the PRS input force connected to the gripper
arm multibody system, as expressed in Equation 13,
which can be written as:
FEMC = TLigearkemcη (41)
where igear is the gearbox ratio.
4.4 Motion Control
The synchronous frame-based field-oriented control is
considered to be one of the most popular methods for
controlling PMSMs (Wang et al., 2016). As shown in
Equation 36, the electromagnetic torque of PMSM can
be adjusted by exclusively controlling the current isq.
Therefore, the reference value of isd,ref is normally set
to 0 A. Then, the reference stator currents isq,ref and
isd,ref are converted to the three-phase currents and
compared with the measured actual motor currents
isa, isb, and isc in the inverter/pulse width modula-
tion (PWM) section of the torque control circuit. The
torque control can be extended to the speed control
by adding an external control loop. The considered
speed control strategy of the PMSM is illustrated in
Figure 10. In the current work, a simple PI controller
is used to adjust the motor speed to a desired value.
Figure 10: Field-oriented control of PMSM.
5 Simulation Results
In this paper, the vertical pipe handling machine grip-
per arm, see Figure 3, is used as a modeling and sim-
ulation case study. The gripper arm, including the hy-
draulic lifting cylinder and load (pipe), is numerically
modeled and simulated. The kinematic response (pos-
ition and velocity) of the model is compared against
the hydraulically actuated gripper arm motion (exten-
sion and retraction of the lifting cylinder) of a full-scale
vertical pipe handling machine logged during its oper-
ation on an offshore oil rig. In addition, the dynamic
behavior of the model is investigated as well to deter-
mine the force/torque levels that have to be provided
by the designed EMC drivetrain.
5.1 Inverse Dynamic Analysis
To determine the force that has to be delivered by
the EMC drivetrain, the inverse dynamic analysis of
the gripper arm is performed. The prescribed motion
of the driving coordinates determines the motion of
the system. This prescribed motion, i.e. position, vel-
ocity and acceleration profiles, is implemented in the
longitudinal driver constraint function to represent the
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motion cycle of the hydraulic lifting cylinder, as de-
scribed in Section 3.
The velocity input vref shown in Figure 11 repre-
sents the controller input signal used in the real-world
machine.








Figure 11: EMC drivetrain speed.
To verify the kinematics of the multibody system
model, the horizontal reach position (x-direction) of
the gripper head (body 7) and the displacement of the
longitudinal driver are compared against the logged
position of the gripper head reference point and cylin-
der displacement - see Figure 12 and 13.






Figure 12: Gripper arm reach position.
The results show that the modeled reach position
closely resembles the position of the full-scale reference
machine.
The average speed over the entire cycle is found to
be vm,sim = 0.0511
m






The average load over the entire cycle is found to be
Fm,sim = 25.845 kN by integrating the absolute forces:











The resulting reaction force in the y-direction of the
longitudinal driver constraint is derived from Equa-
tion 10 and shown in Figure 14.







Figure 14: Lifting cylinder axial force.
The magnitude of the largest force produced by
the longitudinal driver is read from Figure 14 to be
Fmax = 100.8 kN at 59.7s.
From the simulated average speed and load value
from Equations 42 and 43:
Papp,sim = vm,simFm,sim (44)
the required amount of power is calculated to be
Papp,sim = 1319.6 W .
5.2 EMC Drivetrain Components Selection
For stroke lengths greater than 1.5m, the PRS is the
only available screw transmission in the EMC-HD se-
ries from Bosch Rexroth (2015). The relevant catalog
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Table 2: EMC-HD-180 transmission system catalog data (Bosch Rexroth, 2015).
No. PPRS [m] igear Fmax [kN ] Tp [Nm] η Tf,emc [Nm] vmax [
m
s ] amax [
m
s2 ]
1 0.01 1 250.0 497.4 0.80 17.0 0.33 30
2 0.01 3 250.0 174.5 0.76 19.7 0.19 30
3 0.01 5 250.0 104.7 0.76 12.4 0.12 30
4 0.01 7 250.0 74.8 0.76 9.2 0.08 30
5 0.01 3 250.0 170.9 0.78 23.7 0.19 30
6 0.01 5 250.0 102.5 0.78 12.9 0.12 30
7 0.02 1 133.2 530.0 0.80 19.0 0.67 30
8 0.02 1 136.4 650.0 0.80 19.0 0.67 30
9 0.02 3 178.5 249.1 0.76 20.3 0.39 30
10 0.02 5 178.5 149.5 0.76 12.8 0.23 30
11 0.02 7 178.5 106.8 0.76 9.5 0.17 30
12 0.02 3 290.0 396.5 0.78 24.3 0.39 30
13 0.02 5 290.0 237.9 0.78 13.3 0.23 30
data used for selection of the various transmission sys-
tem combinations are listed in Table 2, and the relevant
servo motor data are listed in Table 3.
The EMC drivetrain parameters used here are for
motor attachment via flange and coupling. Three diff-
erent mounting configurations (without gearbox) are
illustrated in Figure 15 to compare the size of the diff-
erent drivetrain configurations with the EHC system
used on the full-scale reference machine.
Figure 15: 1-2: motor attachment via timing belt side
drive. 3: motor attachment via flange and
coupling. 4: existing hydraulic cylinder.
From the servo motor pre-selection procedure de-
scribed in Section 4.2, the EMC drivetrain combination
that satisfies the three conditions is obtained based on
the simulation results from the inverse dynamic ana-
lysis. As shown in Table 4, combination No. 3 and
servo motor MSK101E-300 is the only EMC drivetrain




s ] T0 [Nm] Tmax [Nm]
101D-300 481.7 50 160
101E-300 481.7 70 231
101E-3001 481.7 105 231
133D-3001 314.2 152 320
133E-3001 314.2 250 520
1 With fan
combination which does not require an external cooling
system and satisfies the pre-selection procedure.
From the catalog (Bosch Rexroth, 2015), the dy-
namic load capacity of the selected EMC drivetrain is
found to be C = 470 kN. Based on the average load and
the presented motion cycle (Figure 11), the estimated
nominal life of the EMC drivetrain in number of revolu-
tions and hours is determined from Equations 14-16 to
be L10 ≈ 6.0·109 revolutions, and L10h ≈ 3.3·105 hours,
respectively.
All considered EMC drivetrain combinations in Ta-
ble 2 satisfy the maximum permissible axial force
Fmax = 100.8 kN . The maximum permissible trans-
mitted power of the EMC-HD-180 is from the cat-
alog (Bosch Rexroth, 2015) found to be 970 W
for Pp = 0.01 m and 1240 W for Pp = 0.02 m,
both smaller than the required amount of power
Papp,sim = 1319.6 W . Combination No. 4 does not sat-
isfy the required linear speed from the desirable motion
cycle (Figure 11), where the linear reference speeds are
vref = 0.115
m
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Table 4: EMC drivetrain pre-selection results.
No. Motor ωts [
rad
s ] Jr Tr
1 133E-3001 72.26 1.04 0.56
2 101E-3001 216.77 1.01 0.59
3 101E-300 361.28 0.42 0.55
3 101E-3001 361.28 0.42 0.36
5 133D-3001 216.77 0.29 0.43
5 133E-3001 216.77 0.21 0.26
12 133E-3001 108.38 0.23 0.42
13 133D-3001 180.64 0.13 0.42
13 133E-3001 180.64 0.10 0.25
1 With fan
5.3 Forward Dynamic Analysis
The forward dynamic analysis is used to verify that
the selected EMC drivetrain can provide the re-
quired power and motion performance of the full-scale
reference machine.
Based on the components selection in Section 5.2,
the model parameters of combination No. 3, sum-
marized in Table 2, and servo motor MSK101E-300
are obtained from the manufacturer catalogs: (Bosch
Rexroth, 2015) and (Bosch Rexroth, 2006). For the
servo motor model, the following parameters are used:
winding resistance R = 0.11Ω, winding inductance
L = 0.19mH and number of pole pairs Pp = 4.
In the simulation, the reference speed profile vref as
shown in Figure 11 is given as a reference speed input
ωe,ref to the closed loop PI speed controller illustrated
in Figure 10. The simulated speed vEMC of the EMC
drivetrain is compared with vref and the results are
shown in Figure 11. The deviation between vEMC and
vref is presented in Figure 16.






Figure 16: EMC drivetrain speed deviation.
The simulated EMC drivetrain displacement xEMC
is compared in Figure 13 against the displacement of
the EHC logged from the offshore rig in operation.
The axial force provided by the EMC drivetrain is
shown in Figure 14, and the highest occurring force
is FEMC = 110.6 kN . The highest torque provided
by the servo motor is Te = 54.04 Nm, as shown in
Figure 17.






Figure 17: Electromagnetic torque of the servo motor.
The obtained results indicate that both the kinemat-
ics and dynamics of the modeled system correspond
well to the performance of the full-scale reference ma-
chine. In addition, the required actuator force profiles
are identical regardless if using inverse or forward dy-
namic analysis to determine the force/torque demand
coming from the multibody system.
6 Feasibility Analysis
Today, the experience and knowledge of using EMC
drivetrains in OMS are very subjective, and the skep-
ticism regarding reliability is high, due to e.g. the
risk of breakdown (jamming) of the transmission screw
due to unexpected impact forces (shock) and overloads.
Also, the availability of commercial off-the-shelf EMC
drivetrains that satisfy both the explosive atmospheres
(Ex) certification (i.e. complies with the ATEX Di-
rective 2014/34/EU (European Commission, 2014)),
power, motion, and safety requirements of OMS is lim-
ited. However, many manufacturers of EMC drive-
trains can deliver tailor-made solutions that have po-
tential to meet these, if not now, then most likely in
the future due to research and development of EMC
drivetrains design for OMS applications. Furthermore,
the durability of tailor-made solutions is difficult to es-
timate due to lack of manufacturers experience with a
customized drive.
6.1 Motion Performance
With a focus on the motion performance, numerical
modeling and simulation based on information pro-
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vided in the manufacturer catalog (Bosch Rexroth,
2015) are used when sizing and selecting the compo-
nents of the considered EMC drivetrain.
The forward dynamic analysis verifies that the
selected EMC drivetrain can provide the required force,
displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the full-scale
reference machine. Also, the highest values obtained
for axial force, motor torque, motor speed, linear speed
and acceleration are within the limits of the maximum
permissible values of the selected EMC drivetrain - see
Figure 11-17. However, the total power required for the
considered motion cycle is higher than the maximum
permissible power of all the EMC drivetrain combina-
tions listed in Table 4. Therefore, based on the recom-
mendation of the manufacturer (Bosch Rexroth, 2015),
avoidance of overheating cannot be guaranteed for the
EMC drivetrain combinations investigated for the case
study presented in this paper. Hence, to avoid over-
heating, the average speed of the motion cycle must
be decreased. From the catalog (Bosch Rexroth, 2015)
the permissible power is found to be higher for the
transmission screw with lead Pp = 0.02 m (1240 W )
compared to Pp = 0.01 m (970 W ). Therefore, by us-
ing an EMC drivetrain combination with Pp = 0.02 m
and a servo motor with external cooling (e.g. combi-
nation No. 12 and servo motor MSK133E-3001) the
permissible power would be closer to match the de-
manded power (1319.6 W ) than the EMC drivetrain
combination simulated in Section 5.3.
6.2 Reliability and Safety
Research on replacing traditional hydraulic or electro-
hydraulic actuation in centralized hydraulic power sys-
tems with EMCs with a decentralized power system in
aircraft flight control and aerospace systems are well
documented in the literature, specially regarding reli-
ability and safe operations - see for instance the work
done by Bodden et al. (2007), Garcia et al. (2008), Bal-
aban et al. (2009), and Narasimhan et al. (2010).
Replacing EHC systems with EMCs while maintain-
ing the same level of safety is, according to Garcia
et al. (2008), a major challenge when considering de-
creasing production and maintenance costs, the size of
drives, energy consumption, and pollution emissions.
Furthermore, when considering to replace EHC sys-
tems with EMCs, special attention has to be paid to
avoid jamming, that is, when the screw transmission
becomes stuck. However, as demonstrated by Garcia
et al. (2008), safe operation and reliability of an EMC
drivetrain mainly depends on the motor and the elec-
tronics, especially the inverter. Finally, Garcia et al.
(2008) conclude that early failure detection, indepen-
dent and fault-tolerant configurations, and high relia-
bility of motors and electronics will allow EMCs to be
used also in primary flight actuators.
In case of breakdown, OMS demand functional fea-
tures that allow the drive systems to be manually con-
trolled out of the operation zone so that the process
can continue with alternative equipment. According
to Schinstock and Haskew (1996), it is difficult to de-
sign an EMC drivetrain where a failed transmission
screw can be disengaged from the load to allow redun-
dant drives to take over. In comparison with the EHC
system used in OMS where counterbalance valves serve
safety functions for load holding, EMC drivetrains need
to use fail-safe brakes to hold the load when the electri-
cal power is lost. Also, self-ventilated electrical motors
are not be be continuously operated at high loads and
low speeds due to reduced cooling capacity and risk of
stall conditions (Pawlus, 2016).
The ATEX Directive (European Commission, 2014)
regulates usage of electrical equipment in the haz-
ardous areas, e.g. area around the well center, and
it also defines health and safety requirements of OMS.
Consequently, this limits the number of available EMC
drivetrain components e.g. electrical motors, convert-
ers, gearboxes, transmissions screws, hydraulic valves,
hydraulic pumps, etc. Since only components that are
Ex certified can be used in OMS, the design process be-
comes more challenging, and it might turn out that the
solutions which satisfy the performance requirements
and design criteria do not comply with the ATEX Di-
rective, according to Pawlus (2016).
6.3 Durability
A test performed by Schinstock and Haskew (1996)
demonstrates that roller screws (SKF set with a non-
preloaded nut, a 48mm nominal diameter screw, and
20mm lead) may be damaged by dynamic loading with
load magnitudes well within the static load rating of
the screw. Schinstock and Haskew (1996) concludes
that while this damage is not catastrophic, it would
defeat one of the main goals of the replacement of the
EHC system with EMC drivetrain. Furthermore, it
would be expected that the damaged portions of the
thread face would begin to flake and deteriorate and
substantially decrease the life of the screw. However,
the results presented by Schinstock and Haskew (1996)
do not prohibit the use of roller screws in harsh applica-
tions. Rather, they emphasize the critical importance
of good dynamic analysis of the loads generated by an
application and good controller design. Also, Schin-
stock and Haskew (1996) emphasizes the point that
the actuator must be back-drivable and include some
sort of force limiting control in such applications.
According to Garcia et al. (2008), condition moni-
toring is receiving a remarkable deal of attention in
the field of aeronautics, as it can detect incipient faults
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at an early stage. This reduces the maintenance and
down-time expense, and also improves operation safety.
This is why carriers and flight companies are more in-
terested than ever in the adoption of new condition-
monitoring techniques. Preferably, online techniques
for predictive maintenance, to check and evaluate per-
formance conditions of both the rotating electrical ma-
chines and the whole electronics.
The speed reference control signal used in the ana-
lysis presented in this paper is of trapezoidal shape
- see Figure 11. According to Pawlus et al. (2016b),
trapezoidal profiles cause overshoots, induce residual
vibrations and can generate high peak loads. As an al-
ternative reference profile, trigonometric profiles are in-
vestigated by Pawlus et al. (2016b) and prove to reduce
torque peak values by up to 50 %, remove jerk disconti-
nuities and provide smoother machine operation. Jerk
control allows to ensure smooth accelerations, vibra-
tions mitigation and decreased maintenance. This is
particularly important from the practical point of view,
since the solution to lower the associated fatigue and vi-
bration damage is to use smooth motion profiles which
are tailor-made for a given application, rather than
invest in costly condition based maintenance (CBM)
schemes or implement hardware modifications to the
machine.
6.4 Summary
Based on the above literature survey, it is concluded
that an EMC drivetrain:
• offers good energy-efficiency, simple installation
(plug and play), low maintenance, high stiffness
(accuracy) and low space requirements in compar-
ison to EHC systems with HPU and power lines
(Michel and Weber, 2012)
• has low durability at high load force due to wear,
and has little overload protection against shock
loads (Michel and Weber, 2012)
• is an appealing alternative to EHC system, since
it allows for the elimination of local hydraulic cir-
cuits, implying a significant maintenance cost re-
duction due to the absence of wearing parts such as
seals, hence, eliminates fluid spills (Garcia et al.,
2008)
• demands electric power just when it is needed,
compared to centralized powered EHC systems
where a continuous load on the HPU must be en-
sured regardless if the hydraulic power is used for
actuation or not (Garcia et al., 2008)
• is relatively compact and can offer high power-to-
weight ratios and motion velocities (Balaban et al.,
2009)
• with a roller screw can be used for both highly
and less accurate movement with flexible leads and
desired precision (Hojjat and Mahdi Agheli, 2009)
• has high static load capabilities, however, the per-
missible transmitted power causes limitations on
the allowable linear speed at high loads
• with large displacement and high load capabilities
certified for explosive atmosphere areas is limited
in availability.
7 Conclusion
This paper presents a feasibility study of the imple-
mentation of an EMC drivetrain in an offshore verti-
cal pipe handling machine. The EMC-HD from Bosch
Rexroth (2015) is considered as one of the commercial
off-the-shelf EMC drivetrains which closely can match
the power (static and dynamic force) and motion per-
formance (displacement length and speed) demand of
the case study machine.
From the inverse dynamic analysis, the EMC drive-
train components are selected based on the sizing prin-
ciples and selection procedure of the manufacturer.
The forward dynamic analysis verifies that the per-
formance of the selected EMC drivetrain satisfies the
requirements of the full-scale reference machine. The
highest values obtained for axial force, motor torque,
motor speed, linear speed and acceleration are within
the limits of the maximum permissible values of the
selected EMC drivetrain. However, the permissible
transmitted power of the EMC drivetrain is lower than
the power required by the motion cycle. Hence, based
on the manufacturers recommendations, avoidance of
overheating in the EMC drivetrain cannot be guaran-
teed. To avoid overheating, the average speed of the
motion cycle must be decreased. Alternatively, exter-
nal cooling or temperature monitoring and control sys-
tem that prevents overheating could be implemented.
Also, a transmission screw designed with larger lead
can increase the permissible power of the EMC drive-
train.
Commercial off-the-shelf EMC drivetrains with large
displacement and high load capabilities certified for ex-
plosive atmosphere areas are very limited or do not cur-
rently exist in the form that would allow to meet the
requirements of a typical offshore drilling equipment.
Where, design criteria such as temperature condition
(typically +40◦C to -20◦C), IP protection class, relia-
bility, safety, and durability need to be satisfied.
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Even though these systems are not commercially
available, this paper shows that once the power and Ex-
approval problems are solved, EMC drivetrains might
become strong competitors to hydraulic cylinders in
offshore drilling equipment systems where centralized
hydraulic power is not available.
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Abstract—Self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinders that can
be powered just by an electrical wire will be popular in the
coming years. Combining electrical-drives and hydraulic cylin-
ders exploits some excellent properties of these two technologies
and enables flexible implementation. To fully benefit from such
a drive solution, there is the need to develop electro-hydraulic
cylinders capable of operating independently as opposed to
standard hydraulic systems that are connected to a central power
supply. Therefore, this paper presents a numerical investigation
of a self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder with passive load-
holding capability. The corresponding dynamic model is proposed
and used to predict the system behavior with a view to future
implementation. The simulations show the proposed drive guar-
antees proper functioning in four-quadrant operations.
Index Terms—compact electro-hydraulic cylinders, valve-less
systems, electric-drives, load-holding
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last years, electro-mechanical drives are increas-
ingly replacing standard valve-controlled hydraulic actuators
due to the easy installation on the machine and the higher
energy efficiency [1]. These electro-mechanical solutions are
unsuitable in several applications such as primary aircraft
flight control or offshore oil drilling mainly due to the limited
reliability [2]. For this reason, there is an ongoing interest in
developing self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinders (SCCs)
since they represent a valid alternative to electro-mechanical
systems. SCCs are compact and self-sufficient drives con-
nected to an electrical power supply that enable plug-and-
play installation (Fig. 1). A limited number of commercial
SCCs have been introduced to the market mainly using single-
rod cylinders [3]. Employing a valve-less architecture to
control the hydraulic actuator is popular in many applications
since higher energy efficiency is possible. For instance, a
displacement-controlled excavator showed a 40% efficiency
improvement in a truck loading cycle when compared to
a state-of-the-art load-sensing machine [4]. Research focus
related to SCCs is primarily on cost efficiency and low power
applications, i.e. below 5 kW [5]. For instance, Michel et
al. derived specific conclusions about the best approach for
SCCs without passive load-holding functions [6]. This means
there is need for more generic SCCs capable of delivering
higher power and providing features such as passive load-
holding. Countless applications will benefit from such a drive
solution. A few examples are gripper arms for offshore pipe
handling machines [2], hydraulic presses, trailer lifts, marine
jack plates, scissors tables, positioning systems for solar
panels, Stewart platforms, single-boom cranes, etc. Thus, this
paper takes advantage of a comprehensive literature study
on electro-hydraulic architectures to discuss a concept for a
self-contained cylinder. The target is on the evaluation of an
electro-hydraulic self-contained single-rod cylinder in closed-
circuit configuration with sealed tank suitable for power levels
above 5 kW . The mathematical model of the proposed system
is presented together with a numerical investigation intended to






Fig. 1: Standard system architecture for self-contained electro-
hydraulic cylinders (simplified schematic).
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
The majority of valve-less systems in closed-circuit con-
figuration makes use of the following approaches to control
the motion of linear actuators.
1) Systems with a variable-displacement pump driven at
fixed speed. The amount of flow directed to the actuator is
controlled by the pump displacement setting while the flow
direction is changed by adjusting the swash-plate overcenter.
Figure 2 shows the system in closed-circuit configuration pre-
sented in [7]. This control approach is mainly used for multi-
actuator construction machines, e.g. [4], since a dedicated
pressure source is needed to adjust the unit displacements.
2) Systems with a variable-speed electric motor driving the
fixed-displacement pump. The actuator motion is controlled
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Fig. 2: Displacement-controlled pump driving a single-rod
cylinder according to the architecture proposed in [7].
by adjusting both speed and direction of the motor rota-
tion [6], [8], [9], [10], (Fig. 3). The electric motor can either be
an asynchronous machine [11] or a synchronous machine [8].
M
Fig. 3: Speed-controlled pump driving the cylinder according
to the architecture proposed in [10].
3) Systems with a combined control method. The variable-
speed prime mover drives the variable-displacement servo-
pump meaning that both components are actively controlling
the actuator motion [12].
Only layouts with a variable-speed electric motor and a
fixed-displacement pump have been consistently used for
SCCs in the past. This minimizes the number of control
elements and the number of hydraulic components, i.e. the
additional pressure source of the variable-displacement pump
is not needed. Concerning the actuator type, double-rod
cylinders are almost exclusively used in aircraft flight con-
trols [13], [14], [15], [16] and [17]. The double-rod con-
figuration increases the installation space while the sym-
metrical piston areas reduce the maximum available force
with the same maximum pressure. Consequently, single-rod
cylinders are the most popular actuators for at least 80% of
electro-hydraulic drives [18]. Balancing the differential flow
due to the asymmetric areas is necessary when the closed-
circuit configuration is implemented. Multiple flow compen-
sation methods were proposed in the past mainly involving
pilot operated check valves (Fig. 2), flushing valves (Fig.
3), or electrically operated on/off valves [19]. Some issues
related to instability and uncontrolled pressure oscillations
were mentioned [10] and [20]. However, this is the case
under high dynamic excitations of the system [3], i.e. an
operating condition that might be representative for low-
power applications. Other approaches have also been explored
such as using hydraulic transformers, tandem pumps, 3-port
axial-piston pumps, asymmetric gear pumps, or two pumps
connected to each actuator port (Fig. 4). Table I provides a
synthesis of these options.
M
Fig. 4: Simplified architecture according to [8] of a SCC with
two gear units that balance the differential cylinder flow.
Moreover, very few researches addressed the passive load-
holding capability of SSCs. This feature is intended to main-
tain a fixed piston position without delivering power to the
system. A first solution is a commercialized system [21]
that has been patented in 2008 [22]. Pilot operated check
valves are installed between the pump and the actuator while
each opening pilot is sensing the pressure of the opposite
pump side, see Fig. 5. A similar approach is also addressed
in [23] and [24]. Alternative load-holding systems were pre-
sented in [9] and [25]. Both solutions make use of counter-
balance valves that are operated differently. Some of these
load-holding systems are also equipped with manual pressure
release valves that can be used in case of failure to manually
modify the actuator position.
M
Fig. 5: Closed-circuit configuration with passive load-holding
according to [21].
TABLE I: Differential flow compensation methods
Method: Reference:
Hydraulic transformers [26], [27], [28]
Pilot operated check valves [7], [24], [29], [30], [31]
Shuttle valve [6], [32], [33]
Tandem pumps [34]
3-port asymmetric piston pump [35], [36], [37], [38]
Asymmetric gear pump [39]
Two pumps with equal displacement [40]
Two pumps with different displacement [6], [41], [42]
Two single rod cylinders in parallel [43]
Table II summarizes the architectures of the SCCs addressed
in this survey. Details about the possibility of performing four
quadrant (4Q) operations are listed as well as the passive load-
holding (PLH) capability.
In conclusion, the idea behind electro-hydraulic self-
contained cylinders is combining the advantages of standard
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hydraulic actuators such as reliability, and high power-to-
weight ratio, with the benefits of electro-mechanical drives
such as energy efficiency, minimal maintenance, and easy
plug-and-play commissioning. Additional requirements such
as compactness, robustness, and reduced costs are also of
interest due to their relevance in both industrial and mobile
applications [3] and [39].
TABLE II: List of considered SCC concepts
SCCs: 4Q: PLH: Reference:
Double gear pump YES NO [6]
Direct driven hydraulic drive YES NO [8]
Differential gear pump NO NO [39], [44]
Inverse shuttle valve YES NO [3], [6], [45]
Compact electro-hydraulic actuator NO YES [9], [25]
Pump controlled single rod actuator YES NO [10], [46]
Compact electro-hydraulic actuator NO YES [21], [22]
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The target of this research is to study a self-contained
cylinder that operates in four quadrants, includes passive load-
holding devices, and can deal with power levels above 5 kW .
According to the literature survey presented in the previous
section, published solutions that meet all these requirements
are not available. Several systems represent a partial fit
(Tab. II). Therefore, some features coming from them were



























Fig. 6: Schematic of the SCC under investigation.
The combination of a variable-speed servo-motor (PMSM)
and a fixed-displacement hydraulic pump was chosen to drive
a single-rod cylinder arranged in closed-circuit configuration.
Two pilot operated check valves (POCV1,2) balance the differ-
ential cylinder flow as in the system discussed before [7]. Their
low-pressure ports are connected to the accumulator (Acc)
that represents the sealed tank of the SCC. The remaining
pilot operated check valves (POCV3,4) take care of the passive
load-holding as in [21] and [23]. The opening pilot pressure
is selected as the highest system pressure by some check
valves (X1,2,3,4) to deal properly with aided loads (i.e. when
the load is acting in the same direction as the motion). This
solution has been inspired by [47] where a 3/2 valve controls
the opening pilot of the load-holding POCVs by using an
external pressure signal always high enough. The passive load-
holding is enabled or disabled by two electrically operated
on/off valves (EV). When actuator motion is desired, the
EVs are energized resulting in the opening pilot pressure
equal to the highest system pressure. Conversely, when the
EVs are not energized the pilot pressure is equal to the
accumulator pressure that maintains POCV3,4 closed. Pressure
relief valves (RV1,2,3,4) are installed on the pump ports and on
the actuator ports to avoid overpressurizations during normal
functioning and load-holding, respectively. An anti-cavitation
valve (AC) is connected to each actuator side. Finally, a
manually operated valve intended to release the actuator in
case of electric failure is not showed in the schematic but can
be easily included in the real system.
Figure 7 shows the functioning of the system under inves-
tigation depending on the operating condition. Low-pressure
sides (LP) and high-pressure sides (HP) are highlighted in all
four quadrants as well as the direction of the flows. The two
on/off valves are always energized to disable the load-holding
capability.
The size of the components has been chosen from cata-
logues available on the market according to a conventional
static sizing that guarantees maximum piston speed of 150 mms
and maximum output force of 40 kN . This target is met
assuming system pressure up to 200 bar in combination with
a cylinder characterized by dimensions 65x35x500 mm. The
resulting axial-piston pump has displacement of 10 cm
3
rev since
the selected servo-motor can run up to 4200 revmin . This unit is a
permanent magnet synchronous machine. Lastly, accumulator
has a volume of 3.5 liters whereas the load-holding valves
have area ratio of 1:3 and cracking pressure of 5 bar.
IV. SYSTEM MODELING
The hydraulics has been modeled using a well-established
approach successfully tested in the past, e.g. by Rahmfeld [19].
The effective magnitudes of the pump are evaluated using
flow and torque losses (QS ≥ 0 and TS ≥ 0, respectively)
measured from steady-state experimental data [48] with a
reference unit. The same losses have been assumed for all
quadrants and scaled to the desired pump displacement ac-





n = λ3 · nref (3)
The scaling factor λ is computed in (4) as function of the






The effective unit flow rate is evaluated in (5) according to
the machine operation, i.e. pumping or motoring mode. The
flow losses are completely attributed to internal losses.
QP =
{
(|DP · n| −QS) · sign(n), if pumping,

































(d) In-stroke, resistant load.
Fig. 7: Four quadrant operations for the considered SCC
(simplified schematics).









The mechanical powers measured at the unit shaft PUnit and
at the actuator rod PCyl are defined in (7) and (8).
PUnit = Te · n · sign(n) (7)
PCyl = FLoad · ẋ (8)
Evaluating the pressures in the different sections of the
system is crucial, and they are labeled in Fig. 6. The pressure
build-up equation (9) that involves the fluid bulk modulus β,
the volume of the hydraulic capacitance V and the flow








The pressure gradients related to every hydraulic capacitance




















· (QRV1,2,3,4 −QPOCV1,2 −QAC1,2) (14)
Constant volumes V0 have been assumed for the transmission
lines V1 and V3. The definitions of the volumes V2 and V3
are shown in (15) and (16) respectively. The influence of the
hydro-pneumatic accumulator is showed in (17), where γ is
the polytrophic coefficient, V0,Acc the accumulator volume,
and p0,Acc the pre-charge pressure.
V2 = V0,2 +AA · x (15)
V4 = V0,4 +AB · (xmax − x) (16)













The flow rates of the anti-cavitation valves (i = AC1−2) and
of the pressure relief valves (i = RV1−4) are defined in (18).
The characteristic valve flow gain Ki is introduced as well




Ki · (pIn − pOut − pCr), if (pIn − pOut) ≥ pCr,
0, otherwise.
(18)
The flow rate through the pilot-operated check
valves (i = POCV1−4) is found with the orifice equation (19).
The different terms are the discharge coefficient Cd, the seat
diameter d, the lift of the poppet y, the pressure differential
across the valve ∆p and the fluid density ρ.





The lift results from the force equilibrium of the poppet
where the poppet dynamics have been neglected. The pilot
pressure px, the area of the poppet seat ASeat, the area of
the pilot stage Ax, the pre-load force of the spring FS,0, and
the spring stiffness kS are involved. Two operating modes are
emphasized: normal flow (20) when the pilot stage is separated
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from the poppet (i.e. pIn > px) and reverse flow direction (21)








· ((px − pIn) ·Ax + ∆pi ·ASeat − FS,0) (21)
The governing equation for the actuator motion is pointed
out in (22) from the Newton’s second law. A simplified sce-
nario characterized by a horizontal sliding mass mEq loaded




· (p2 ·AA − p4 ·AB − FFric − FLoad) (22)
The actuator pressures and areas (piston-side area AA and rod-
side area AB) describe the force coming from the hydraulics
while the actuator friction FFric is given in (23) according
to the Stribeck model. The different coefficients account the
viscous friction coefficient fV , the Coulomb friction FC , and
the static friction coefficient fS .
Ffric = ẋ · fV + sign(ẋ) ·
(





The pressure losses in the transmission lines have been
neglected due to the compact configuration of the drive. The
valves used to enable/disable the load-holding capability have
been simulated as an equivalent logic function. Finally, the
dynamics of the electric motor have been simulated using a
second-order transfer function from commanded to simulated
speed. Due to the fast response of the machine, this simplified
approach is sufficient at this stage of the investigation.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Understanding if the proposed SCC is a feasible approach
to meet the aforementioned requirements represents the target
of the following simulations. Operations in four quadrants are
tested by varying the direction of the external load accordingly.
The controller implemented in MATLAB-Simulink takes care
of generating the commanded motor speed in order to track
the desired actuator position. The logic emerges from Fig. 8.
The command directed to the on/off valves (not shown in the














Fig. 8: The control logic for the proposed SCC.
If actuator motion is not desired, the switch logic sets the
commanded motor speed to zero. Contrariwise, the motor
speed is defined as follows. The feedforward term (FF) es-
timates the necessary motor speed depending if the HP is on


















The feedback element (FB), originated by a constant
gain KP acting on the position error ex, corrects the pre-
diction of the feedforward element. The resulting speed com-
mand nSet is propagated to the plant according to (25).
nSet = ex ·KP + uFF (25)
Figure 9 depicts the actuator position in combination with
the position error and the external load acting on the actuator.
The results show good agreement between commanded and
simulated position. This is the case for system operations in
all four quadrants (OUT→ cylinder out-stroke, IN→ cylinder
in-stroke, R → resistant load, and A → aided load).












Fig. 9: Simulation cycle: piston position, position error, and
load force.




Fig. 10: Simulated actuator velocity.
The reference position has been generated to achieve the
maximum piston velocity, i.e. 150 mms . Figure 10 proves
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the system sizing is satisfactory. The control effort, i.e. the
commanded motor speed, is presented in Fig. 11. The speed
variation is generally very smooth and well within the upper
limit of the electric machine. A few reduced spikes are induced
by the zero-velocity switch logic that kicks in. The system
pressures are visible in Fig. 12. They behave as expected,
especially the accumulator pressure that is characterized by
limited variations. Figure 13 highlights the poppet position
of the load-holding pilot operated check valves POCV3,4.
The electric signal directed to the EVs to supervise the
load-holding capability is included as well. The POCVs do
not introduce unpleasant oscillations during motion. Most
importantly, they maintain the piston position (Fig. 9) when
the electric motor is not operating.




Fig. 11: Commanded and simulated motor speed.












Fig. 12: System pressures: actuator, pump, and accumulator.
Figure 14 illustrates the mechanical power measured both
at the unit shaft and at the actuator rod. According to the
sign convention, positive values mean the power flow is from
the hydraulic unit to the actuator and vice versa for negative
values. The power levels presented are relatively low because
they refer to a compact system meant for laboratory testing.
Nevertheless, this system architecture can successfully deal
with much higher power levels if the size of the components








Fig. 13: Load-holding: poppet lift, and EV signal.




Fig. 14: Actuator and pump power.
is modified accordingly. Finally, these power trends provide
some preliminary indications about the efficiency of the hy-
draulic sub-system. When the actuator is driven, this efficiency
is about 80%.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper discussed in first place a detailed literature
review about electro-hydraulic self-contained cylinders cha-
racterized by being a sealed system. The survey pointed out
a missing solution to drive SCCs that comprise passive load-
holding devices, operate in four quadrants, and are suitable
for power levels above 5 kW . Hence, a specific concept was
presented and modeled. The numerical simulations showed
that the system behaves properly in four quadrant operations
and can hold the external load passively. Plans for future
investigations include both the design of a more advanced
control algorithm and the implementation of this SCC on a
real test-bed.
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Abstract: Self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinders have the potential to replace both
conventional hydraulic systems and the electro-mechanical counterparts enhancing energy efficiency,
plug-and-play installation, and reduced maintenance. Current commercial solutions of this
technology are limited and typically tailor-made, whereas the research emphasis is primarily on cost
efficiency and power applications below five [kW]. Therefore, there is the need of developing more
flexible systems adaptable to multiple applications. This research paper offers a contribution in this
regard. It presents an electro-hydraulic self-contained single-rod cylinder with passive load-holding
capability, sealed tank, capable of recovering energy, and scalable up to about eighty [kW]. The system
implementation on a single-boom crane confirms its feasibility: The position tracking error remains
well within ±2 [mm], oscillations are limited, and the overall energy efficiency is about 60 [%]
during actuation. Concerning the passive load-holding devices, it is shown that both vented and
non-vented pilot-operated check valves achieve the desired functioning and can hold the actuator
position without consuming energy. Additional observations about the size and the arrangement of
the load-holding valves are also provided. In conclusion, this paper demonstrates that the proposed
self-contained cylinder can be successfully extended to several practical applications, especially to
those characterized by overrunning external loads and the need of securing the actuator position.
Keywords: Self-contained cylinders; electro-hydraulic systems; load-holding valves; modeling
1. Introduction
Linear actuators capable of delivering high forces to perform heavy-duty operations are
commonplace in many fields of industry. Lifters, earth-moving or construction machines,
manufacturing processes, and oil drilling applications are a few examples. Since energy efficiency,
plug-and-play installation, and reduced maintenance are becoming crucial characteristics in these
areas, there is an ongoing tendency to replace standard valve-controlled hydraulic cylinders with the
electro-mechanical counterparts (e.g., roller-screw actuators directly driven by electric motors [1]).
Nevertheless, these electro-mechanical solutions are unsuitable in several applications such as offshore
oil drilling [2], mainly due to the limited reliability (i.e., unexpected impact forces and overloads
damage the screw). An alternative approach makes use of self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinders
(SCCs). They are, according to the definition used in this paper, self-sufficient linear hydraulic
actuators controlled by a local hydraulic unit that is driven by a dedicated electric motor. A sealed
tank is essential and additional components such as flow balancing valves and load-holding valves
might be required. Figure 1 provides a simplified example of a SCC, even though multiple system
architectures are conceivable. More in general, this approach intends to:
• Ensure high energy efficiency (i.e., suitable hydraulic layouts are chosen),
Energies 2019, 12, 292; doi:10.3390/en12020292 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies115
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• Achieve compactness (i.e., the built-in components are arranged ad hoc),
• Allow plug-and-play commissioning (i.e., the system only requires a wired connection to the
electrical power source),
• Enhance flexible installation (i.e., a centralized hydraulic power supply is not required anymore,
long hydraulic transmission lines are removed, and the closed-circuit layout characterized by a
sealed reservoir can be tilted without leaking out fluid).
Countless applications will benefit from such a drive solution. A few examples are cranes, presses,
gripper arms for offshore pipe handling, marine jack plates, trailer lifts, scissors tables, positioning
systems for solar panels, and Stewart platforms.
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In regard to what has been done so far, limited number of commercial SCCs were introduced to
the market, mainly using single-rod cylinders [3]; those are typically tailor-made so utions r stricted to
som nich applicatio s b c use exceptional design ffort is ne ded. It is he authors’ opinion that this
circumscribed use of SCCs is mainly due to the lack of consistent investigations aimed at identifyi g
cost-effective system ar hitectures adaptable to mul ipl applic tions.
Concerning the research activities connect d to SCCs, emphasis is primarily on cost efficiency [4],
thermal beh vior [5], and low po er applications below 5 [kW] [6,7]. Employing val -l ss
architectures to control the hydraulic actuators is com onplace since higher energ efficie c is
achieved. Scenarios involving passive load-holding capability (i.e., maintaining the piston position
without delivering any power) are seldom addressed, as shown in the next section. There is, therefore,
the need of developing a SCC adaptable to the changing requirements of multiple applications and
sustainable as a valid alternative to electro-mechanical systems.
This research paper presents a system architecture for an electro-hydraulic self-contained
single-rod cylinder in closed-circuit configuration with passive load-holding capability, sealed
tank, capable of recovering energy, and suitable for power levels above 5 [kW] representative of
many hydraulic machines. Effort is dedicated to motivating the introduction of such a system, to
experimentally confirm that the desired performance is achieved in terms of both actuator’s position
tracking and energy efficiency, and to better understanding the load load-holding capability (insight
on the design of the load-holding valves and on their settings is given as well as on their arrangement
in the hydraulic layout). This work significantly extends a previous conference publication [8] where a
numerical analysis of a SCC that meets the aforementioned requirements is proposed. Specifically, this
paper makes the following novel contributions: An improved system architecture, the implementation
of the SCC on a test-bed, the experimental validation of the proposed dynamic model, the analysis of
the system performance, and noteworthy considerations about the load-holding valves not traced in
the technical literature.
2. Literature Survey
Due to the limited literature on SCCs, this survey also covers generic valve-less systems that
might be converted into self-contained solutions. The main reason for focusing on valve-less layouts is
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their potential for high energy efficiency (i.e., throttle-related losses in control valves are removed and
energy recovery can be easily implemented). In fact, conventional valve-controlled systems waste a
considerable percentage of the input energy in control valves (e.g., about 35 [%] in working cycles of
load-sensing excavators [9]). Previous investigations about throttle-less concepts showed fuel savings
up to 40 [%] in comparison to standard hydraulics [10].
Relevant valve-less systems that drive linear actuators can be classified depending on the
following closed-circuit layouts:
1. Variable-displacement hydraulic unit and fixed-speed prime mover. The actuator motion is
controlled by varying the displacement of the hydraulic pump/motor. This approach is prevalent
among multi-actuator machines (e.g., compact excavators [10]) since a unique charge pump
supplies the displacement adjustment system of each unit. The prime mover can be either a
combustion engine or an electric motor.
2. Fixed-displacement hydraulic unit and variable-speed prime mover. Regulating both the
angular speed and the direction of rotation of the prime mover’s shaft controls the actuator
motion [3,11–13]. The electric prime mover can be either a synchronous machine [11] or an
asynchronous machine [14].
3. Variable-displacement hydraulic unit and variable-speed prime mover. Both the electric prime
mover and the hydraulic unit actively control the actuator motion [15].
Narrowing the search field to case #2, this approach minimizes the number of control elements
when compared to case #3 (i.e., a much cheaper fixed-displacement hydraulic unit is selected) and
simplifies the hydraulics if related to case #1 (i.e., the pressure source dedicated to adjusting the unit
displacement is not needed).
Moreover, a competing valve-less solution that does not fall under any of these three categories is gaining
ground. It is based on multiple fixed-displacement pumps/motors driven by a common variable-speed
prime mover. Alternatives with two hydraulic units [6,16–18] or with three hydraulic units [19–21] exist.
Regarding the hydraulic actuator, double-rod cylinders are almost exclusively used in the
aerospace industry [22–26]. When compared to the single-rod design, the double-rod configuration
increases the installation space and delivers a reduced output force for a given pressure. Thus,
single-rod cylinders are the most popular solution for at least 80% of the electro-hydraulic drives [27].
Balancing the differential flow dictated by the unequal piston areas is, therefore, essential to implement
a closed-circuit architecture. Various flow compensation methods were investigated in the past,
mainly involving pilot-operated check valves [28], shuttle valves [13], or electrically-operated on/off
valves [29]. Some issues related to instability and uncontrolled pressure oscillations were mentioned
for shuttle valves [13] and for pilot-operated check valves [30], respectively. However, this is typically
the case under high dynamic excitations of the system [3] (i.e., operating conditions that might be
representative of some low-power applications). Other flow compensation alternatives were explored
such as hydraulic transformers, three-port asymmetric piston pumps, or multiple gear pumps. Table 1
provides a synthesis of these options.
Table 1. Methods for compensating the differential flow.
Methods References
Hydraulic transformers [31–33]
Pilot-operated check valves [10,28,34–38]
Inverse shuttle valve [3,39,40]
3-port asymmetric pump [41–44]
Two cylinders in parallel [45]
Multiple fixed-displacement pumps [6,16–21,46]
Additionally, limited researches addressed passive load-holding capabilities for SCCs. This feature
serves the purpose of maintaining a given actuator position without supplying any power to the system.
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A first solution is a commercialized system [47,48] where pilot-operated check valves (POCVs) are
installed between the pump and the actuator. The hydraulic connections are arranged in such a manner
that each opening pilot line of the POCVs is sensing the pressure of the opposite pump side. A similar
approach is also presented in Reference [49]. Then, an interesting method to control the opening pilot
of POCVs is discussed in References [37,38] and in Reference [50], even though this technique is not
intended for SCCs. Alternatively, passive load-holding systems grounded on counterbalance valves
were studied in Reference [12] and References [51,52], but they cannot recover energy.
Table 2 summarizes the system architectures for the SCCs addressed in this survey. Details
about the presence of the passive load-holding capability (PLH) are listed, as well as the possibility of
performing four quadrant operations (4Q) that refer to piston extension and to piston retraction with
both resistant and overrunning external loads acting on the actuator.
Table 2. Self-contained cylinders: concepts and characteristics.
Architectures 4Q PLH References
Multiple fixed-displacement pumps No No [27]
Multiple fixed-displacement pumps Yes No [11,20,21]
Inverse shuttle valves Yes No [3,5,6,13,53]
Compact system Yes 1 Yes [12,51]
Electro-hydraulic actuator No Yes [47–49]
1 No energy recovery.
In conclusion, the idea behind electro-hydraulic self-contained cylinders is to combine the
advantages of standard hydraulic actuators (i.e., reliability and high power-to-weight ratio) with
the benefits of electro-mechanical drives (i.e., energy efficiency, minimal maintenance, and simple
plug-and-play commissioning). Extra requirements such as compactness, robustness, and reduced
costs are also of interest due to their relevance in both industrial and mobile applications [3,17].
3. The System under Investigation
According to the literature review, the requirements for SCCs listed in the introduction are not
met by previously published solutions (several systems only represent a partial fit according to Table 2).
Hence, some of these features were combined accordingly to create the proposed SCC.
3.1. System Architecture
Figure 2 depicts the self-contained cylinder discussed in this investigation. The system operates
in four quadrants, includes passive load-holding devices, can recover energy, has a sealed reservoir,
and is suitable for power levels up to at least 80 [kW].
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The combination of an electric servo-motor (EM) and of a fixed-displacement hydraulic unit
(P) drives the single-rod double-acting cylinder (C) arranged in a closed-circuit configuration.
The differential flow dictated by the piston’s unequal areas is balanced by two pilot-operated check
valves (POCV1→2) and by two check valves (CV1→2). The low-pressure accumulator (AC) represents
the sealed reservoir of the SCC. The pilot-operated check valves LH1 and LH2 (i.e., the load-holding
valves) create the passive load-holding capability by isolating the actuator when the 3/2 electro-valve
(EV) is de-energized. Conversely, energizing the EV results in transferring the highest actuator pressure
into the opening pilot line of the two load-holding valves (the check valves CV3→4 select the dominant
value among the pressures in the cylinder chambers); this enables the actuator motion. As can be seen,
the EV is repositioned by the spring force in case of power failure, securing the load-holding function.
Pressure-relief valves (RV1→4) are installed on both pump ports and on both actuator ports to avoid
over-pressurizations during actuation and throughout passive load-holding. Anti-cavitation valves
(AC1→2) are also connected to the actuator chambers. A cooler (CO) and a filter (F) are comprised in
the system. The cooler can be easily removed if it is not necessary.
Figure 3 takes advantage of a simplified system representation to outline the operating condition
in each quadrant when the passive load-holding capability is deactivated (i.e., EV is energized).
Flow directions and pressure levels are emphasized: The red color denotes the high-pressure side,
the blue color designates the low-pressure side, Qp is the cylinder flow on the bore-side, Qr is the
cylinder flow on the rod-side, and Qd = Qp − Qr represents the differential flow. For a given speed of
the servo-motor, the actuator velocity is higher in the left half-plane because the pump/motor flow
is going to (or is coming from) the actuator’s rod-side chamber that has a smaller piston area than
the bore-side. More importantly, it should be noted that this system architecture fits particularly well
with applications characterized by frequent overrunning loads acting on the actuator (e.g., cranes); the
differential flow is, in fact, forced to go through both the filter and the cooler during operations in the
IV quadrant, ensuring proper fluid conditioning.
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3.2. Control Algorithm
The control algorithm designed for this SCC generates a reference speed for the electric
servo-motor in order to track the commanded position of the linear actuator. The control logic emerges
from the block diagram proposed in Figure 4. A feedforward controller (FF) estimates the required
servo-motor speed (uFF) via (1), depending on the operating condition (there are different formulations
for each quadrant). The actuator’s bore-side area (Ap), the rod-side area (Ar), the pump/motor
displacement (D), and a constant volumetric efficiency (e.g., ηv = 0.95 in motoring mode and ηv = 1 in
























x < 0 & ∆p ≥ 0 (i.e., IV quadrant)
(1)
The proportional-integral controller (PI) in the position feedback loop corrects the prediction
of the feedforward term by manipulating the position error (ex). The proportional gain kP = 90
[rev/(min·mm)] and the integral gain kI = 300 [rev/(min·mm·s)] generate the corresponding feedback
command (uFB).
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The resulting speed command for the servo-motor (uEM) is then sent through the logic switch 
and finally propagated to the SCC. The logic switch sets the commanded motor speed (uSet) to zero 
when actuator motion is not desired (i.e., when |ẋSet| < 0.005 [mm/s]) otherwise it does not affect the 
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4. Experimental Set-Up
An experimental test-bed was commissioned to drive a single-boom crane available at the
University of Agder (Figure 5). This representative application was selected since it encompasses
different operating conditions such as motion against both resistant external loads (i.e., I quadrant)
and overrunning external loads (i.e., IV quadrant). It also offers the opportunity of testing the passive
load-holding capability. Furthermore, this crane challenges the performance of the SCC because the
mechanical structure was specifically designed to enhance oscillations (originally, the crane was driven
by a valve-controlled system [54]). More details about the crane are available in Appendix A.
Regarding the SCC, the selected servo-motor is a PMSM Bosch Rexroth MSK071E-0300 with a
dedicated driver IndraDrive HCS02. The axial-piston swashplate unit A10F has a displacement of
10.6 [cm3/rev]. The cylinder PMC 25CA has piston diameter of 65 [mm], rod diameter of 35 [mm],
and stroke of 500 [mm]. The load-holding valves (Sun Hydraulics CVEVXFN) have area ratio 3:1 and
cracking pressure of seven [bar], whereas the other POCVs (Sun Hydraulics CKEBXCN) have the
same area ratio, but cracking pressure of two [bar]. The opening pilot for the load-holding valves is
selected by means of check valves Hawe Hydraulics RB2 with cracking pressure of 0.1 [bar] and of a
3/2 directional control valve Argo Hytos SD1E. The additional check valves Hawe Hydraulic RK4 still
have cracking pressure of 0.1 [bar], whereas the pressure-relief valves Sun Hydraulics RDDA have
cracking pressure of 200 [bar]. A tailor-made manifold houses these valves. A Bosch Rexroth cooler
KOL3N (cooling power up to 3 [kW]) and a filter 50LEN0100 are used to condition the oil ISO VG 46.
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In terms of sensors, the servo-motor comes standard with an encoder. A position sensor Regal 
PS6310 monitors the actuator’s piston position. Transducers Bosch Rexroth HM20 measure the 
pressures p15. Finally, MATLAB-Simulink® is used for control and data acquisition. The software 
IndraWorks translates the control algorithm into machine code that runs at a frequency of 1000 [Hz] 
on the PLC IndraControl XM22. 
5. System Modeling and Validation 
Multiple dynamic models of the SCC were created and simulated in MATLAB-Simulink®. 
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5.1. The Dynamic Modeling of the System
The electric servo-motor was modeled using a second-order transfer function (3) from commanded
to simulate shaft speed where the natural frequency and the damping ratio are ωn = 5 [Hz] and
ζ = 0.99, respectively.
GEM(s) =
ω2n
s2 + 2·ωn·ζ·s + ω2n
(3)
The hydraulics was simulated by means of a consolidated approach. The effective fluid’s bulk











The different terms are the oil’s bulk modulus (βO = 7500 [bar]), the air’s bulk modulus (βA,i)
calculated as βA,i = γ·pi with γ being the adiabatic air constant and pi the pressure in the capacitance,
and the volumetric air content (εA,i), which is obtained according to Equation (5). This equation recalls
the atmospheric pressure (patm) and the volumetric air content of the oil at atmospheric pressure












The well-known pressure build-up equation was applied several times to evaluate the pressures
p1→8 labeled in Figure 2. The resulting expressions are reported in Equations (6)–(13) where the
effective bulk modulus (βi), the appropriate flow rates (Qi), and the suitable volumes of the hydraulic
capacitances (Vi) are considered accordingly.
.
p1 =
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The volumes of the transmission lines (Vi,0) are assumed constant whereas the equations related
to the actuator require the piston areas, the piston position (x), and the cylinder stroke (xMax).
The capacitance CH,5 used in the pressure build-up equation associated to the hydro-pneumatic
accumulator is elucidated in Equation (14). Among other terms, it involves the effective accumulator
gas volume (VAC,0 = 9.2 [L]) and the pre-charge pressure of the accumulator (pAC,0 = 0.05 [bar]).
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Concerning the flow rates, the contributions ascribed to the different components are clarified
in the sequel. The flow rates through the POCVs (QPOCV,i) are computed by means of the orifice
Equation (15). It comprises the pressure differential across the valve (∆pi), the discharge coefficient






If a POCV is not closed, two operating modes characterize its functioning. The “normal flow”
condition takes place when the pilot stage is detached from the poppet. Conversely, the valve is
subjected to “reverse flow” if the pilot stage and the poppet are in contact. In the case of a non-vented
valve (Figure 6 depicts alternative designs), an opening pilot pressure lower than the inlet pressure
is the prerequisite for “normal flow” (i.e., px < pIn). The poppet lift always results from the force
equilibrium that is expressed differently and is contingent on “normal flow” (16) or “reverse flow” (17).
yi =




(px,i − pIn,i)·Ax,i + (pIn,i − pOut,i)·AS,i − FS0,i
kS,i
(17)
The areas of the poppet seat (AS,i) and of the pilot stage (Ax,i) are introduced in the previous
equations as well as the spring stiffness (kS,i) and the spring’s pre-load force (FS0,i). The poppet
dynamics is simulated via a first-order transfer function with time constant τ = 0.05 [s].
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The orifice equation also provides the flow rate through the electro-valve (QEV). The only 
difference from the formulation given in Equation (15) is about the flow area that depends on the 
valve command. Then, the flow rate of both the CVs and the RVs is computed according to Equation (19). 
The evoked parameters are the valve flow gain (kv,i), the cracking pressure (pc,i), the inlet pressure 
(pIn,i), and the outlet pressure (pOut,i). 
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Vented design.
If a POCV comes in the vented version, the previous definition of the operating modes holds true,
but the criterion for “normal flow” becomes px · Ax < pD · AD + pIn · (Ax – AD). The force balance for
the “normal flow” condition is still given by Equation (16), whereas it is described in Equation (18) for





·[(px,i − pIn,i)·Ax,i + (pIn,i − pOut,i)·AS,i+ (pIn,i − pD,i)·AD,i − FS0,i] (18)
The orifice equation also provides the flow rate through the electro-valve (QEV). The only
difference from the formulation given in Equation (15) is about the flow area that depends on the valve
command. Then, the flow rate of both the CVs and the RVs is computed according to Equation (19).
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The evoked parameters are the valve flow gain (kv,i), the cracking pressure (pc,i), the inlet pressure




kv,i·(pIn,i − pOut,i − pc,i)
if pIn,i < pOut,i + pc,i
if pIn,i ≥ pOut,i + pc,i
(19)
The effective magnitudes of the pump/motor are evaluated by means of flow losses (QS ≥ 0) and
torque losses (TS ≥ 0) derived from steady-state experimental data of a reference axial-piston unit with
displacement equal to DRef [55]. The same losses are assumed for all quadrants and are scaled to the
desired pump displacement (D) by using the scaling laws elucidated in Equation (20) that refer to the
quantities of the reference unit denoted by the subscript “Ref ”. The scaling factor (λ), the unit’s shaft









ωRe f = λ·ω
QS = λ2·QS,Re f
TS = λ3·TS,Re f
(20)
The effective flow rate of the pump/motor (Qe,P) is elucidated in Equation (21) for operations in
the I quadrant and in the IV quadrant (the sign convention accounts for the functioning in pumping or
in motoring mode). The flow losses are completely attributed to internal leakages.
Qe,P = D·ω−QS (21)
The computation of the pump/motor’s effective shaft torque (Te,P) expressed in Equation (22)






2·π + TS(I quadrant)
−D·∆p
2·π + TS(IV quadrant)
(22)
The pressure losses in the transmission lines and in the cooling/filtering unit are neglected mainly
due to the compact configuration of the drive. Moreover, Equation (23) describes the actuator’s
force balance where the hydraulic force (FH) and the friction force (FF) are clarified in Equations (24)
and (25), respectively.
FH = FF + G(x) + M(x)·
..
x (23)














The different terms represent the pressure in the bore-side chamber (p3), the pressure in the
rod-side chamber (p4), the viscous friction coefficient (fv = 4 × 103 [kg/s]), the Coulomb force
(FC = 75 [N]), the static friction force (FS = 500 [N]), the static friction force’s constant (kC = 0.02 [m/s]),
the equivalent mass of the system M(x), and the gravitational load G(x) on the actuator. The friction in
the joint of the crane is lumped into the friction of the linear actuator whereas the hyperbolic tangent is
used to prevent numerical issues such as discontinuities (the dimensionless tuning parameter is set
equal to a = 250). Figure 7 depicts the variation of both G(x) and M(x) as a function of the piston position
(Appendix A); the Coriolis and the centripetal terms are neglected due to their minimal influence.
Regarding the overall system efficiency (ηSCC), the mechanical power at the load/actuator
interface (PC) and the servo-motor’s electrical power (PEM) are addressed. The latter term involves
124
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the armature current (iA) and the torque constant of the machine (kT = 2.05 [N·m/A]). The ratio of the










iA ·kT ·ω if PEM ≥ 0
PEM
PP




if PEM < 0
(26)
Diverse formulations are used if the electrical energy is supplied, or if the regenerative functioning is
taking place (i.e., PEM < 0).Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 22 
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5.2.Open-Loop Model Validation
Th complete dynamic model of the SCC was validated gainst xperimen al data. The applied
open-loop command (i.e., the desired speed for the electric motor) generates typical working conditions
s ch as extension and retraction of the actuator. The results proposed in Figure 8 show good
agreement among measured and simulated quantities, confirming the high-fidelity nature of the
model. Consequently, it represents a meaningful tool for further analyses.
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6. Closed-Loop System Performance
A representative working cycle with both active load-holding operations (ALH) and passive
load-holding operations (PLH) serves the purpose of analyzing the system performance when the
SCC is controlled in closed-loop according to the algorithm illustrated in Figure 4. The trend of
the commanded position selected for this test implies a piston velocity equal to 150 [mm/s] during
actuation, that represents the upper limit for the experimental set-up.
The agreement between the commanded and the measured actuator position presented in Figure 9
is satisfactory since the error falls well within ±2 [mm]. In fact, the expected accuracy for hydraulic
cranes is typically worse as the maximum position error is frequently higher than 15 [mm] [56,57].
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Concerning the load-holding valves, Figure 12 highlights the poppet position and the command
directed to the on/off electro-valve that supervises the load-holding devices (the passive load-holding
function is activated when the signal is equal to zero).
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7. Discussion about the Load-Holding Valves
It is worth recalling that the load-holding valves represent a peculiarity of this SCC. Discussing,
therefore, both their design and their arrangement is invaluable to gain deeper insight.
7.1. Design of the Pilot-Operated Check Valves
The experimental results were obtained by utilizing vented load-holding POCVs. This is the most
conservative approach since the total effort required to open the poppet in a given operating condition
is reduced, if compared to non-vented valves. Thus, this sub-section is about understanding how
the valve design (i.e., vented or non-vented valve configuration) affects the overall system response
(Figure 14).
The outcomes displayed in Figure 14 were derived by simulating non-vented load-holding
POCVs where diverse values of the area ratio and of the seat diameter were considered, specifically:
the “original” settings of the experimental set-up (i.e., area ratio 3:1 and seat diameter 5 [mm]), a first
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alternative with area ratio increased to 7:1 and seat diameter 5 [mm], and another solution with area
ratio 3:1 and seat diameter raised to 9 [mm].Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  14 of 22 
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Choosing the vented design is not strictly necessary, even though it is advisable. The piston
position is, in fact, indistinguishable if non-vented POCVs are preferred to the vented counterparts
(plot a) in Figure 14). Nevertheless, the poppet of the non-vented valve LH1, located on the bore-side
of the actuator, is not completely lifted from its seat when the hydraulic cylinder is actuated (plot b)
in Figure 14); this aspect does not affect the position tracking, but results in an increased pressure
drop across the valve that turns out in a higher energy consumption. This drawback related to energy
efficiency is mitigated if non-vented load-holding valves with enlarged nominal flow (i.e., bigger seat
diameter) and/or increased pilot ratio are introduced (plot c) in Figure 14). Using these modified
settings, the actuator’s position tracking is still equivalent to the reference scenario established by
vented POCVs and the oscillations of the poppet diminish (plot d) in Figure 14).
7.2. Arrangement of the Pilot-Operated Check Valves
The other aspect that deserves further debate is the arrangement of the load-holding valves.
The proposed SCC takes their opening pilot pressures from t e actuator chambers, when the EV
is energized. This approach is in contrast with so e references that mention POCVs utilized as
load-holding devices: In fact, the opening pilot pressures in these systems are taken from the
pump/motor ports according to the diagram given in Figure 15.
The dynamic model of the SCC was adapted congruently to reflect the alteration in the
configuration of the load-holding POCVs’ pilot lines and to remove the sub-system dedicated to
the selection of their pilot pressure (i.e., the EV and CV3→4). After simulating this transformed
hydraulic architecture, it is therefore relevant to stress that such an approach leads to an unwanted
system functioning when overrunning loads are acting on the actuator (Figure 16).
When the actuator load becomes overrunning between about 9.5–14 seconds and 27–31.5 seconds,
then the load-holding valves do not stay open as desired (plot d) in Figure 16). This causes an
oscillatory behavior that undermines both the position tracking (plot a) in Figure 16) and the operational
safety. Enormous pressure fluctuations (plot c) in Figure 16) arise up to the maximum admitted
value (a pressure-relief valve located on the bore-side is regulating, namely this solution is also
characterized by inefficient functioning). Then, the control input (i.e., the commanded speed of the
electric servo-motor) varies abruptly trying to match the commanded actuator position.
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A similar undesirable system behavior takes place if the pilot ratio of the load-holding valves
is increased (e.g., from 3:1 up to 7:1), meaning that this modified layout does not properly manage
overrunning loads. Additionally, vented load-holding valves were assumed, even though non-vented
components lead to equivalent results not reported for the sake of brevity.
8. Conclusions
An in-depth literature survey emphasized the need for self-contained cylinders that operate in
four quadrants, include passive load-holding devices, and can deal with power levels above 5 [kW].
Consequently, this research paper gives a contribution to bridge this gap as follows:
1. A novel system architecture (i.e., a solution not found in literature) of an electro-hydraulic
self-contained cylinder was presented and implemented on a test-bed.
2. Experimental evidence proves the expected system functioning; the maximum position error
ranges well within ±2 [mm] and the passive load-holding capability maintains the actuator
position when needed.
3. A dynamic model of the system was developed and experimentally validated; it provides a sizing
and simulation tool for future implementations.
4. Insight about key parameters was given; the overall system efficiency results highly satisfactory
being about 60 [%] during actuation.
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5. It was shown that both vented and non-vented load-holding valves achieve the desired system
functioning; however, choosing the vented design is advisable.
6. The drastic limitations caused by an alternative arrangement of the load-holding pilot-operated
check valves traced in the technical literature were highlighted.
For these reasons, the proposed self-contained system can be successfully extended to several
practical applications. Those including overrunning external loads and the need of securing the
actuator position represent the natural field of application (e.g., cranes, presses, gripper arms for
offshore pipe handling, marine jack plates, trailer lifts, scissors tables, positioning systems for solar
panels, and Stewart platforms). Future work will cover the system implementation in real-world
environments, the thermal analysis of this hydraulic architecture to minimize the cooler size, and
considerations about the life estimation of key components. In particular, emphasis will be placed on
scaling up the system to deal with higher power levels. It is expected to deliver up to about eighty
[kW] by simply replacing some components with alternative off-the-shelf parts selected from the same
catalogues used during the design of the experimental test-bed.
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations
4Q Four quadrant operations
ALH Active load-holding
AC Anti-cavitation valve









POCV Pilot-operated check valve
RV Pressure-relief valve
SCC Self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder
Symbols
a Tuning parameter for the friction force of the actuator and of the crane joint
AD Pilot stage’s area inside the drain chamber of pilot-operated check valves
Ap Cylinder area on the bore-side
Ar Cylinder area on the rod-side
AS Poppet seat’s area of pilot-operated check valves




d Seat diameter of pilot-operated check valves
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DRef Displacement of the reference unit used to derive the loss model of the pump/motor
ex Position error of the hydraulic actuator
FC Coulomb force of the actuator and of the crane joint
FF Friction force of the actuator and of the crane joint
FH Hydraulic force of the actuator
FS Static friction force of the actuator and of the crane joint
FS0 Spring’s pre-load force of pilot-operated check valves
fv Viscous friction coefficient of the actuator and of the crane joint
G(x) Gravitational load acting on the actuator
iA Armature current of the servo-motor
kC Static friction force’s constant of the actuator and of the crane joint
kI Integral gain of the PI controller
kP Proportional gain of the PI controller
kPF Filter gain of the high-pass pressure filter
kS Spring stiffness of pilot-operated check valves
kT Torque constant of the servo-motor
kv Flow gain of check valves and of pressure-relief valves
M(x) Equivalent mass of the system acting on the actuator
p Pressure
p1 Pressure at the pump/motor port on the bore-side of the actuator
p2 Pressure at the pump/motor port on the rod-side of the actuator
p3 Actuator’s bore-side pressure
p4 Actuator’s rod-side pressure
p5 Accumulator pressure
pAC,0 Pre-charge pressure of the accumulator
patm Atmospheric pressure
pc Cracking pressure of check valves and of pressure-relief valves
PC Mechanical power at the load/actuator interface
pD Drain pressure in pilot-operated check valves
PEM Electrical power of the servo-motor
pIn Pressure at the inlet port of hydraulic valves
pOut Pressure at the outlet port of hydraulic valves
px Opening pilot pressure of pilot-operated check valves
Q Volume flow rate
Qd Differential actuator’s volume flow rate
Qe,P Effective flow rate of the pump/motor
QEV Volume flow rate through the electro-valve
Qp Actuator’s volume flow rate on the bore-side
QPOCV Flow rate through pilot-operated check valves
Qr Actuator’s volume flow rate on the rod-side
QS Flow losses of the pump/motor
Te,P Effective shaft torque of the pump/motor
TS Torque losses of the pump/motor
uEM Commanded servo-motor speed
uEV Command directed to the 3/2 electro-valve
uFF Commanded servo-motor speed from the feedforward term
uLH Load-holding enabler command
uPF Commanded servo-motor speed from the pressure feedback term





xSet Commanded piston velocity
Greek symbols
y Poppet lift of pilot-operated check valves
β Effective bulk modulus of the working fluid
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βA Air’s bulk modulus
βO Oil’s bulk modulus
γ Adiabatic air constant
∆p Pressure differential
εA Volumetric air content of the working fluid
εA,0 Volumetric air content of the working fluid at atmospheric pressure
ζ Damping term used in the servo-motor’s transfer function
ηSCC Overall system efficiency of the self-contained cylinder
ηv Pump/motor’s volumetric efficiency
λ Scaling factor used in the loss model of the pump/motor
ρ Oil density
τ Time constant of the poppet dynamics in pilot-operated check valves
ω Shaft speed of the pump/motor
ωn Natural frequency used in the servo-motor’s transfer function
ωPF Cut-off frequency of the high-pass pressure filter
Appendix A
This appendix presents the specifications of the single-boom crane involved in the experimental testing.
The relevant dimensions used to define the crane kinematics are highlighted in Figure A1. The boom pivots
around point A whereas the actuator is connected to point B and to point C. The distances between the points A,
B, C, and G (i.e., the center of mass) are evaluated via Equation (A1) whereas the effective length of the hydraulic
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The equivalent mass of the system and the gravitational load acting on the actuator are elucidated in (A3)
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Figure 17. Kinematics of the single-boom crane used for the experimental testing. 
Lastly, Table 3 collates the key parameters of the crane. These quantities are the aforementioned 
distances, the minimum length (LMin) between point B and point C, the acceleration of gravity (g), the 
payload mass (m), and the moment of inertia of the crane (J) about its center of mass. 
Table 3. Key parameters of the single-boom crane. 
Magnitude Value Unit Magnitude Value Unit 
LAG,x 3.139 [m] LAB,y 1.055 [m] 
LAG,y 0.064 [m] LMin 0.772 [m] 
LAC,x 0.550 [m] g 9.82 [m/s2] 
LAC,y 0.130 [m] m 402 [kg] 
LAB,x 0.420 [m] J 288.518 [kg·m2] 
Nomenclature 
Abbreviations 
4Q Four quadrant operations 
ALH Active load-holding 
AC Anti-cavitation valve 
C Actuator (i.e., hydraulic cylinder) 
CO Cooler 
CV Check valve 
Figure A1. Kine atics of the single-boo crane used for the experi ental testing.
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Lastly, Table A1 collates the key parameters of the crane. These quantities are the aforementioned distances,
the minimum length (LMin) between point B and point C, the acceleration of gravity (g), the payload mass (m),
and the moment of inertia of the crane (J) about its center of mass.
Table A1. Key parameters of the single-boom crane.
Magnitude Value Unit Magnitude Value Unit
LAG,x 3.139 [m] LAB,y 1.055 [m]
LAG,y 0.064 [m] LMin 0.772 [m]
LAC,x 0.550 [m] g 9.82 [m/s2]
LAC,y 0.130 [m] m 402 [kg]
LAB,x 0.420 [m] J 288.518 [kg·m2]
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Abstract
This paper proposes a novel actuation system for an offshore drilling application. It consists of three
self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinders that can share and store regenerated energy. The energy saving
potential of the proposed solution is analyzed through a multibody system simulation. The self-contained
system demonstrates superior energy efficiency compared to the benchmark system representing the state-
of-the-art approach used today (i.e., valve-controlled cylinders by means of pressure-compensated direc-
tional control valves and counter-balance valves, supplied by a centralized hydraulic power unit). Due to
the ”power on demand” capability, the cancellation of the throttling losses, and the opportunity to recover
energy in motoring quadrants, the self-contained system consumes 83.44% less energy without affecting
the system’s performance.
Keywords: Electrification of hydraulics, linear actuator, offshore mechatronic systems, self-contained
electro-hydraulic cylinder, proportional directional control valve, passive load-holding, energy savings
1. Introduction
With the increasing focus on the environmental im-
pact, such as CO2 emission and hydraulic fluid pol-
lution, of the oil and gas industry, traditionally used
hydraulically-actuated systems tend to be replaced
by electric drives (Pawlus et al., 2016). However,
force densities available from linear hydraulic actua-
tors are still typically higher than those of electric ac-
tuators. Therefore, after the electrification of all ro-
tational actuations, hydraulic power is still needed to
actuate some hydraulic cylinders controlled by throt-
tling valves. A relevant Offshore Mechatronic System
(OMS) example is the pipe handling equipment (Fig. 1)
implemented on state-of-the-art drilling rigs (Bak,
2014), where AC motors with a variable speed drive
and a gearbox, here referred to as AC drivetrains,
have successfully replaced all hydraulic motors. How-
ever, for some of the linear actuators included in the
operational motion cycle, hydraulic Valve-Controlled
Cylinders (VCCs) are still state-of-the-art, although an
electro-mechanical counterpart has been used in other
industry fields for many years. For electro-mechanical
cylinders, the predominant challenges are low reliabil-
ity under high load operating conditions. In Hagen
et al. (2017) an offshore case-study was carried out,
demonstrating that the permissible transmitted power
of the most promising available off-the-shelf electro-
mechanical cylinder was lower than the power required
by the motion cycle of the existing hydraulic actua-
tion system. Typically in OMSs, the hydraulic source
is supplied from a centralized Hydraulic Power Unit
(HPU) consisting of multiple pumps driven by large
electric motors. The required electric power is gener-
ated by diesel generators that are running continuously,
supplying the entire offshore installation with electric-
ity.
An alternative solution to the inefficient VCC is a
”valve-less” pump controlled (electro-hydraulic) cylin-
der drive. Pump-controlled concepts using standard
doi:10.4173/mic.2019.2.2 c© 2019 Norwegian Society of Automatic Control
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differential cylinders are classified and reviewed in Ke-
telsen et al. (2019). In literature, research related
to compact electro-hydraulic cylinders is primarily on
cost efficiency and low power applications (less than
5 [kW ]). In this paper, these solutions are referred
to as Self-Contained Cylinders (SCCs), namely self-
sufficient and sealed systems that only consume en-
ergy when motion is demanded. For instance, Michel
and Weber (2012) derived specific conclusions about
the best approach for SCCs. However, passive load-
holding capability was not considered. An alternative
approach based on a triple pump solution which en-
ables higher stiffness and good energy efficiency was
also considered (Schmidt et al., 2015, 2017; Ketelsen
et al., 2018). However, the hydraulic circuits of typi-
cally offshore load-carrying applications must contain
passive load-holding devices to meet safety regulations.
Hence, a literature survey and simulation study of an
SCC concept that can operate in four quadrants, in-
cluding passive load holding, suitable for power levels
above 5 [kW ], is presented in Hagen et al. (2018). In
Padovani et al. (2019), a similar SCC concept, also
including a filter and cooling circuit, was successfully
implemented on a single-boom crane and tested in two
quadrant operations; the proper functioning of the pas-
sive load-holding capability and an overall energy ef-
ficiency of about 60% during actuation were demon-
strated. Therefore, applying such a drive technology
to a multi-actuator OMS and demonstrating the result-
ing benefits over the more traditional valve-controlled
hydraulic cylinders is the target of this investigation.
To fully benefit from the great energy efficiency
of SCCs, the entire operation cycle of a pipe han-
dling equipment with periods of motoring, load holding
and regenerative braking must be considered together
with different solutions for storing energy. Inspired by
the principles introduced and explained in Ristic and
Wahler (2018), this paper proposes an actuation sys-
tem consisting of three SCCs that can share energy
with other electric-drives and store regenerated energy
in a battery, instead of using brake resistors to dissipate
the recovered energy as heat to the surrounding.
Section (2) presents the offshore drilling application
case study. A conventional offshore VCC system used
as a benchmark is explained in Section (3) whereas the
proposed SCC system is addressed in Section (4). Sec-
tion (5) contains an inverse dynamic analysis of the
energy recovery potential of the case study, and identi-
fies the design requirements for the actuation systems.
Furthermore, it presents the simulated system perfor-
mance, power consumption, energy efficiency, and a
comparison of the two actuation systems regarding the
energy consumption. Finally, section (6) discusses the
simulation results and some practical challenges that
must be considered in future works.
Figure 1: Considered offshore mechatronic system (simpli-
fied CAD model of the multibody system).
2. The Considered Case-Study
An offshore Pipe Racking Machine (PRM), as shown
in Fig. 1, is used as an OMS case study for analyzing
the energy saving potential when replacing the cen-
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tralized VCCs of the reach arms (i.e., the upper guide
arm, the main arm, and the lower guide arm) with
SCCs. The PRM is a column-type multipurpose pipe
handling machine (drill-pipe, drill-collar and casings)
that combines the functionality of several traditional
types of pipe handling equipment in one machine.
The PRM can perform the following tasks according
to Hagen et al., 2017:
• moving stands (two or more joints of pipe con-
nected) between the Well Center (WC) and the
desired Finger Board (FB) slot
• building of stands for storage inside the FB while
drilling
• handling of a single pipe from horizontal to vertical
position and vice versa
• lifting operation on drill floor, i.e., the main arm
can be used as a crane.
By rack and pinion systems, the column is supported
at the upper beam (not shown) and at the lower rail.
The lower rail is mounted directly on the drill floor,
whereas the upper beam is connected to the structure
of the derrick. The column includes an upper and a
lower Guide Arm (GA) that are designed to guide the
stand, i.e., guide the top and bottom of the drill-stand
being in motion. The arm located in the middle is the
Main Arm (MA), responsible for holding the pipe in a
secure grip (gripper arm). All arms are equipped with
a VCC which allows for the extension and retraction
(i.e., horizontal Reach (R) motion) in order to position
a stand in the desired FB slot or at the WC. Redundant
AC drivetrains are located both on the upper and lower
Trolleys (T), controlling the horizontal movement of
the column along the tracks. The Winch (W) located
on top of the column is used to hoist and lower the
MA (i.e., the stand) using redundant AC drivetrains.
Finally, the redundant AC drivetrains located on the
lower trolley make it possible for the column to Slew
(S) (rotate) about its vertical axis.
2.1. The Considered Operation Sequence
The operation sequence considered in this study is the
so-called tripping sequence. It takes place when the
drill-string is assembled or disassembled during a well-
construction process. During this sequence, the PRM
continually moves between the WC and the FB where
the stands are stored. The leading specification rating
of these machines is the tripping speed, i.e., how many
stands can be moved between the WC and the FB per
hour. The motion steps of the PRM for the considered
sequence are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Figure 2: Operation sequence steps of the arms reach (R),
winch (W), trolley (T), and slew (S), when mov-
ing a drill-stand from the well-center to the de-
sired fingerboard slot (simplified top-view).
The PRM starts at the WC and a stand is ready
for being moved to the desired FB slot. The sequence
consists of the following steps:
0-1; the MA gripper and GAs guide close around the
stand, the winch lifts the MA (the stand) for 1 [m]
and the arms retract from the WC position to the
inner reach position
1-2; the PRM starts to trolley and rotates 180 [◦]
2-3; the PRM continues to trolley until reaching the
set-point (a 9 [m] traveling is performed)
3-4; the three arms extend until the set-point of 4 [m]
is reached, the stand is lowered for 2 [m] to the
floor, and the MA gripper and GAs guide open
while the machine returns back to WC in reverse
steps.
2.2. Motion Reference Generator
An motion profile with a constant jerk S-curve, repre-
sented by a second-order polynomial function in veloc-
ity (3rd order in position), is used for all motion ref-
erences. As an example, a motion profile for the MA
cylinder extending and retracting is shown in Fig. 3
for position set-point xCSP = 400 [mm], velocity set-
point vCSP = 120 [
mm
s ], and acceleration set-point
aCSP = 80 [
mm
s2 ].
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Figure 3: Main arm cylinder motion profile example.
The time period with constant velocity necessary to










is the travel distance during the acceleration phase.
2.2.1. Reach Arm Kinematics
During the considered operation cycle, the reach mo-
tion (position (xR) and velocity (vR)) of the MA and
of the GAs must be operated synchronously when the
stand is moved. The main control input are depicted in
Fig. 4, for defining the desired motion reference (i.e.,
cylinder position and the velocity) of the MA cylin-
der. Furthermore, the GAs follow the calculated reach
motion based on the desired MA cylinder motion tra-
jectory.
Figure 4: Reach arms motion reference conversion.
The reach length/position of the MA with respect
to the effective cylinder stroke length (xMAC ), i.e., the
forward kinematics, is derived using the Pythagoras
theorem, as illustrated in Fig. 5, and calculated as:
xR =
√
c2 − a2︸ ︷︷ ︸
b
+xR0 (4)
where c (the hypotenuse) is the known length of the
arm, a (the opposite side) is the sum of effective
cylinder displacement and the cylinder’s initial length
(a = xMAC + x
MA
C0
), and xR0 is the offset from the rev-
olute joint (RJbc) to the center of the pipe. The reach













An efficient solvable analytical expression is not ob-
tained for the GA’s inverse kinematics with sufficient
accuracy because of the height variation of the tool
point when the mechanism extends or retract. Hence,
the required cylinder positions of the GAs (xGAC ), as il-
lustrated in Fig. 6, to follow the desired reach position





2 + p1x+ p0 (6)
where x is the input (reach position) minus an offset
(x = xR − xGAR0 ), and p0...5 are coefficients identified
using curve fitting on simulated position values of xR
and xGAC . The maximum error between the reference
position and the measured reach position is 1 [mm]
(i.e., below 0.04% of the total reach length). Finally,




2 + 2p2x+ p5x)vR. (7)
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2.3. Multibody System Model
The mechanical system of the PRM is modeled us-
ing the multibody system (MBS) library in MATLAB-
Simulink R©. The MBS is modeled based on the work
in Hagen et al. (2017), where a similar MBS of the MA
is mathematically represented and simulated. In this
paper, in addition to the MA (consisting of 9 bodies, a
payload and 8 RJs), two GAs (consisting of 2·10 bodies
and 2·12 RJs), the column (1 body), the lower trolley
(1 body), and the lower rail (1 body) are modeled, as
shown in Fig. 7, to simulate the considered operation
sequence. The input of the MBS model depends on if
an inverse or forward dynamic analysis is carried out.
Either the desired position reference is used as an in-
put and the output force/torque is analyzed (inverse
dynamics), or the force/torque from the actuation sys-
tem model (e.g., the hydraulic force from the cylinders)
is used as input to the actuated joints and the output
motion are analyzed (forward dynamics).
2.3.1. Friction Models
The combined friction (F if ) of both the actuator (i.e.,
the hydraulic cylinders and the AC drivetrains) and the
mechanical system (i.e., the revolute joints) is modeled
according to an equivalent Stribeck model:










where ẋ is the velocity of the ith actuator, a is the
constant value used in the tanh function, while the dif-
ferent coefficients account the viscous friction (f iv), the
Coulomb friction (F iC), the static friction (f
i
S) and the
friction force’s constant (τS = 0.02[
s
m ]). The param-
eters used for each actuator are listed in Table 1. In
case of rotary motions, the angular velocity is used,
resulting in a friction torque (T if ).
Table 1: Friction parameters.







m ] 1.13 [kN ] 1.25 [kN ]
FGAf : 20[
kNs
m ] 0.38 [kN ] 0.75[kN ]
FWf : 30[
kNs
m ] 0.56 [kN ] 0.88[kN ]
FTf : 40[
kNs
m ] 0.75 [kN ] 0.1 [kN ]
TSf : 16[kNs] 0.30 [kNm] 0.05[kNm]
2.4. Specifications
The PRM consists of four main degrees of freedom, as
highlighted in Figs. 1-2. In Table 2 the requirements
for the considered actuators are described.
f(x) = 0
Figure 7: The MATLAB-Simulink R© MBS model.
3. Benchmark System
State-of-the-art hydraulically-actuated systems used in
offshore drilling equipment and cranes are introduced
and explained in the works of Bak (2014), Kjelland
(2016), Sørensen (2016), and Hagen et al. (2017). This
paper presents a synthesis of the hydraulic actuation
system together with the numerical simulation models
of the MA and the GAs reach motion.
The considered benchmark system is based on state-
of-the-art hydraulic load-sensing valves (i.e., pressure
compensated proportional directional control valves)
including passive load-holding valves on both cylinder
ports. The individual actuators are powered by a cen-
tral HPU ensuring a constant supply pressure (piS) and
a fixed return pressure (piR). Fig. 8 shows the layout
of the benchmark system and the general architecture
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Table 2: Actuator requirements of the PRM.
R – reach distance 4.0 [m]
MA – cylinder speed 0.12 [ms ]
W – max lifting capacity 14 [mT]
W – hoisting speed 1.0 [ms ]
W – vertical travel distance 25 [m]
T – horizontal travel distance 10 [m]
T – travel speed 0.5 [ms ]
S – column rotate angle 360 [◦]
S – rotational speed 5 [rpm]
Figure 8: Benchmark system layout (simplified schematic).
of the VCC is shown in Fig. 10.
The HPU consists of an Induction Motor (IM) con-











Apeak sin(ωF t− 2/3π)









and VL = 690 [V ] is the RMS voltage, rotating the
hydraulic pump at a constant angular velocity (ωm), a
variable axial-piston Pump (P) with max displacement
DP , a hydraulic tank with pressure pT0 , and a pressure
Relief-Valve (RV) (pRVcr = 210 [bar]) for safety purpose.
The transmission lines between the HPU and the VCCs
represent the supply and return flows. The equivalent
pressure losses across the lines (∆piS and ∆p
i
R) are es-
timated in Section (3.3).
3.1. Actuator Requirements
From the inverse dynamic analysis, the minimum ac-
tuator requirements of the MA and GAs cylinders are
identified. In addition to the minimal values from the
considered drive cycle, the cylinders must deliver some
extra force (± 5 [kN ]) to account for potential forces
distributed from wind and additional centripetal accel-
erations. The requirements considered when sizing the
VCCs are listed in Table 3.
Table 3: Actuator requirements.
Description MA GAs
Displacement: 1.70 [m] 1.04 [m]
Velocity: ± 0.12 [ms ] ± 0.106 [ms ]
Extension force: 62 [kN] 15 [kN]
Retraction force: 2.5 [kN] 3 [kN]
The dominating design value when sizing the hy-
draulic cylinders is the buckling factor, and according
to regulations (DNVGL-CG-0128), the accepted cri-
terion for buckling in hydraulic cylinders is to use a
safety factor fs = 4, unless a more accurate analysis
of the buckling load is carried out. The minimum rod









where LiCtot is the total length of the cylinder in ex-
tended position, F iCmax is the maximum force acting
on the cylinder (Table 3), and E is the elasticity mod-









where pA is the piston side pressure typically set to
20...30 [bar] below the maximum pump pressure (pP =
210 [bar]), pB is the rod side pressure, and ϕ
i the ratio
between rod and piston area.
Based on eq. (11-12) assuming fs = 2.7 [−], pA =
180 [bar], and pB = 5 [bar], the dimensions in Table 4
are chosen for the MA and GAs cylinders according to
the ISO 6022 standard.
Table 4: Selected cylinder dimensions and max induced
load pressures.
Description MA GAs
Rod diameter: 70 [mm] 40 [mm]
Piston diameter: 100 [mm] 63 [mm]
Max load pressure: 81.5 [bar] 51.1 [bar]
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3.2. Hydraulic Power Unit
The HPU’s pump is sized based on the required flow














during the considered motion cycle and the required
pump pressure pPSP = pLmax + ∆pSmax + 30 [bar],
where pLmax = 81.5 [bar] is the highest load induced
pressure in the inlet chamber of the cylinders (Table 4)
and ∆pSmax is the highest pressure loss between the
HPU and the VCCs. The total flow demand for the
pump (QPmax = (QMA + 2 · QGA)max) is approxi-
mately 84.6 [ lmin ] when using the velocity values in
Table 3. The maximum flows for each actuator are
QMAmax ≈ 57 [ lmin ] and QGAmax ≈ 20 [ lmin ].
The effective pump losses are evaluated using the
flow losses (QS) and torque losses (TS) measured
from steady-state experimental data in Williamson and
Ivantysynova (2007) using a reference unit equivalent
to the considered pump. The losses are scaled to the










where the quantities of the reference unit is denoted by
the subscript ref and λ is a scaling factor as a function
of the displacement of the considered pump (DP ) and
the reference unit (DrefP ).
Selecting a 690 [V ], 50 [Hz], 3-phase IM with 4
poles gives in general a rotational speed of nm =






the required pump displacement must be greater than
54.7 [ cm
2






the available torque from the IM must be greater than
TP = 104.4 [Nm].
Considering the maximum pump pressure pP =
210 [bar], a displacement DP = 60 [
cm3
rev ] and rotational
speed nm = 1500 [rpm], the volumetric (leakage) loss
(QS = 4.3 [
l
min ]) and the hydro-mechanical (friction)
loss (TS = 20.81 [Nm]) are estimated based on the
scaled measurements. Hence, when accounting for the
estimated leakages in the pump, a variable displace-
ment pump with DP = 60 [
cm3
rev ] is sufficient. Finally,
an electric motor can be selected based on the esti-
mated maximum power (ĖMechIM = ωm(TP + TS)) of
21.05 [kW ] that the IM must deliver continuously.
3.3. Hydraulic Transmission Lines
Between the HPU and the VCCs, the hydraulic flow
in the transmission lines is restricted through flexible
drag chains between the moving elements of the PRM,
i.e., between the upper beam and the upper trolley, be-
tween the upper trolley and the column, and between
the column and the VCC of the individual arms. Also,
in the supply line, a filter and a shut-off valve are in-
cluded, as illustrated in Fig. 9.
Figure 9: Considered supply and return line loss elements.
Equations for turbulent flow are used according to
Stecki and Garbacik (2002). The losses are the pressure
drop (∆piL) in the supply line (pP − piS) and in the
return line (piR − piT ). In detail, line losses occur due
to the large ratio between length and diameter of the
lines and hoses, and all local losses, i.e., disturbances
in the shut-off valve, inlet-filter and changes in flow
area between lines, hoses, and fittings. For the hoses
in each drag-chains, a 90◦ bend accounts for the local





















where the subscript i denotes the actuator, L the trans-
mission line type (supply or return), k the line or hose
number, and j the local loss element number accord-
ing to Fig. 9. In eq. (20) the coefficient of line pressure
losses (λki), assuming heat transfer between the fluid
and the environment, is defined. Depending on the
Reynold‘s Number in eq. (21), ξji is the coefficient of lo-
cal losses obtained from Stecki and Garbacik (2002), lki
is the length of the line, dki is the diameter of the line,
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vki is the average flow velocity (vki = Qavg/Aki), and
ν = 46·10−6 [m2s ] is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.
The flow loss coefficients are combined as the gain







where the estimated gains are listed Table 5.
Table 5: Transmission line loss gains.
Gain UGA MA LGA
KiS [−]: 9.97 · 108 1.52 · 109 1.31 · 109
KiR [−]: 4.92 · 108 7.81 · 108 8.10 · 108
Finally, the effective back pressure from the HPU’s
tank (piT ) is estimated:
piT = pT0 + ρgh
i (23)
where pT0 is the local tank pressure, g is the gravita-
tional acceleration, and hi is the height between the
machine interface located on the upper beam and the
ith VCC.
3.4. Control Valves
Pressure compensated Proportional Directional Con-
trol Valves (PDCVs) are popular in the offshore in-
dustry since the flow characteristics are load indepen-
dent, and disturbance from other actuators connected
to the same transmission line is avoided. A PVG32
from SauerDanfoss is selected according to the flow re-
quired by the actuators. From the available sizes, PD-
CVs with a flow capacity of 100 [ lmin ] and 40 [
l
min ] are
selected for the MA and GAs, respectively.
3.5. Load-Holding Valves
The size of the Counter-Balance Valves (CBVs) is cho-
sen to match the rated flow of the PDCVs. CBVs with
a flow capacity of 120 [ lmin ] for the MA and 60 [
l
min ] for
the GAs are selected from SUNhydraulics. The Check
Valve (CV) cracking pressures is pCVcrC = 1.7 [bar] for
all CBVs.
To avoid unintended opening of the CBVs, it is rec-
ommended (Bak and Hansen, 2013) to set the cracking
pressure of the Poppet Valve (PV) to a factor of 1.3
above the maximum load induced pressure (pLmax):
pPVcr,i ≥ 1.3 · pLmax (24)
The cracking pressures of the MA and GAs PVs are
set, based on the maximum load pressures identified in
Table 4, to 105.5 [bar] and 66.5 [bar], respectively.
The combination of PDCV and CBVs tends to in-
duce oscillatory behavior or even instability (Sørensen,
2016; Hagen et al., 2019). Hence, the most critical de-
sign consideration when selecting the CBV is to choose
the best pilot area ratio (αp) for the considered system.
Based on experience on similar applications, a pilot ra-
tio αp = 3 [−] is often chosen as a compromise between
stability and energy efficiency.
3.6. System Modeling
A 22 [kW ] double squirrel cage IM from ABB is se-
lected, and modeled according to Krause et al. (2002).
The VCC circuit for the MA and GAs are modeled
based on Hagen et al. (2019) where a similar hydraulic
system is validated on a single-boom crane. The equa-
tions used in the numerical model of the benchmark
system are listed in Section (A.1). The force balance
of the piston in eq. (41), that are interfacing with the
MBS, is considered as well as the well-known pressure
build-up equation that is applied several times to eval-
uate the system pressures elucidated in Fig. 10.
The following equations are used to simulate the
power of the different elements of the benchmark sys-
tem considered in the Sankey diagram in Fig. 26: elec-
trical power from the AC grid;
ĖElIn = uaia + ubib + ucic (25)
mechanical power of the motor’s shaft;
ĖMechIM = Temωm (26)
hydraulic power of the pump;
ĖHydP = QP∆pP . (27)
hydraulic power delivered to the individual VCCs;
ĖHydL = QLpL (28)
hydraulic power delivered by the PDCVs;
ĖHydV = QVInpLS (29)
hydraulic power in the cylinder;
ĖHydC = FCvC (30)
and, finally, the mechanical power delivered by the
arms;
ĖMechOut = FRvC . (31)
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Figure 10: Valve-controlled cylinder architecture.
4. Self-Contained System
The self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder drive con-
cept investigated in Hagen et al. (2018) and success-
fully implemented and tested in Padovani et al. (2019)
is scaled to the MA and GAs cylinders dimensions se-
lected for the benchmark system. The combination of a
Servo-Motor (SM) and a fixed-displacement hydraulic
machine (P) drives the cylinder arranged in a closed-
circuit configuration, as illustrated in Fig. 11.
Figure 11: Self-contained cylinder architecture.
The differential flow dictated by the cylinder’s un-
equal areas is balanced by two pilot-operated check
valves (FC1−2), by the Anti-cavitation valves (Ac1−2)
and the Check Valve CV1. The bladder accumulator
(AC) represents the sealed reservoir of the SCC. The
Pilot-Operated Check Valves (POCV) LH1 and LH2
are used for passive load-holding purposes by isolating
the cylinder when the 3/2 electro-valve (EV) is not ac-
tuated. To enable motion, the EV is actuated resulting
in transferring the highest cylinder pressure, selected
through the CV3 and CV4, into the opening pilot line
of LH1 and LH2. Pressure Relief Valves (RV1−4) are in-
stalled on both pump ports and on both cylinder ports
to avoid over-pressurizations. Ac valves (Ac3−4) are
also connected to the cylinder chambers. Finally, the
low pressure filter (F) is comprised in the system.
To benefit from the energy recovery capability of the
SCC, this paper proposes the system layout as shown












Figure 12: Proposed electric power distribution layout
when using self-contained cylinders together
with existing AC drivetrains (simplified
schematic).
The Supply Unit (SU) converts the AC voltage from
the electric grid to a DC bus voltage that is shared
with the individual DC to AC PWM inverters con-
trolled by a Motion Controller (MC). The MC includes
a cascaded controller that takes care of cylinder posi-
tion, pressure-feedback, and the servo-motor’s speed
through a space vector PWM controller (field oriented
control). For additional energy storage (i.e., when the
winch is lowering, the travel or slew motors are brak-
ing) and for emergency operation, in case of power shut
down, a Electrochemical Storage Device (ESD) (i.e., a
battery) is connected to the DC bus through a DC/DC
converter. An industrial Programmable Logic Con-
troller (PLC) is used, in combination with emergency
stop modules, for safety functionalities, motion trajec-
tory generators, and is communicating with the SCC’s
I/Os and the MCs, SU, and ESD, using a standard
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4.1. Sizing of Components
Equivalent components to the ones used in the refer-
ence concept (Padovani et al., 2019) are scaled accord-
ing to the flow and pressure (power) requirements used
when sizing the benchmark system. The selected SMs
are suitable for potentially explosive environments.
Table 6: Selected components for the SCCs.
Description MA GAs
SM: Rexroth MKE 118B-024 098B-047
P: Rexroth A10FZG 18 [cm3] 6 [cm3]
F: Rexroth 10 TEN 95 [ lmin ] 62 [
l
min ]
AC: Rexroth HAB-CE 20 [l] 10 [l]
EV: Argo-H. SD1E-A3 30 [ lmin ] 30 [
l
min ]
LH: SUN CVEV XFN 120 [ lmin ] 60 [
l
min ]
FC: SUN CKEB XCN 120 [ lmin ] 60 [
l
min ]
CV1: Hawe RB2 50 [
l
min ] 50 [
l
min ]
CV2: Hawe RK4 120 [
l
min ] 120 [
l
min ]
CV3−4: Hawe RK2 50 [ lmin ] 50 [
l
min ]
Ac1−2: Hawe RK4 120 [ lmin ] 120 [
l
min ]
Ac3−4: Hawe RB2 50 [ lmin ] 50 [
l
min ]




The servo-motor, a surface mounted permanent mag-
net synchronous motor, and the variable speed driver,
using field-oriented control (vector control), is modeled
based on the work of Harnefors (2003). The hydraulic
circuit for the MA and GAs SCCs, are modeled based
on Padovani et al. (2019) where a similar system is
modeled and validated on a single-boom crane. The
equations used in the numerical model of the SCCs are
listed in Section (A.2). The force balance of the pis-
ton in eq. (60), that are interfacing with the MBS, is
considered as well as the well-known pressure build-up
equation that is applied several times to evaluate the
system pressures elucidated in Fig. 11.
5. Simulation Results
First, an inverse dynamic analysis is carried out for
design purpose and the driving cycles (i.e., the motion
and load cycle) for the desired operational sequence
(reach, winch, slew and trolley motion) are formulated.
The MA and GAs kinematics are thereafter validated,
and the output power that each actuator must deliver
is estimated, together with an analysis of the mechani-
cal energy of the arms that have potential to be regen-
erated when using SCCs. Secondly, the motion per-
formance, power consumption, and efficiency of the
benchmark system and the self-contained system are
presented, and finally, the energy consumptions of both
systems are compared.
5.1. Inverse Dynamic Analysis
5.1.1. Actuator Force
It was found that the scissor mechanism of the MA
tends to have high gearing ratio in the inner position
(xMAC = 1.5 − 1.7 [m]), causing high peaks in the re-
action force when accelerating or decelerating. Fig. 13
demonstrates the actuator force for maximum load and
with the considered operational load, i.e., a quadruple
stand of 5 78 [Inch] (149.3 [mm] in diameter) drill-pipes.
Figure 13: MA cylinder force at different acceleration pro-
files: (top) with max payload (14 [mT ]);
(bottom) with normal operational payload
(1.5 [mT ]).
To reduce the force peak, the acceleration set-point
(aCSP = 50 [
mm
s2 ], green line in Fig. 13) is chosen as
low as possible for the given stroke length and velocity.
5.1.2. Considered Motion Cycles
The generated motion trajectories for the MA cylinder
and the GAs cylinders for the considered operation se-
quence are plotted in Fig. 14. The generated motion
trajectories for the reach arms, winch actuator (xW [m]
and vW [
m
s ]), trolley actuator (xT [m] and vT [
m
s ]), and
the slew actuator (θS [rad] and ωS [
rad
s ]) are plotted
in Fig 15.
5.1.3. Load Cycles
The resulting actuator load cycles from the inverse dy-
namics are demonstrated in Fig. 16 for the reach arms
cylinders, and in Fig. 17 for the winch, trolley and slew
actuators. From Fig. 16, it can be seen that the highest
force in the MA cylinder is when the PRM is slewing
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Figure 15: Generated motion trajectories: (top) position
reference xR [m], xW [m], xT [m], and θS [rad];














with maximum load. This is because of the resulting
centripetal force from the moving drill-stand.
5.1.4. Energy Saving Potential
The simulated actuators output power in Figs. 18-
19 gives an indication of the energy recovery poten-
tial during the considered operational sequence. When
the output power has a negative sign then the actua-
tor is exposed to overrunning load (i.e., velocity and
force/torque have the same direction) and the SCC
have the potential to recover energy.
From Fig. 20 it is demonstrated that the energy
consumed to actuate the PRM during the considered
motion sequence is 888 [kJ ] without energy recovery,
and 644 [kJ ] if considering 100% efficient regeneration.
Hence, the potential energy that can be regenerated is
244 [kJ ] (27.5%).
Based on the considered operational sequence, Ta-
ble 7 displays at which steps the actuators are in use
Figure 16: Actuator load cycle at max load and operational














Figure 17: Actuator load cycle at max load and operational
load: (top) winch; (middle) trolley; (bottom)
slew.
or not during the different cycle steps and specifies if
an actuator can potentially regenerate energy (over-
running load), highlighted using green letters or con-
suming energy (resistant load), highlighted in red.
Table 7: Actuation overview.
Step: 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-3 3-2 2-1 1-0
RMA: on off off on on off off on
RGAs: on off off on on off off on
W: on off off on on off off on
T: off on on off off on on off
S: off on off off off off on off
From the presented inverse dynamic analysis, it is
clear that the actuators that can potentially regenerate
energy are the MA, the GAs, and the winch. Addition-
ally, when the trolley and slew actuators are braking
(decelerating), there is a short period when the actua-
tors can regenerate energy. Furthermore, when the MA
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Figure 18: Main arm and guide arms; actuator output
power.





Figure 19: Winch, trolley and slew; actuator output power.
regenerates energy the GAs consume energy and vice
versa. Hence, by introducing self-contained electro-
hydraulic cylinders connected to a common DC bus
(Fig. 12) there is potential to directly supply electrical
power to the GAs when the MA is regenerating, and
when the GAs is regenerating, the demanded power
from the grid to actuate the MA may be reduced.
When considering the reach motion separately, it can
be seen from Fig. 21, that by sharing the energy be-
tween the MA and the GAs, the energy consumption
of the reach motion, potentially, can be reduced with
almost 50%.
Furthermore, using an external storage device, i.e.,
a battery pack, the regenerated energy from the winch
during other operations not detailed in this study and
the remaining energy from the MA can be stored and
reused, resulting in further energy savings.
5.2. Benchmark System
The numerical model of the induction motor and of
the hydraulic system (Appendix (A.1)) representing
the benchmark system is simulated according to the
motion reference of the considered operational cycle
(Figs. 14-15) evaluated in the inverse dynamic analysis.
The performance of the different subsystems (i.e, the
hydraulic power unit, the transmission lines, the main
arm VCC, and the two guide arms VCCs) are demon-
strated.
In Fig. 22, the effective magnitudes of the HPU when
idling (i.e., when no motion is demanded) is for the







Figure 20: The total energy consumption of all actuators.





Figure 21: Energy consumption of the reach arm actuators.
pump pressure pP = 125 [bar], pump displacement
DP = 1.9 [
cm3
rev ], pump flow QP = 0 [
l
min ], and pump
torque TP = 19.7 [Nm].
When maximum velocity is demanded, the pump
displacment increases up to about DP = 56 [
cm3
rev ] re-
sulting in an output flow of QP = 80 [
l
min ] and in a
















Figure 22: Hydraulic power unit performance.
In Fig. 23, the highest pressure drop of the sup-
ply and return lines are for the main arm ∆pMAS =
12.6 [bar] and ∆pMAR = 5.9 [bar], the upper guide
arm ∆pUGAS = 8.0 [bar] and ∆p
UGA
R = 3.7 [bar],
and the lower guide arm ∆pLGAS = 10.3 [bar] and
∆pLGAR = 6.0 [bar].
From Fig. 24, the highest error of the reach position
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Figure 24: Reach arms performance.
is 14 [mm] for the main arm, 17.5 [mm] for the up-
per guide arm, and 19 [mm] for the lower guide arm.
The resulting accuracy is acceptable since the drill-
stand can move freely within a tolerance of 50 [mm]
when guided during the reach motion. The pressures
in the cylinders behave as expected, and there are li-
mited fluctuations when the cylinder starts to move.
The power consumption of the different elements of
the benchmark subsystems are highlighted in Fig. 25.
The dominating losses of the benchmark system are
illustrated in Fig. 26 and consist of the following terms:
• Induction motor – electric and mechanical losses
(copper, Eddy current, hysteresis and viscous fric-
tion)
• Hydraulic pump – volumetric losses (leakage)
eq. (14) and hydro-mechanical losses (friction)
eq. (15)
• Transmission lines – hydraulic friction losses (pres-
sure drop) eq. (19)














Figure 25: Power consumption of hydraulic power unit,
main arm, upper guide arm, and lower guide
arm.
• Load-holding valves – throttling losses eq. (53)
• Cylinder and arm mechanism – combined friction
losses of the cylinders and the mechanical system
eq. (8).
The average hydraulic efficiency when considering
the VCCs separately, using the power from the sup-
ply line as input, is 21.6% for the main arm and 11.5%
for the guide arms.
5.3. Self-Contained System
The numerical model of the self-contained system (Ap-
pendix (A.2)), includes the electro-hydraulic model of
the main arm’s SCC and two identical SCCs for the
two guide arms.
The effective magnitudes of the SCC’s motor-pump
unit when idling are for the pump supply pressures
pMA1 = 0.23 [bar] and p
GA
1 = 0.51 [bar] (Fig. 27), the
suction pressure pMA2 = 0.25 [bar] and p
GA
2 = 0.53 [bar]
(Fig. 28). From Fig. 29, the rotational speed of the
SMs is 0 [rpm], the supply flow is 0 [ lmin ], and the
torque of the pumps are 0 [Nm]. It is shown that
the SCCs do not demand any power when not moving,
compared to the benchmark system where the HPU is
constantly supplying flow to maintain the desired pres-
sure level. The system pressures behave as expected
when the SCCs are delivering maximum velocity.
In Fig. 30, the highest error for the reach position are
10.2 [mm] for the main arm, 4.4 [mm] for the upper
guide arm, and 3.9 [mm] for the lower guide arm.
The power consumptions of all elements (compo-
nents) of the SCCs are plotted in Fig. 31, and in Fig. 26
the Sankey diagram is illustrating the energy distri-
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Figure 26: Sankey diagrams showing the energy distribution from electrical input to mechanical output: (left) benchmark
system; (right) self-contained system.
bution from electrical input to mechanical output to-
gether with the following losses:
• Servo-motor – electric and mechanical losses (cop-
per, Eddy current, hysteresis and viscous friction)
• Hydraulic pump – volumetric losses (leakage)
eq. (14) and hydro-mechanical losses (friction)
eq. (15)
• Load-holding valves: throttling losses eq. (71)
The average electro-hydraulic efficiency when consid-
ering the SCCs separately is 62.8% for the main arm
and 42.7% for the guide arms.
The input power when the arms extend into the
fingerboard (Fig. 31 between 31-52 [s]), is for the
MA −1.06 [kW ] at the highest, meaning that up to
1.06 [kW ] can be recovered, i.e., shared with the two
GAs that are consuming 1.50 [kW ] each at its max-
imum. When the arms retract the power consump-
tion is for the MA 5.86 [kW ] and for each of the GAs
0.49 [kW ].
5.4. Energy Comparison
In Fig. 32, the overall power and energy consumption
of the benchmark system and self-contained system
are compared. The energy saving potential using self-
contained electro-hydraulic cylinders versus centralized
valve-controlled cylinders is 83.44%.
Moreover, the total consumption of the self-
contained system is highlighted in Fig. 33, compar-
ing the electric power and the energy consumption
when energy recovery is applied or not for the con-
sidered system. From Fig. 33, it is clear that by en-
abling energy sharing between the main arm’s SCC and
the guide arm’s SCCs, the overall energy consumption
is improved by 6%. However, if pumps with a bet-
ter efficiency were available (e.g., a constant hydro-
mechanical efficiency of 90%) energy recovery would
also be enabled for the guide arms SCCs, resulting
in 45% less energy consumption compared to the con-













Figure 27: SCC’s high pressures: (red) piston-side cham-








Figure 28: SCC’s low pressures: (blue) rod-side chamber;
(light blue) pump’s suction-side; (black) accu-
mulator.
6. Discussion
For the considered case-study, both the benchmark sys-
tem and the self-contained system can follow the de-
sired motion profile with acceptable position errors for
the reach arms that are moving synchronously. The
self-contained system has approximately 37% lower
maximum position error. Moreover, this section dis-
cusses the energy saving potential and some practical
challenges that must be considered in future works.
6.1. Energy Saving Potential
When considering the power from the mechanical sys-
tem, and assuming 100% efficient energy recovery,
there is a potential for the considered offshore drilling
application to regenerate 27.5% during the operational
sequence. However, due to the hydro-mechanical losses
of the hydraulic axial piston machine (65-92% depend-














Figure 29: Performance of motor-pump unit: (top) rota-
tional speed of the servo-motors; (middle) sup-
plied flow to the cylinders; (bottom) torque de-
mand of the pumps.




Figure 30: Reach arms position error using SCCs.
the pump), the potential power from the mechanical
system is dissipating in the hydraulic machine. Con-
sequently, only 6% of the total energy (when con-
sidering the energy consumption of the reach motion
separately) can potentially be recovered, compared to
45%, if a hydraulic machine with a constant hydro-
mechanical efficiency of 90% is used.
Compared to the benchmark system representing the
hydraulic actuation system used today, applying the
considered self-contained cylinders instead of central-
ized valve-controlled cylinders to drive the reach arms,
the energy saving potential is 83.44% without affecting
the system’s performance (e.g., the position tracking
results even better). Furthermore, applying more ef-
ficient pumps to the self-contained system results in
an energy saving potential of 91.1%, and 88.33% when
considering a more efficient pump for the benchmark
system as well. The superior energy efficiency of the
self-contained system is also due the ”power on de-
mand” capability: when the cylinders are idling (i.e.,
when the PRM moves between the WC and FB), then
the passive load-holding valves are activated and the
electric-drive is switched off. Conversely, the hydraulic
power unit of the benchmark system is always run-
ning to maintain a constant supply pressure. Also, us-
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Figure 32: Energy comparison between benchmark system
and self-contained system.
ing pilot-operated check valves as load-holding valves
is much more energy efficient since flow throttling is al-
most negligible during motion. This is not the case for
the counter-balance valves that waste approximately
134 [kJ ] to enable the main arm cylinder to retract,
while the SCC can regenerate energy.
6.2. Challenges
The scissor mechanism used in the main arm intro-
duces high force peaks in the inner position when ac-
celerating or decelerating. Consequently, the desired
dynamic response of the actuation system is a trade-
off between cost and motion cycle time. Higher accel-
erations require an electric-drive with higher torque,
and current limits, while the reaction force acting on
the hydraulic cylinder will require a larger rod diam-
eter due to the buckling factor criterion. Hence, de-
signing the actuation system for the maximum load
results in a non-optimal solution because of the over-









Figure 33: Comparison of the total energy consumption of
the self-contained system without and with en-
ergy recovery, and with increased efficiency of
the pump.
the high friction pump (during the operational load
cycle, the required cylinder pressure is low, and hy-
draulic pumps, in general, have low hydro-mechanical
efficiency when the pressure drop across the pump is
low at high speed). Furthermore, energy efficiency may
be further improved by designing the application so
that the relation between actuator pressures and pump
efficiency is optimal.
Currently, the motor drivers (frequency convert-
ers) of the AC drivetrains are located away from the
machine. For each drivetrain, there is one electric
power cable between the driver located in a central-
ized control-cabinet and the electric motor. In the pro-
posed layout, as seen in Fig. 12, the motor drivers are
located on the machine close to the actuator and there
is only one power cable interfacing with the machine.
Furthermore, on the machine, there is a common DC
bus shared between the individual DC to AC inverters.
This solution has the potential to save much space on
the rig, and there will be fewer cables on the machine,
compared to using a centralized control-cabinet. How-
ever, in explosive environments (Ex), such as on a
drilling rig, all components need to be ATEX certi-
fied according to European Commission (2014). Con-
sequently, the inverters (that today are not available
for Ex environments) need to be located in ATEX cer-
tified junction boxes that take some extra space.
Furthermore, the AC drivetrains used today consist
of induction motors that are well proved for the off-
shore end Ex environment. In SCCs the permanent
magnet synchronous motors are preferred, mainly be-
cause of the superior power density, better efficiency,
and controllability, compared to IMs.
Finally, the size and weight of the actuator itself (i.e.,
the cylinder) will increase using the self-contained con-
cept compared to the conventional system. An example
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Figure 34: Size comparison – main arm cylinder (simplified
CAD models).
is illustrated in Fig. 34 where the main arm’s SCC is
compared against the VCC using the same cylinder di-
mensions, when selecting the servo-motor, pump, and
auxiliary-valves according to Table 6.
Depending on the application, it may be challeng-
ing to install the SCC without doing re-design of the
mechanical system. Hence, the whole machine design
should be optimized around the SCC system when de-
signing new applications.
7. Conclusion
This paper presents a simulation study to identify the
energy saving potential when self-contained electro-
hydraulic cylinders are applied to an offshore pipe
racking machine. This approach is an alternative to
conventional valve-controlled cylinders used nowadays.
To have a fair comparison between the energy con-
sumption of the benchmark system and the new self-
contained system, both actuation systems have been
designed based on the same requirements identified
from an inverse dynamic analysis of the considered
case-study. Numerical models representing all dom-
inating loss elements of the actuation systems, from
electrical input to the desired motion of the mechani-
cal system, are considered.
This paper proposes an actuation system consisting
of three self-contained cylinders that can share energy.
Due to the ”power on demand” capability, the cancella-
tion of the throttling losses, and the opportunity to re-
cover energy in motoring quadrants, the self-contained
system demonstrates a superior energy efficiency com-
pared to the benchmark system without affecting the
system’s performance. For the selected driving cycle,
the benchmark system consumes 0.26 [kWh] of electri-
cal energy, while the self-contained system consumes
0.044 [kWh] (i.e., 83.44% less energy) if ideal energy
sharing is assumed.
This result suggests that potential for significant
energy savings exists when using the proposed self-
contained system for actuating the reach arms of the
pipe racking machine. On an offshore drilling rig, re-
duced electric energy consumption will result in re-
duced consumption of fossil fuel of the diesel generators
supplying the offshore installation with electricity. Ad-
ditionally, by introducing the proposed actuation sys-
tem that is self-sufficient and completely sealed, off-
shore mechatronic applications can reduce the risk of
oil pollution to the ocean environment when compared
to using centralized hydraulic power units.
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Nomenclature
Symb. Description Unit
VL RMS voltage [V ]
Apeak Peak amplitude [V ]





Ψsr1 Rotor fluxes cage 1 [V s]
Ψsr2 Rotor fluxes cage 2 [V s]
j Imaginary unit
ωm Mech. angular velocity [
rad
s ]
ωr Electrical angular velocity [
rad
s ]
Tem Electromagnetic torque [Nm]
p Number of poles [−]
Lr1 Rotor inductance cage 1 [H]
Lr2 Rotor inductance cage 2 [H]
Lm Mutual inductance [H]
Lλ Total inductance [H]
TP Pump torque [Nm]
Bf Viscous friction coefficient [
Nms
rad ]
Jtot Combined inertia [
rad
s ]
ia,b,c Stator currents [V]
T23 Inv. Clarke transformation
ai State space constant [W ]
FR Force delivered to the MBS [N ]
FC Hydraulic cylinder force [N ]
AA Piston area of the cylinder [m
2]
AB Annulus area of the cylinder [m
2]
pi Hydraulic pressure [Pa]
ṗi Pressure buildup [
Pa
s ]
Continued on next column
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Continued from previous column
Symb. Description Unit
pcr Crack pressure [Pa]
QV i Flow through valve [
m3
s ]
kS Flow loss gain supply line [−]
kR Flow loss gain return line [
m3
s ]
pLS Load-sensing pressure [Pa]





Bi Effective bulk modulus [Pa]
xC Effective cylinder displacement [m]
hC Max piston displacement [m]
β0 Bulk modulus [Pa]
κair Adiabatic air constant [−]
patm Atmospheric pressure [Pa]
ηair Volumetric air constant [%]
∆pV Pressure drop across the valve [Pa]






ξV Effective valve opening [−]
GV (s) Valve dynamic of the PDCV [−]
ωV Natural frequency of the PDCV [
rad
s ]
ζV Damping ratio of the PDCV [−]
pcr Cracking pressure of the valve [Pa]
pfo Pressure to fully open the valve [Pa]
αi Pilot ratio of the CBV [Pa]
px Pilot pressure of the CBV [Pa]
Ls Stator inductance [H]
Rs Stator resistance [Ohm]
ΨR Rotor flux [V s]
Es Back emf [V ]
θ Flux angle [rad]
K Space vector scaling constant [−]
iq Torque generating current [A]
VAC0 AC pre-charge pressure [Pa]
Ci Hydraulic capacitance [
Pa
m3 ]
Cd Discharge coefficient [−]
ξNF Poppet lift normal flow [−]
ξRF Poppet lift reverse flow [−]
AS Poppet seat area [m
2]
FS0 Spring’s pre-load force [N ]
kS Spring stiffness [
N
m ]




The following equations represent the numerical model
of the hydraulic power supply and the valve-controlled






























































































βP (QP −QRV )
VP0
(42)
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ṗB =
βB(QCVB +ABvC −QPVB )




























crC ≤ (pS − pLS)
pS − pLS , 0 < (pS − pLS) < pPCcrC






pA1, ξV < 0
pR, ξV = 0




















QV = kV ξV
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The following equations represent the numerical model
of the self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinders as de-



















Tem − TP (59)
















β4(QLH2 +ABvC −QRV4 +QAc4 −QCV4)
V40 +AB(hC − xC)
(64)
ṗ5 =
















































0, if pIn < pOut + pc
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ABSTRACT 
This research paper presents the design and implementation of pressure feedback on a hydraulically actuated 
single-boom crane operated in closed-loop position control. It is well known that systems with pressure 
compensated proportional valves in combination with over-center valves tend to induce instability, especially  
when the external load is overrunning (e.g., while lowering a load). However, in some applications pressure 
oscillations arise also with resistant external loads (e.g., while lifting a load). Hence, a pressure feedback 
capable of stabilizing the system functioning in both operations using the pressures from both actuator 
chambers (i.e., piston-side and rod-side) is proposed and compared against the conventional solution using 
only the rod-side chamber pressure. The investigation demonstrates that the implementation of a proposed 
“inverse valve dynamic” algorithm is needed in order for the control valve to stabilize the system when 
introducing the piston-side pressure in the pressure feedback. With this new method, the experimental tests 
demonstrate a satisfactory reduction of the pressure fluctuations in closed-loop motion control and a good 
position tracking (the average position error while lowering the load is reduced by almost 90% compared to 
the original system without pressure feedback). Finally, simulated results show that the proposed pressure 
feedback allows for potential energy savings of about 50% when lowering the load. 
KEYWORDS: Over-center valves, pressure compensated proportional valves, active-damping, pressure 
feedback, position control, energy saving.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
The hydraulic circuits of load-carrying applications must contain passive load-holding devices to meet safety  
regulations. A popular load-carrying solution makes use of pressure-compensated Proportional Directional 
Control Valves (PDCVs) in combination with Over-Center Valves (OCVs). This is considered state-of-the-art  
in many industrial fields (e.g., in knuckle-boom cranes for offshore applications) due to the load-independent  
flow control and reduced system cost. Nevertheless, this approach tends to introduce an oscillatory behavior,  
or even instability, that undermines both performance and operational safety. Several investigations were 
carried out to mitigate this issue, especially when dealing with overrunning loads . Optimizing the design 
parameters [1] is today a common approach that often requires hardware reconfiguration [2] (e.g., adjusting 
the pilot ratio of the OCV’s, increasing the volumes in hydraulic lines related to the OCV pilot pressure and/or 
the load-sensing pilot pressure of the PDCV’s compensator). An alternative is introducing active damping to 
compensate for oscillations. An overview of active damping focused on hydraulically actuated mobile 
applications is presented in [3]. This solution is usually referred to as Pressure Feedback (PF) and may involve 
closed-loop control of the PDCV’s spool position [4]. In [5], a high-pass filter is implemented in the PF of a 
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mobile-crane and demonstrates a clear reduction of the oscillatory behavior. More advanced control strategies  
using PF are proposed in [6-8] (i.e., adaptive control, frequency-based control and auto tuning). However,  
according to [9], these methods are complex and less general compared to the approach first described in [4], 
referred to as the “classical approach”. Recently, Pedersen and Andersen demonstrated that there is an 
optimum range for the high-pass filter parameters that affects both the obtainable damping and the dynamic  
response [9]. A guideline for adjusting the filter parameters is proposed in [10] for systems with pressure-
compensated PDCVs in combination with OCVs. However, the low bandwidth of PDCVs may have essential 
limitations on the damping effect [9-11], especially when using PDCVs that have a much lower bandwidth 
compared to servo-valves. Moreover, pressure feedback is typically implemented in combination with open-
loop velocity control where the machine operator closes the loop (operator in the control loop). However, in 
some applications (e.g., automated offshore oil drilling machinery [12]) a fully automated closed-loop position 
control is applied for more efficient operations. In the offshore environment, these machines are subjected to 
disturbances such as strong wind and relevant wave motion that may excite resonance modes of the 
mechanical structure and restrict the dynamic performance of the actuation system. These factors, when 
combined with the intrinsic oscillatory behavior of the hydraulic system reduce the system productivity .  
Consequently, there is an on-going trend of replacing hydraulic actuators with electric drives that results in 
increased energy efficiency and controllability [12-13].  
For these reasons, this paper aims to design and implement pressure feedback on a standard valve-control led 
actuator equipped with an over-center valve. The main focus is on a pressure feedback algorithm that uses 
both actuator pressures instead of only the pressure of the rod-side chamber, like [5] and [10-11]; this idea is 
inspired by a solution successfully implemented on a self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder with passive 
load-holding capability that drives a single-boom crane in two quadrant operations [14]. The considered system 
under investigation is explained in detail in Section 2. A non-linear model is described and validated against  
experimental data in Section 3.1, and further simplified and linearized in Section 3.2. The linear model is in 
Section 4 used to analyze the stability of the original system and when implementing the considered pressure 
feedback methods. In Section 5, the proposed algorithm with pressure feedback is tested on a high-fideli ty  
non-linear model before the final implementation on the experimental test-bed. The last section contains the 
conclusion.  
2. THE CONSIDERED SYSTEM 
The considered system is the hydraulically-actuated, single-boom crane visible in Figure 2 that is built  
specifically for having a flexible structure in the boom with the purpose of inducing pressure oscillations in the 
hydraulic system depicted in Figure 1. The OCV serves multi-functional purposes such as leak tight load-
holding and shock absorption [11]. A state-of-the-art pressure compensated PDCV is connected to a 
centralized Hydraulic Power Unit (HPU) providing a constant supply pressure (𝑝𝑆 ) and a fixed return pressure 
(𝑝𝑅 ) to the actuation system. The motion of the hydraulic cylinder (C) is controlled by the PDCV that receives 
the control input 𝑢𝑉  from the control system.  
 
Figure 1.  The hydraulic system of the experimental setup. 
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The key components for the experimental setup consist of the following eight elements in addition to the 
instrumentation: the electric motor (EM) drives the variable-displacement, axial-piston pump (P) with 
displacement of 75 cm3/rev. The supply pressure is controlled by the absolute pressure limiter of the pump 
while a pressure-Relief Valve (RV) is installed for safety. The PDCV, a Danfoss PVG32, consists of two key 
parts, namely the main spool with integrated closed-loop position control and the Pressure Compensator (PC) 
that guarantees a load independent flow across the metering edge. The vented OCV, a Sun Hydraulics CWCA 
with pilot ratio 3:1, contains a by-pass Check Valve (CV) and a pilot-operated Poppet Valve (PV) for controlling 
the overrunning load when lowering the crane boom. The hydraulic cylinder has piston diameter 𝐷𝑃  65 𝑚𝑚 , 
rod diameter 𝐷𝑅   5 𝑚𝑚 , and stroke length ℎ  500  𝑚𝑚. Finally, the system is instrumented with sensors  
for measuring the pressures labeled in Figure 1 as well as the cylinder position (𝑥 ). 
3. SYSTEM MODELING AND VALIDATION  
This paper makes use of a dynamic model of the valve-controlled system that drives the single-boom crane:  
the MATLAB-Simulink® environment was chosen to perform the numerical simulations. In this section both a 
high-fidelity, non-linear model and a simplified linear model are introduced.  
3.1. The High-fidelity Model 
The mechanical system including the crane boom is modeled using the finite segment method [15-16] (Figure 
3), which serves the purpose of representing the relevant flexibility of the structure. 
 
Figure 3.  MATLAB-Simulink® multibody model of the flexible boom.  
 
The multibody system (MBS) consists of two revolute joints (RJ1-2) connecting the flexible boom to the base of 
the crane and two RJ3-4 connecting the cylinder body (CC ) to the base and the rod (CR) to the boom, 
respectively. A cylindrical joint (CJ) is applied between CC  and CR interfacing the hydraulic system through the 
cylinder piston force (𝐹 ), velocity (𝑣 ) and position (𝑥 ). In the finite segment method, the boom is modeled 
by a number of smaller boom segments connected together using RJs with an internal torsional spring/damper 
(RJF,S1-10) to simulate the bending of the structure. The torsional springs have equivalent stiffness (𝑘𝑒𝑞 ,𝑖) and 
damping (𝐶𝑒𝑞,𝑖) related to the segment number 𝑖, as expressed in (1) and (2), where 𝐸 is the bulk modulus of 
the boom material, 𝐼𝑍 is the second moment of inertia for the cross section of the boom, 𝐿𝑆,𝑖 is the length of the 
segment, and 𝐽𝑆,𝑖 is the moment of inertia of the segment. 





 𝐶𝑒𝑞,𝑖  √2𝐽𝑆,𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑞,𝑖 (2) 
 
Concerning the hydraulics, equation (3) elucidates the actuator force transferred to the MBS. 
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 𝐹  𝑝 𝐴 − 𝑝 𝐴 −𝐹𝐹  (3) 
 
The actuator pressures (𝑝   nd 𝑝 ) and areas (𝐴  for the piston-side and 𝐴  for the rod-side) describe the 
hydraulic force while the friction force (𝐹𝐹 ) is given in (4), according to the Stribeck model.  
 𝐹𝐹   𝐵𝑣𝑓𝑥̇ +  t nh (𝑥̇𝑎) (𝐹 𝑓 + 𝐹𝑆𝑓𝑒
−
?̇?∙tanh (?̇?𝑎)
𝜏𝑆𝑓 ) (4) 
 
The different terms identified with experiments are the viscous friction coefficient (𝐵𝑣𝑓  1.5 ∙ 10
  kg/ ), the 
Coulomb force (𝐹 𝑓  75 N), the static friction force (𝐹𝑆𝑓  1450 N), and the static friction force's constant (𝜏 𝑓  
0.02 m/ ). The hyperbolic tangent is introduced to prevent numerical issues, where the dimensionless tuning 
parameter is set as  𝑎   250.  
The well-known pressure build-up equation is then applied to evaluate the pressures labeled in Figure 1 (both 
the supply pressure 𝑝𝑆  180 b r  and the return pressure 𝑝𝑅  1.1 b r  are assumed constant). The resulting 
expressions are given in (5)-(7). 
 ?̇?   
1
𝐶  
(𝑄𝑉,𝐼𝑛  − 𝑄 𝑉 +𝑄𝑃𝑉), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  𝐶   




 ?̇?  
1
𝐶 
(𝑄 𝑉 −  𝐴 𝑣 − 𝑄𝑃𝑉), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  𝐶  




 ?̇?  
1
𝐶 
(𝑄𝑉,𝑂𝑢𝑡 +𝐴 𝑣 ), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  𝐶  




The hydraulic capacitances related to the actuator chambers (𝐶𝑖) are defined recalling the piston position when 
needed, the cylinder stroke, the volumes of the transmission lines (𝑉𝑖 , ) that are assumed constant, and the 








κ𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑝𝑖 + 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑚 )
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The terms are the oil’s bulk modulus (β  12000 b r), the adiabatic air constant (𝜅𝑎𝑖𝑟  1.4), the pressure in 
the capacitance (𝑝𝑖 ), the atmospheric pressure (𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑚 ) and the volumetric air content of the oil (η𝑎𝑖𝑟    0.007 %).  
Additionally, the flow rates through the OCV are computed using a simplified approach (9) that involves the 
valve flow gain (𝑘𝑉,𝑖 ), the cracking pressure (𝑝 𝑟 ,𝑖), the inlet pressure (𝑝𝐼𝑛 ,𝑖), and the outlet pressure (𝑝𝑂𝑢𝑡 ,𝑖).  
 𝑄𝑖  {
0,                                                    𝑝𝐼𝑛,𝑖 < 𝑝𝑂𝑢𝑡 ,𝑖 + 𝑝 𝑟 ,𝑖




On the contrary, the flow rates through the PDCV are modeled using the orifice equation (10).  
 𝑄𝑖  ξ𝑉𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑑√
2
ρ
|Δ𝑝𝑖 |  𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(Δ𝑝𝑖 ) (10) 
 
It comprises the valve opening (ξ𝑉) (i.e., a dimensionless number ranging between -1 and 1 with zero being 
the center position of the spool), the discharge coefficient (𝐶𝑑), the maximum flow area (𝐴𝑑), the fluid density  
(𝜌), and the pressure differential across the spool (Δ𝑝𝑖 ). The valve opening characteristics, such as the 
maximum flow areas as well as the spool overlaps (dead-bands) are taken from [17]. The spool position is 
related to the valve command (𝑢𝑉) via a second order transfer function (𝐺𝑉 (𝑠) in (11)) that accounts for the 
valve dynamics. The natural frequency is 𝜔𝑉   0 
𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝑠
 as identified in [18] while the damping ratio is adjusted 
equal to 𝜁𝑉  0.7 after validation against experimental data.  
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𝑠 + 2ω𝑉ζ𝑉𝑠 + ω𝑉
  (11) 
 
The PDCV’s upstream pressure (𝑝 ) is modeled according to (12); the nominal pressure drop across the 
spool’s metering edge (i.e., the equivalent pressure setting of the compensator 𝑝  7 𝑏𝑎𝑟) and the load-
sensing pressure (𝑝𝐿𝑆 ) are introduced. The latter term is selected by a logic function so that 𝑝𝐿𝑆   𝑝  when the 
spool position is negative, 𝑝𝐿𝑆   𝑝  when the spool position is positive, and 𝑝𝐿𝑆   𝑝𝑅  when the spool is  
centered. 
 𝑝  {
𝑝𝐿𝑆 + 𝑝 , 𝑝 ≤ (𝑝𝑆 − 𝑝𝐿𝑆 )
        𝑝𝑆 −𝑝𝐿𝑆 , 0 < (𝑝𝑆 − 𝑝𝐿𝑆 ) < 𝑝 
       𝑝𝐿𝑆 , (𝑝𝑆 −𝑝𝐿𝑆) ≤ 0
 (12) 
 
The relative opening of the poppet (ξ𝑃𝑉) in the OCV is given in (13), where 𝛼𝑝  is the pilot area ratio, 𝑝𝑃𝑉,𝑐𝑟  is 
the cracking pressure, and 𝑝𝑃𝑉 ,𝑓𝑜  is the extra pressure required to fully open the valve. 
 ξ𝑃𝑉  





The dynamics of the poppet and the dynamics of the pressure compensator are simulated via a first-order 
transfer function with a time constant τ𝑖   0.001  . 
Finally, validation against experimental data was carried out and the results are reported in Figure 4. The 
comparison shows a good match (except the pressure peak that occurs when the PDCV closes after 20s in 
Figure 4 (d)) between simulated and measured data, especially, with regards to the oscillatory behavior.  






































 Time [s]  Time [s] 
Figure 4.  Validation of the non-linear model against experimental data: (a) Input command; (b) PDCV spool 
position; (c) Cylinder position; (d)-(f) Relevant system pressures. 
 
3.2. The Linear Model 
A simplified model emphasizing the cylinder retraction (i.e., the most critical operating condition) was derived 
for a linear analysis. The flow through the CV elucidated in (5)-(6) is neglected and all capacitances are 
considered constant and defined by the cylinder position 𝑥 ,   0.45𝑚 . The resulting force balance on the 
piston is given in (14).  
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 𝑝 𝐴 −  𝑝 𝐴 − 𝐵𝑣𝑣  𝑀𝑒𝑞 (𝑥 , )?̇? + 𝐺𝑒𝑞 (𝑥 , ) (14) 
 
The equivalent mass (𝑚𝑒𝑞 ) is considered as a constant contribution 𝑚𝑒𝑞  𝑀𝑒𝑞(𝑥 , ). Then, the external load 
acting on the actuator is the equivalent gravitational term (𝐺𝑒𝑞 (𝑥 , )) that is assumed as a disturbance.  












?̃?𝑖  𝑘𝑞𝑝 ,𝑖𝑝𝑖 + 𝑘𝑞,𝑖𝜉𝑖 
𝑝𝑖  𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖
𝑠𝑠 
𝜉𝑖  𝜉𝑖 − 𝜉𝑖
𝑠𝑠   
(15) 
 
The model is linearized around the operating point where the cylinder is almost fully extended and at rest  
(𝑣   0 𝑚/𝑠) with the PDCV centered (ξ𝑉
𝑠𝑠   0)  and the PV closed  (ξ𝑃𝑉
𝑠𝑠   0). The steady-state values for 
the pressures (𝑝𝑖
𝑠𝑠 ) are obtained from experimental data. The flow-pressure gains 𝑘𝑞  ,𝑃𝑉 and 𝑘𝑞 ,𝑃𝑉  become 
zero when the PV is considered closed at steady-state. The numerical values for the linearized gains are listed 
in Table 1. From now on, the “tilde” prescript resulting from the linearization is omitted and, generally, only  
deviations from the operating point are considered.  
 
Table 1. Parameters used for the linearized model. 
𝑘𝑞 ,𝑃𝑉 [𝑚
 𝑠/𝑘𝑔] 𝑘𝑞 ,𝑃𝑉 [𝑚
 𝑠/𝑘𝑔] 𝑘𝑞  ,𝑉𝑂𝑢𝑡  [𝑚
 𝑠/𝑘𝑔] 𝑘𝑞,𝑉𝐼𝑛 [𝑚
 /𝑠] 𝑘𝑞,𝑉𝑂𝑢𝑡  [𝑚
 /𝑠] 𝑘𝑞 ,𝑉𝐼𝑛 [𝑚
 /𝑠] 𝑘𝑞,𝑃𝑉 [𝑚
 /𝑠] 
2.86 ∙ 10−  8.57 ∙ 10−  1.01 ∙ 10−   5.8 ∙ 10−  1.21 ∙ 10−  1.67 ∙ 10−   1. 0 ∙ 10−  
𝑚𝑒𝑞  [kg] μ  [-] 𝐴  [𝑚
 ] 𝐵𝑣  [𝑁𝑠/𝑚] 𝐶   [𝑚
 /𝑃𝑎] 𝐶  [𝑚
 /𝑃𝑎] 𝐶  [𝑚
 /𝑃𝑎] 
1.55 ∙ 10  1.41 2.4 ∙ 10−  1.5 ∙ 10  1.52 ∙ 10−    .78 ∙ 10−    .59 ∙ 10−   
 
 
A block diagram of the linear model is shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5.  Block diagram of the linearized system model. 
 
 
Finally, the validation against experimental data is presented for a step command with valve opening 𝑢𝑉  
10% . The results in Figure 6 show a satisfactory agreement between measurements and simulated 
magnitudes (it should be noted the real system is highly non-linear and the crane has some flexibility). Most 
















































































 Time [s]  Time [s] 
Figure 6.  Validation of the linear model against experimental data: (a) Cylinder position; (b)-(d) System 
pressures. 
4. PRESSURE FEEDBACK  
Implementing high-pass filtered pressure feedback is proven to increase the system damping for cranes when 
lowering the load [5]. A first-order high-pass filter (16) is chosen. 









The two following methods of PF are investigated in this paper.  
4.1. The Rod-side Pressure Feedback  
First, the rod-side pressure (𝑝 ) is used as feedback element (𝑃𝐹𝑝 ) in accordance to the approach chosen in 
[5], [10] and [11] as shown in Figure 7.  
 
Figure 7.  Block diagram of rod-side pressure feedback . 
 
By using the high-passed pressure feedback, the open-loop transfer function 𝐺𝑝 (𝑠) of the original system  
(Figure 5) becomes the compensated open-loop transfer function 𝐺𝑃𝐹













For the implementation of this PF on a real application (Figure 8), the non-negligible dynamics of the PDCV 
should be accounted for when selecting the filter parameters. The inverse of the valve flow gain (𝑘𝑞,𝑉𝐼𝑛 ) is, 
therefore, included to estimate the required valve opening.  
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Pedersen et al. [9-10] recommend selecting the filter’s time constant (τ𝑓 ) reasonably high and then adjusting 
the filter gain (𝑘𝑓 )  until sufficient damping is achieved. The high-pass filter time constant should be selected 
so that  
 
τf
< 𝜔𝑛 , where 𝜔𝑛  is the natural eigenfrequency of the undamped system. According to the absolute 
stability criteria (19) derived in [11], increasing the rod-side capacitance (𝐶 ) (i.e., increasing the rod-side 










The bore-side capacitance (𝐶 ≫ 𝐶 ) is chosen as a reference when adjusting the filter gain (𝑘𝑓  λ𝑓𝐶 (𝑥 , )), 
where λ𝑓  is a tuning parameter [9-10]. The actuator capacitances depend on the cylinder position (6)-(7), thus  
to be conservative, 𝑘𝑓  is selected when the actuator is close to full extension (𝑥 ,  0.45𝑚) and the volume of 
the rod-side (𝑉 ) is low.  Therefore, τ𝑓  
 
ω𝑛
 is chosen for ω𝑛  19.1 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠, that has been identified from the 
linear analysis, and λ𝑓  2.  
To analyze the stability of the resulting system, Bode plots and a pole-zero plot of the open-loop transfer 
function in (20) are derived with pressure feedback (𝑃𝐹𝑝 ) and also without pressure feedback (𝑃𝐹𝑂𝑓𝑓 ) to have 
a benchmark. As a side note, the gain 𝑘𝑞,𝑉𝐼𝑛










𝑩, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  𝑪𝑥𝐶  




















































Figure 9 (a) shows a clear increase in damping when PF is added. Figure 9 (b) suggests that the system 
without PF is stable when the cylinder position is below 0.313m. Figure 9 (c) displays that the two positive 
complex poles of 𝑃𝐹𝑂𝑓𝑓  move to the negative side when adding pressure feedback (𝑃𝐹𝑝 ) in the worst-case 











































Frequency [s-1]  Real Axis [s-1] 
Figure 9.  Stability analysis of 𝐺𝑥𝐶
(𝑝𝐵)(𝑠): (a) Bode plots;  (b) Plot 𝑃𝐹𝑂𝑓𝑓  at different cylinder positions; (c) Poles 
and zeros 𝑃𝐹𝑂𝑓𝑓  (blue) and 𝑃𝐹𝑝  (red) at 𝑥 ,  0.45𝑚 . 
4.2. The Load Pressure Feedback 
A different approach for the pressure feedback based on the “load pressure” (i.e., the difference between the 
bore chamber pressure multiplied by the area ratio of the cylinder and the rod chamber pressure, 𝑝𝐿  𝑝 μ𝐶 −
𝑝 ) is addressed in order to get rid of the undesired pressure oscillations identified during piston extension 
(Figure 12). Achieving this result benefits those systems characterized by a flexible mechanical structure like 
the single-boom crane under investigation.  
The row eight of matrix 𝑨, in (18) is modified according to (21) when including the piston-side chamber 
pressure. 
 𝑨
(𝑝𝐿)   [
























The open-loop transfer function from valve command to position output  (𝐺𝑥𝐶
(𝑝𝐿)(𝑠)) elucidated (22) and the 
transfer function from valve command to velocity output (𝐺𝑣𝐶
(𝑝𝐿)(𝑠)) elucidated (23) are used to analyze the 
system stability using load pressure feedback (𝑃𝐹𝑝𝐿 , Figure 10). The filter’s time constant τ𝑓  
 
ω𝑛
 and the filter 
gain tuning parameter λ𝑓  0.7 are used. 
 𝐺𝑥𝐶





  𝑪𝑥𝐶(𝑰𝑠 − 𝑨
(𝑝𝐿))
− 
𝑩, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒   𝑪𝑥𝐶  









  𝑪𝑣𝐶(𝑰𝑠 − 𝑨
(𝑝𝐿))
− 
𝑩, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  𝑪𝑣𝐶  







     
    
    
    
    
 
             
     
     





𝐺𝑚 = 36.5 dB 
(at 16.3 rad/s)
𝑃𝐹𝑝  
P𝑚 = 89.1 deg 
(at 0.158 rad/s)
𝑃𝐹𝑜𝑓𝑓 
P𝑚 = 89 deg 

























Real Axis [s-1]  Time [s] 
Figure 10.  Stability analysis 𝑥 ,  0.45𝑚: (a) Pole-zero plot of 𝐺𝑥𝐶
(𝑝𝐿)(𝑠); (b) Step response of 𝐺𝑣𝐶
(𝑝𝐿)(𝑠). 
 
Figure 10 (a) shows that the system with 𝑃𝐹𝑝𝐿  is unstable with the considered valve (ω𝑉   0 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠); however,  
increasing the natural eigenfrequency of the valve (e.g., up to ω𝑉  40 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠) makes the system stable. Figure 
10 (b) compares a step response of 𝐺𝑣𝐶
(𝑝𝐿)  with command u𝑉  10% to highlight that the steady-state piston 
velocity is not achieved when considering the valve dynamics. The latter scenario, as discussed in [9-11], is 
because of the low bandwidth of PDCVs, and in [9] it is seen that when ω𝑉  ≥   ω𝑛  the effect diminishes.  
Consequently, the inverse of the valve dynamics (𝐺𝑉
− (𝑠)) must be included in the pressure feedback according 
to the block diagram in Figure 11.  
 
Figure 11.  Pressure feedback using the load pressure and including the inverse valve dynamics. 
 
To get a proper transfer function (i.e., the degree of the numerator does not exceed the degree of the 
denominator), a pseudo transfer function (24) is added assuming 𝑘  5.  
 𝐺𝑉
− (𝑠)  
𝑘 𝑠 + 2ω𝑉ζ𝑉𝑘
 𝑠 + ω𝑉
 𝑘 






First, the high-fidelity model is used to test the PF based on the rod-side pressure when compared against the 
original system. Secondly, the load pressure feedback is also evaluated before implementation and testing on 
the experimental setup. Finally, the proposed pressure feedback is simulated for different OCV’s pilot ratios to 
understand if there is room for potential energy savings.  
5.1. The Rod-side Pressure Feedback 
To evaluate the performance of this pressure feedback, positive and negative step inputs at 40%  of the 







𝜔𝑉   0 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 𝜔𝑉  20 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠𝜔𝑉  40 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠
        
       
      
       
 



































 Time [s]  Time [s] 
Figure 12.  Simulated results with (𝑃𝐹𝑝 ) and without (𝑃𝐹𝑂𝑓𝑓 ) pressure feedback: (a) System input; (b) Piston 
position; (c) Pressure in the bore chamber; (d) Pressure in the rod chamber.  
 
The results in Figure 12 demonstrate a significant improvement when pressure feedback is used since the 
pressure oscillations are greatly reduced in comparison to the undamped system. This is especially true during 
piston retraction (i.e., from about 17 to 26 seconds) with an overrunning external load. However, when the 
cylinder is extending, the pressure feedback based on the rod chamber pressure is not able to mitigate the 
pressure oscillations (i.e., before 5 seconds). For this reason, the following feedback method involving both 
actuator pressures is investigated. 
5.2. The Load Pressure Feedback 
The performance of the proposed pressure feedback (𝑃𝐹𝑝𝐿 ) is compared in Figure 13 against the conventional 
feedback approach (𝑃𝐹𝑝 ) while simulating a step input. 














 Time [s]  Time [s] 
Figure 13.  Simulated results of pressure feedback based on rod-side pressure and on load pressure when 
including 𝐺𝑉
− (𝑠): (a) Pressure in the bore chamber; (b) Pressure in the rod chamber.  
 
The results show a clear improvement of the load pressure feedback in reducing the unwanted pressure 
oscillations when the piston is extending (i.e., from 0 up to about 12 seconds). In addition, the performance is 
also improved during piston retraction. 
5.3. Experimental Tests – The Closed Loop Position Control 
The investigated load pressure feedback is tested experimentally on the considered application and compared 
to the conventional system that is used as a reference after selecting the filter parameters properly. Figure 14 
illustrates the block diagram representing the implemented control algorithm.  
           
   
  
 
           
  
    
   
           
  
    
   
           
  
   
   
           
   
   
   
    
   
           
  
   




Figure 14.  Block diagram of the considered control algorithm. 
 
It consists of a position controller based on a closed-loop PI contribution (𝑢𝑃𝐼) and a feed forward (FF) term 
elucidated in (25), in addition to the pressure feedback in (26). Anti-dead-band logic is also implemented to 
compensate for the effective dead-band of the PDCV, as explained in [17]. 
 𝑢𝐹𝐹  
𝐴 𝑣 
𝑘𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥
  𝑖𝑓  𝑣 ≥ 0;   𝑢𝐹𝐹  
𝐴 𝑣 
𝑘𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥
  𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒  
(25) 





−1 𝐺𝑓 (𝑧) (26) 
 
This controller was first developed in a Simulink® model and then converted to IEC 61131-3 Structured Text  
code using the Simulink-PLC-Coder®. The generated PLCopen XML file was then uploaded to IndraWorks® 
and executed on an embedded controller XM22 from Bosch Rexroth that runs at a frequency of 1000 Hz. The 
Simulink-PLC-Coder® requires discrete blocks, hence all transfer functions in the s-domain were converted to 
the z-domain.  
A setpoint S-curve trajectory with a resulting piston velocity 𝑣 ,𝑆𝑃  20 𝑚𝑚/𝑠 was generated and used as input  
to the position controller (a low velocity is assumed since it is the worst condition due to reduced damping) .  
The measured position error for three different approaches are compared in Figure 15, namely a controller 
without PF, a control algorithm with PF based on 𝑝 , and a control logic with PF grounded on 𝑝𝐿 . 
 















 Time [s]  Time [s] 
Figure 15.  Experimental closed-loop position track ing for different control algorithms. 
 
 
These experiments demonstrate that adding pressure feedback plays a major role in improving the system 
performance, even though the induced oscillations make the system with rod-side pressure feedback (𝑃𝐹𝑝 ) 
unstable when the cylinder is extending. Conversely, the system with load pressure feedback (𝑃𝐹𝑝𝐿 ) stabilizes 
the system during both piston extension and retraction. This approach results in a much smaller average 
position error during piston extension (the maximum error is 1.0 mm at about 22 s when the system is 
decelerating); in comparison to the system without pressure feedback, the improvement in terms of position 
tracking is close to 2 mm during piston retraction.  
The smoother system behavior is clearly reflected in the pressures trends proposed in Figure 16: implementing 
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Figure 16.  Experimental results comparing 𝑃𝐹𝑝𝐿  and 𝑃𝐹𝑝 : (a) Piston-side pressure; (b) Rod-side pressure.   
A similar test for a higher piston velocity (𝑣 ,𝑆𝑃  120  𝑚𝑚/𝑠) that represents the upper limit in terms of velocity  
requirement for this system is also carried out showing similar behavior (the results are not reported for the 
sake of brevity).  
Lastly, Table 2 provides a synthesis of the system performance for closed-loop position control: the simpler 
implementation of the rod-side pressure feedback is highlighted (i.e., including the valve dynamics is not strictly 
necessary) as well as the improved performance of the load pressure feedback (i.e., smoother functioning is 
achieved in every operation).  
Table 2. Performance summary. 
Pressure Feedback  𝐺𝑉
− (𝑠) Lifting  Lowering 
Off  - - 
𝑝  No - + 
𝑝𝐿  Yes + + 
5.4. The Energy Saving Potential 
The OCV’s pilot ratio affects both the system stability and the energy efficiency. From the stability criterion 
given in (19), it is clear that it is not possible to achieve stability for the whole cylinder stroke when standard 
values of the pilot ratio (i.e., α𝑝  2 …8) are used [11]. However, implementing pressure feedback can make 
the system stable. Solving this issue, provides an opportunity to emphasize the system’s energy consumption 
that can potentially be improved by selecting a higher pilot ratio of the OCV. Energy savings can be achieved 
when lowering the crane if the pressure required to open the OCV is reduced; Figure 17 shows the effects of 
replacing the reference pilot ratio (α𝑝   ) with α𝑝  5 and α𝑝  10, respectively. The results are derived via 
the non-linear model simulated in closed-loop position control; the considered scenario is similar to the one 
discussed in Figure 16 but for a higher piston velocity (𝑣 ,𝑆𝑃  120 𝑚𝑚/𝑠) during piston retraction (i.e., when 
the OCV regulates).  






























 Time [s]  Time [s] 
Figure 17.  Simulated results with 𝑃𝐹𝑝𝐿  and different pilot ratios of the OCV: (a) Position error; (b) Rod-side 
pressure; (c) Consumed hydraulic power; (d) Mechanical power at the actuator. 
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𝑃 𝑦𝑙  −2700 
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It can be concluded from Figure 17 (a) that varying the OCV’s pilot ratio has little or no effect on the position 
tracking while the motion remains smooth. This is also confirmed by the trends of the pressure 𝑝  sensed 
upstream the main spool of the PDCV that are depicted in Figure 17 (b); a lower value of this magnitude 
translates into energy savings since the required hydraulic power, defined via (27), drops down as visible in 
Figure 17 (c). In particular, increasing the pilot ratio up to α𝑝  10 reduces the power consumption to about  
50% with respect to the case where α𝑝   . 
 𝑃𝐻𝑦𝑑  𝑝 𝑄  (27) 
 
The modifications that enable these energy savings do not affect the system performance because the 
mechanical power outputted by the actuator expressed in (28), remains about constant for every scenario 
(Figure 17 (d)).  
 𝑃 𝑦𝑙  𝐹 vC (28) 
6. CONCLUSION 
The benefits of pressure feedback discussed in the technical literature are often demonstrated on simplified 
linear models, moreover these references do not show how the pressure feedback algorithm is implemented 
and tested on real applications using standard directional proportional control valves.  
This paper investigates the implementation of pressure feedback on a hydraulically -actuated, single-boom 
crane operated in closed-loop position control. In comparison to conventional pressure feedback only based 
on the rod-side chamber pressure, the use of both actuator pressures achieves improved stabilization in both 
piston extension and retraction. To enable closed-loop stability without compromising the motion performance 
(i.e., settling time and tracking error), it is necessary to include the piston-side pressure for the considered 
application. However, adding the piston-side pressure to the pressure feedback induce instability due to the 
low bandwidth of the directional control valve. One solution presented in this paper is to account for the valve 
dynamics in the pressure feedback. The experimental results show relevant reduction of the oscillatory 
behavior of the actuator pressures in closed-loop motion control, the maximum position error during lifting of 
the payload is reduced from 3.5 mm to 1.0 mm, and the average position error when the payload is lowered is 
approximately 0.2 mm (in comparison to the system without pressure feedback, this is an improvement of 
almost 2 mm). Finally, this study demonstrates that the recommended pressure feedback allows the pilot-ratio 
of the over-center valve to be increased which results in a significant potential for energy savings.  
Concerning the future work, the energy saving potential will be experimentally validated and the proposed 
pressure feedback will be tested on a hydraulic circuit with load-holding valves on both actuator ports in 
applications where the direction of the external load is changing (i.e., four quadrant operations).  
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Abstract: This research paper presents the first part of a comparative analysis of a novel
self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder with passive load-holding capability against a state of the
art, valve-controlled actuation system that is typically used in load-carrying applications. The study is
carried out on a single-boom crane with focus on the control design and motion performance analysis.
First, a model-based design approach is carried out to derive the control parameters for both actuation
systems using experimentally validated models. The linear analysis shows that the new drive system
has higher gain margin, allowing a considerably more aggressive closed-loop position controller.
Several benefits were experimentally confirmed, such as faster rise time, 75% shorter settling time,
61% less overshoot, 66% better position tracking, and reduction of pressure oscillations. The proposed
control algorithm is also proven to be robust against load variation providing essentially the same
position accuracy. In conclusion, the novel self-contained system is experimentally proven to be a
valid alternative to conventional hydraulics for applications where passive load-holding is required.
Keywords: linear actuators; self-contained cylinders; electro-hydraulic systems; passive load-holding;
proportional directional control valves; load-carrying applications; modeling and simulation;
linear control design; feedback control systems; active damping
1. Introduction
Compact and self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinders (SCCs) have received considerable
attention in the last decade [1–9]. They are, according to the definition used in this paper, self-sufficient
linear hydraulic actuators controlled by a dedicated hydraulic unit that is driven by an electric prime
mover. A sealed tank is essential and additional components, such as flow balancing valves, are required
when using single-rod cylinders that are preferred in many applications due to the excellent force density.
Furthermore, SCCs have shown the potential to replace both conventional hydraulics as well as linear
electro-mechanical systems in low-power applications (i.e., below 5 kW) enhancing energy efficiency,
modular design, plug-and-play installation, and reduced maintenance [1]. Current commercial
solutions of the SCC technology are limited and typically tailor-made [8], especially the ones developed
for load-carrying applications that are required to contain passive load-holding devices, according to
the safety regulations (e.g., ISO 17096 and DNVGL-ST-0378). Then, the research emphasis is primarily
on different electro-hydraulic configurations [10–13], for low-power servo applications [14–17]. There is,
therefore, a lack of experimental studies comparing state-of-the-art, valve-controlled technology for
load-carrying applications to self-contained hydraulic cylinders in the technical literature, both in
terms of motion performance and energy efficiency. Hence, the first part of this research aims to
experimentally assess the motion performance of a novel self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder
Actuators 2019, 8, 79; doi:10.3390/act8040079 www.mdpi.com/journal/actuators179
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against a conventional valve-controlled approach (as a side note, the second part of this study [18]
focuses on the energy efficiency). This goal is achieved by modeling the SCC (Section 2), recalling the
valve-controlled cylinder (Section 3), and designing a suitable control algorithm (Section 4). Finally,
the comparison between the two architectures is given, in terms of motion performance, in Section 5.
A single-boom crane built explicitly for having a flexible structure of the boom that induces pressure
oscillations is chosen as case-study since it represents a worst-case scenario within load-carrying
applications typically used in an offshore environment. The comparison study will show that the novel
self-contained system is a valid alternative to conventional hydraulics for applications where passive
load-holding is required in combination with precise position tracking in harsh environments.
2. The Self-Contained Electro-Hydraulic Cylinder
The combination of an electric drive and a fixed-displacement axial piston machine (P) drives the
hydraulic cylinder (C) arranged in a closed-circuit configuration, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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The auxiliary hydraulic components are implemented in a manifold, and the bladder-type 
accumulator (ACC) represents the sealed reservoir. The differential flow dictated by the cylinder’s 
unequal areas is balanced by the two pilot-operated check valves FC1 and FC2, the check valves Ac1 
and Ac2, and the check valve CV1. The pilot-operated check valves LH1 and LH2 are used for passive 
load-holding purposes by isolating the cylinder when the 3/2 electro-valve (EV) is not actuated. The 
EV must be activated to enable the actuator motion, resulting in transferring the highest cylinder 
pressure, selected through the CV3 and CV4, into the opening pilot line of LH1 and LH2. Anti-
cavitation valves (Ac3 and Ac4) are installed between the actuator sides and the ACC to avoid 
cavitation in the cylinder chambers. Pressure-relief valves (RV1–RV4) on both pump ports and on both 
cylinder ports avoid over-pressurizations. Finally, a cooler (CO) and a low-pressure filter (F) 
complete the hydraulics. 
The electric drive consists of two main components, namely the servo-motor (SM) and the servo-
drive (SD). The supply unit (SU) of the driver converts the AC voltage from the electrical grid to a 
DC bus voltage. The DC bus voltage is further shared with the PWM inverter, controlling the speed 
of the prime mover based on the field-oriented controller (FOC). A closed-loop position controller is 
implemented on the programmable logic controller (PLC) controlling the motion of the hydraulic 
cylinder by sending the control signal 𝑢  (i.e., the desired rotational speed of the prime mover) to 
the variable speed controller embedded in the servo-drive. An external brake resistor (BR) is 
connected to the DC bus to dissipate the regenerated power as heat. 
  
Figure 1. The self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder addressed in this paper.
The auxiliary hydraulic components are implemented in a manifold, and the bladder-type
accumulator (ACC) represents the sealed reservoir. The differential flow dictated by the cylinder’s
unequal areas is balanced by the two pilot-operated check valves FC1 and FC2, the check valves Ac1
and Ac2, and the check valve CV1. The pilot-operated check valves LH1 and LH2 are used for passive
load-holding purposes by isolating the cylinder when the 3/2 electro-valve (EV) is not actuated. The EV
must be activated to enable the actuator motion, resulting in transferring the highest cylinder pressure,
selected through the CV3 and CV4, into the opening pilot line of LH1 and LH2. Anti-cavitation valves
(Ac3 and Ac4) are installed between the actuator sides and the ACC to avoid cavitation in the cylinder
chambers. Pressure-relief valves (RV1–RV4) on both pump ports and on both cylinder ports avoid
over-pressurizations. Finally, a cooler (CO) and a low-pressure filter (F) complete the hydraulics.
The electric drive consists of two main components, namely the servo-motor (SM) and the
servo-drive (SD). The supply unit (SU) of the driver converts the AC voltage from the electrical grid to
a DC bus voltage. The DC bus voltage is further shared with the PWM inverter, controlling the speed
of the prime mover based on the field-oriented controller (FOC). A closed-loop position controller
is implemented on the programmable logic controller (PLC) controlling the motion of the hydraulic
cylinder by sending the control signal uSM (i.e., the desired rotational speed of the prime mover) to the
variable speed controller embedded in the servo-drive. An external brake resistor (BR) is connected to
the DC bus to dissipate the regenerated power as heat.
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2.1. Nonlinear Model of the System
A high-fidelity, dynamic model of the considered SCC driving the single-boom crane depicted in
Figure 2a is presented and validated in [9]. This paper introduces the simplified system model that is
used for linear control design. All models are created, simulated, and analyzed in MATLAB-Simulink®.
Since the SCC used in this application only operates in two quadrants, the rod-side chamber is
always connected to the low-pressure accumulator as visible in Figure 2b. (It is assumed that the 3/2
electro-valve is energized to enable motion).
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The nonlinear model of the simplified mechanical-hydraulic system is described using the
Newton’s second law to extract the actuator dynamics:
Meq(xC) · ..xC = FC − Feq(xC). (1)
This equation is based on the equivalent mass (Meq) and on the equivalent gravitational force (Feq)
of the single-boom crane. Their trends were derived in Padovani et al. [9] as a function of the piston
position (xC). The mechanical force delivered by the hydraulic cylinder:
FC = Ap · pp −Ar · pr − B · vC, (2)
involves the piston-side area (Ap), the piston chamber pressure (pp), the rod-side area (Ar), the rod
chamber pressure (pr), the viscous friction coefficient (B), and the piston velocity (vC). The well-known














· (Ar · vC + QC,L −QP,e). (4)
They include the effective pump flow (QP,e), the internal leakage in the cylinder (QC,L), the
piston-side capacitance (Cp), and the rod-side capacitance (Cr) specified below:
QP,e = Dp ·ωSM −QS, (5)
Cp =
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The effective pump flow in Equation (5) is based on the pump displacement (Dp), on the angular
speed of the servo-motor (ωSM), and on the pump’s flow losses (QS), as explained in [9]. It should be
noted that a positive sign of the motor speed denotes operations in pumping mode (i.e., throughout
piston extension), whereas a negative sign refers to motoring mode (i.e., during piston retraction).
The two capacitances in Equations (6) and (7) include the effective volume of the actuator chambers
(hC represents the maximum stroke length of the cylinder), the transmission lines’ volumes (Vp,0, Vr,0),
and the bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid (β) assumed constant. The rod-side capacitance also
accounts the hydro-pneumatic accumulator by recalling the effective accumulator gas volume (VAC,0),
the pre-charge pressure of the accumulator (pAC,0), and the adiabatic air constant (κair).
2.2. Linear Model of the System
The simplified model of the SCC has been linearized and is now investigated when its
natural-frequency is low (i.e., when the hydraulic cylinder is extended) because it limits the performance
and represents the worst-case scenario. The resulting block diagram illustrated in Figure 3 has been
obtained by considering the capacitance and the equivalent mass constant and calculated with the
piston almost fully extended (xC = 0.45 m). Additionally, the rod-side pressure is assumed constant
and equal to pr = 0 bar due to its extremely low value [9], while the external force has been considered
as a disturbance that is not included in the linear model.
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The transfer function of the electric drive from commanded speed (uSM) to actual speed (nSM) is
described by the following open-loop, second-order transfer function including the natural-frequency
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The velocity output of the uncompensated mechanical-hydraulic system is described by the
second-order, open-loop transfer function GvC(s) using the gain (KMH), the natural-frequency (ωn,MH),










B · kL + A2p
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ωn,MH =
√
B · kL + A2p
Meq ·Cp , (11)
ζMH =





B · kL + A2p
) . (12)
These parameters are evaluated using the pump flow gain (kq = Dp/60 m3/(s · rpm)), and the
leakage flow gain (kL) that includes both the internal leakage in the hydraulic cylinder and the flow
losses mentioned in Equation (5). Finally, the transfer function GxC(s) from the servo-motor speed to
piston position is derived by integrating GvC(s).
The numerical values representative of the system and details about their identification are shared
in Appendix A.
3. The Valve-Controlled System
The hydraulic, valve-controlled drive taken into account as the benchmark is used in several
industrial applications, such as offshore cranes and oil drilling equipment, and represents the state
of the art (e.g., [19–22]). The system consists of a centralized hydraulic power unit (HPU) providing
a constant supply pressure (pS) and a fixed return pressure (pR) to the valve-controlled cylinder,
as illustrated in Figure 4.
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4. The Control Design
To have a fair comparison between the considered SCC and the VCC, a common control strategy
based on a closed-loop PI position controller in combination with a velocity feedforward and a pressure
feedback is implemented according to Figure 5.Actuators 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 19 
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Figure 5. The proposed control structure applied to both actuation systems.
The pressure feedback represents the active-damping term of the hydraulic system that is
essential due to the extremely low damping ratio of the uncompensated system (ζMH = 0.052).
Hence, the pressure feedback’s parameters are first chosen so that the desired damping ratio of
the system is obtained before designing the motion controller for the damped system; a complete
explanation of the process used to derive these parameters is included in Appendix B. Further on,
the motion profile generator presented in [19] provides reference signals for the desired piston velocity
(vC,re f ) and piston position (xC,re f ) to the motion controller. The motion controller consists of the
combination of two blocks, namely the velocity feedforward and the position feedback. The summation
of the feedforward signal (uFF), position feedback signal (uFC), and pressure feedback signal (uPF)
represents the desired control input. For the SCC, this input represents the desired rotational speed of
the servo-motor (uSM), while it represents the desired valve opening (uV) in the VCC. Based on the
piston area, the pump flow gain, and the reference velocity of the piston, the desired speed of the




· vC,re f . (13)
The control signal from the position feedback is given as:
uFC = exC ·
(
kP + kI · 1s
)
, (14)




kI = 0.1·ωpc·kP, (16)
and the gain margin (Gm) and the phase cross over frequency (ωpc) are explained in the next sections.
In addition, the VCC’s control algorithm compensates for the overlap in the valve’s spool according
to [20], while the SCC can be operated using two different load-holding strategies. Passive load-holding
(PLH) (i.e., running the prime mover is not desired during load-holding phases) takes place when the





∣∣∣ > 0 and uED > 0
0,
∣∣∣vC,re f
∣∣∣ = 0 and
∣∣∣exC
∣∣∣ < 0.5 mm (17)
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0, uEV = 0
(18)
Conversely, active load-holding (ALH) is performed by controlling the desired piston position
using the prime mover (i.e., the load-holding valves are kept open).
4.1. Control Parameters for the Self-Contained Electro-Hydraulic Cylinder
The proportional and integral gains are derived using the Bode plots according to the procedure
proposed in [23]. As explained in this reference, the PI-controller should lead to fast response and
only to a small overshoot if the phase margin is chosen around a phase angle of φm = 40◦. In order
to ensure a stable closed-loop controller, the proportional gain in Equation (15) is calculated using
the gain margin that corresponds to the phase crossover frequency at which the phase angle of the
open-loop transfer function is equal to (−180◦ + φm + 5◦). The identified parameters from the Bode
plots and the resulting PI-controller gains are presented in Table 1 for both the uncompensated system
(GxC(s)) and the solution that includes the high-pass filtered pressure feedback (G4,HP(s)).










GxC (s) 45 89.1 13.3 2.69 · 104 3.61 · 104
G4,HP(s) 45 102 8.93 1.26 · 105 1.19 · 105
Pressure feedback adds artificial damping and increases the gain margin that allows significant
higher PI-controller gains while still ensuring a stable system. The approach with a high-pass
filtered pressure feedback is selected, where a model-based approach for selecting the gain k f ,HP =
4.77·10−11 m3/(s ·Pa) and the time constant τ f ,HP = 1.04 s of the filter is used (a complete explanation of
the process used to derive these quantities is included in Appendix B.2). This feedback is implemented
in the control algorithm illustrated in Figure 5 as:
uPF = k−1q ·
k f ,HP · s
τ f ,HP · s + 1 · pL. (19)
4.2. Control Parameters for the Valve-Controlled System
A linear state-space model of the considered VCC was used in Hagen et al. [20] to derive the
high-pass filtered pressure feedback parameters. As demonstrated in this reference, additional damping
is necessary to achieve smooth operations since the combination of a pressure-compensated control valve
and a counterbalance valve makes the system unstable both in open- and closed-loop control, when the
load is overrunning. The high-pass filter’s parameters were evaluated as k f ,HP = 9.44 · 10−13 m3/(s · Pa)
and τ f ,HP = 0.1047 s. Lastly, the Bode plots of the compensated open-loop system presented in [20] are
used to identify the gain margin and the phase cross over frequency. This is a necessary step to derive
the PI-controller gains in Table 2 that are based on Equations (15) and (16).
Table 2. Identified control design values of the benchmark system.
Pm (deg) Gm(ωpc) (dB) ωpc (rad/s) kP(1/m) kI (1/(m·s)) kq (m3/s)
45 29.3 6.68 29.17 19.49 5.83 · 10−4
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5. Results and Discussion
Three closed-loop tests are carried out to analyze the motion performance of the novel
self-contained system compared to the valve-controlled solution. Details about the considered
test setups are explained in the second part of this study [18]. First, a step response is performed
with maximum payload (i.e., load mass equal to 304 kg) to evaluate the closed-loop response time.
Then, a working cycle with maximum payload and different piston velocity setpoints is performed to
assess the tracking error. Finally, the single-boom crane is also actuated with half payload and without
payload to explore the actuation system’s robustness against load variations.
5.1. Closed-Loop Step Response
The closed-loop step response of both systems is reported in Figure 6. A relatively small position
step from 50 to 75 mm is commanded to avoid flow saturation of the control valve in the VCC.
The resulting piston velocity remains within the limits (Figure 6b) since its maximum values are 120
mm/s for the VCC and about 170 mm/s for the SCC.
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The SCC has 10 ms faster rise time, 75% faster settling time (i.e., the time required by the velocity
error to fall within 2% of the reference value), and 61% less overshoot than the VCC (Table 3 provides
the exact values). The response of the VCC is expected to be slower because the open-loop crossover
frequency of the compensated system is 2.25 rad/s lower than that of the SCC. As seen in Figure 6c,
the piston-side chamber’s pressure of the VCC has more oscillations and higher spikes than the SCC.
This pressure in the VCC is about 22 bar higher at steady-state than the SCC; it is the case because
the rod-side chamber’s pressure (Figure 6d) is about 38 bar higher when compared to the SCC that
maintains a stable pressure of about 1.0 bar.
Table 3. Results from the closed-loop position step response test.
System Rise Time (s) Settling Time (s) Overshoot (mm)
VCC 0.27 2.23 4.65
SCC 0.26 0.57 1.83
5.2. Representative orking Cycle
Based on the maximum flow that the two systems can deliver to the cylinder, the highest
desired piston velocity (vC,max) is assumed equal to 120 mm/s, and the SCC is operated with passive
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load-holding in the following tests. A motion profile generator is used at different velocity setpoints
equal to 20, 75, and 120 mm/s, starting from the initial piston position xC,0 = 50 mm to the final
position xC,re f = 450 mm. Figure 7 shows the position tracking performance of both systems at
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he measure co trol signals follow the commanded values fairly well during motion.
The measured speed of the servo-motor (Figure 8a) matches the esired one with high accuracy;
when the load-holding valves are closing, at about 6.7 and 21.8 s, there is a limited spike due to the drop
of the piston-side pump’s pressure. The control valve (Figure 8b) has an expected positive overlap in
the s l (i.e., a ea - a ) et ee 11.5 and 14.3% of the opening that is c pensated by t e
oti c tr ller; t is is t e reas f r t e, a are tl , scillat r e a i r.
Figure 9 provides the actuator pressures of both systems.
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5.3. Scenarios with Reduced Payload 
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to verify if the respective control algorithms are robust against load variations. The results of the 
tracking errors are shown in Figure 11 whereas the actuator pressures in Figure 12 for the load cases 




Figure 11. Tracking errors: (a) scenario with half payload; (b) scenario without payload. 
The has a higher piston-side cha ber’s pressure (Figure 9a) during the entire orking cycle
beca se the rod-side chamber’s pressure is higher compared to the SCC (Figure 9b). When the cylinder
is lowering the crane boom (i.e., between 16.5 a d 22 s), the rod-side chamber’s pressure is above
40 bar for the VCC, while it is stable and around 1 bar in the SCC. This conditio is the case since
the VCC solution needs to build up pressure on the rod-side to open the counterbalance valve and
e able motion, while the SCC uses the load pressure taken from the piston-side to maintain the two
load-holding valves fully open. In the VCC (Figure 10a), there is a constant supply pressure of 180 bar
controlled by the HPU’s pump during the entire working cycle, while the pump pressures are about
1 bar for the SCC (Figure 10b) when motion is not desired.
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5.3. Scenarios with Reduced Payload
Both systems are also tested with different payloads at the velocity setpoint vC,max = 120 mm/s to
verify if the respective control algorithms are robust against load variations. The results of the tracking
errors are shown in Figure 11 whereas the actuator pressures in Figure 12 for the load cases with half
payload (i.e., load mass equal to 152 kg) and without payload, respectively.
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Both systems can track the commanded piston position with similar performance as for the test
at maximum payload. Hence, it is proven that the closed-loop position controllers of both systems
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are robust enough against load variations. The SCC has less tracking error in both load conditions,
confirming the above-mentioned advantages. The VCC has higher tracking error with half payload
and less tracking error without payload compared to the test with full payload. The resulting RMS
tracking errors are listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Resulting RMS position tracking error at the different load cases.
Load Case Max Payload Half Payload No Payload
System VCC SCC VCC SCC VCC SCC
RMS error (mm) 1.5 0.52 1.94 0.41 1.36 0.37
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for small input commands) that is 95% higher than t at of the VCC’s control valve. Finally, the tests
also demonstrate that the SCC can safely maintain the piston positi when motion is not desired,
even in case of a power shutdown. Concer ing th engagem t of the load-holding valves, there is a
reduced p ssur s ike in the pisto -side chamber when th load-holding is commanded. The effect,
visible in Figure 9a, results in a position drop up to 1.7 mm that is considered acceptable.
6. onclusions
This research paper presents both a theoretical and experimental analysis of a novel self-contained
electro-hydraulic cylinder with particular focus on motion performance when driving a single-boom
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crane. A valve-controlled cylinder was used as a benchmark since it is representative of the state of the
art in many fields of industry. A control algorithm was designed based on linear techniques, including
pressure feedback to add artificial damping to the system. The experimental results prove that the
essential passive load-holding function of the self-contained, electro-hydraulic cylinder (SCC) can
safely maintain the piston position when motion is not desired. The proposed control algorithm also
seems to be robust against load variation. Further on, the SCC outperforms the benchmark system
when driving the single-boom crane on all fronts:
• The SCC achieves significantly better position tracking (up to 66% less tracking error and 61% less
overshoot) and faster response (i.e., 10 ms faster rise time and 75% faster settling time);
• The active pressure feedback in the SCC reduces the pressure oscillations more effectively since
the electric drive has about 95% higher bandwidth than the control valve.
It is therefore concluded that the novel self-contained system represents a valid alternative to
conventional hydraulic systems in terms of motion performance in load-carrying applications where
position tracking and reduced oscillations are essential. It is also the case when considering energy
efficiency, as presented in a separate paper (i.e., the second part of this study). Lastly, emphasis for
future developments will be placed on obtaining a perfectly smooth engagement/disengagement of the
passive load-holding functionality.
Author Contributions: Conceptualization, D.H. and D.P.; methodology, D.H.; software, D.H.; validation, D.H.;
formal analysis, D.H.; investigation, D.H.; data curation, D.H.; writing—original draft preparation, D.H.;
writing—review and editing, D.H., D.P. and M.C; visualization, D.H.; supervision, D.P. and M.C.
Funding: This research was funded by the Norwegian Research Council, SFI Offshore Mechatronics, project 237896.
















F Low pressure oil filter
FC Flow compensation valve
FOC Field-oriented control
Gm Gain margin
HPU Hydraulic power unit
HS Hydraulic system
LHV Load-holding valve
P Axial piston machine (pump)
PC Pressure compensator
PDCV Proportional directional control valve
PI Proportional and integral
PLC Programmable logic controller
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RMS Root mean square
RV Pressure-relief valve
SBC Single-boom crane







Ap Cylinder area on the piston-side
Ar Cylinder area on the rod-side




exC Actuator’s piston position error
KD Gain of the mechanical-hydraulic system including direct pressure feedback
k f ,D Gain of the direct pressure feedback
k f ,HP Gain of the high-pass filtered pressure feedback
KMH Gain of the uncompensated mechanical-hydraulic system
kL Combined leakage flow gain
kI Integral controller gain
kq Pump flow gain
kP Proportional controller gain
Meq Equivalent mass
nSM Rotational speed of the servo-motor in revolutions per minute
QC,L Internal leakage in the hydraulic cylinder
QP Actuator’s flow demand
QP,e Effective pump flow
Qr Rod-side flow
QS Pump’s flow losses
p0 Fixed pressure-drop across the proportional directional control valve
p1 Piston-side pump pressure
p2 Rod-side pump pressure
pAC,0 Pre-charge pressure of the accumulator
pLS Load-sensing pressure
pp Actuator’s piston chamber pressure
pr Actuator’s rod chamber pressure
pR Return pressure
pS Supply pressure
uED On/off command to enable power to the servo-motor
uEV On/off command to open or close the 3/2 electro-valve
uFC Position feedback control signal
uFF Velocity feedforward control signal
uPF Pressure feedback control signal
uSM Commanded servo-motor speed
uV Commanded opening of the control valve’s spool position
VAC,0 Effective accumulator gas volume
vC Actuator’s piston velocity
vC,re f Actuator’s piston velocity reference command
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Vp,0 Transmission lines’ volumes between the pump and the piston-side chamber
Vr,0 Transmission lines’ volumes between the pump and the rod-side chamber
xC Actuator’s piston position
xC,0 Actuator’s initial piston position
xC,re f Actuator’s piston position reference command
Greek symbols
β Constant bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid
κair Adiabatic air constant
τ f ,HP Time constant of the high-pass filtered pressure feedback
φm Phase angle
ωgc Gain cross over frequency
ωn,D Natural-frequency of mechanical-hydraulic system including direct pressure feedback
ωn,ED Natural-frequency of the electric drive
ωn,MH Natural-frequency of the uncompensated mechanical-hydraulic system
ωpc Phase cross over frequency
ωSM Angular velocity of the servo-motor in radians per second
ζD Damping ratio of the mechanical-hydraulic system including direct pressure feedback
ζED Damping ratio of the electric drive
ζMH Damping ratio of the uncompensated mechanical-hydraulic system
ζ3 Damping ratio of the complex conjugate pole pair in the transfer function G3,HP(s)
Appendix A.
This appendix presents the parameter identification and validation of the uncompensated SCC. An open-loop
ramp test was carried out, where a ramp time of 0.1 s was used to avoid saturation of the acceleration limiter of
the electric drive. Figure A1 shows the given input signal and the corresponding simulated and experimental
measurements. The simplified system model was validated when the hydraulic cylinder is almost fully extended
(i.e., xC = 450 mm).
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The parameters of the linear transfer functions presented in Table A1 are identified by 
performing a three-step parameter tuning process such that the simulated and measured values in 
Figure A1 best match each other. First, the natural-frequency and the damping ratio of the electric 
drive are tuned according to Figure A1a. Secondly, the initial volume, the bulk modulus, and the 
leakage flow gain are tuned according to Figure A1d. Finally, the pump flow gain is tuned according 
to Figure A1b. 
Table A1. Identified parameters of the transfer functions. 
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A1. Open-lo p validation of the lin ar system model: (a) commanded, simulated, and measure
sp ed of the s rv -motor; (b) simulated and measure piston posit on; (c) simulated and es imate
piston velocity; and (d) simulated and measure piston chamber pressure.
The parameters of the linear transfer functions presented in Table A1 are identified by performing a
three-step parameter tuning process such that the simulated and measured values in Figure A1 best match each
other. First, the natural-frequency and the damping ratio of t e electric drive are tuned according to Figure A1a.
Secondly, the initial volume, the bulk modulus, and the leakage flow gain are tuned according to Figure A1d.
Finally, the pump flow gain is tuned according to Figure A1b.
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Table A1. Identified parameters of the transfer functions.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
ωn,ED 550 (rad/s) Vp,0 0.88 · 10−3 (m3)
ζED 0.8 kL 1.00 · 10−15 (m3/(s ·Pa))
kq 2.17 · 10−7 (m3/(s · rpm)) Ap 0.0033 (m2)
Cp 3.60 · 10−12 (m3/Pa) B 22500 (N · s/m)
β 6600 · 105 (Pa) Meq 15500 (kg)
Appendix B.
This appendix clarifies the definition of the control parameters involved in the pressure feedback of the SCC.
Two methods were investigated in this paper to enable active damping, namely direct and high-pass filtered
pressure feedback.
Figure A2 illustrates the modified plant model, where the effect of the internal pressure feedback is considered
as an equivalent flow rate (QPF).
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Appendix B.1. Direct Pressure Feedback
When applying direct pressure feedback, the transfer function G f (s) = G f ,D consists of a simple gain k f ,D
According to [24], k f ,D should be selected so that the damping ratio of the system is within the range 0.5 < ζD < 0.7
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By rewriting Equation (A4), the desired damping ratio of G3,D(s) dictates the following pressure feedback
gain:
k f ,D =
2 · ζD ·
√




−Cp · B ·
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Finally, the transfer function G4,D(s) from servo-motor speed to piston position, including the direct pressure
feedback, is derived by integrating G3,D(s).
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Figure A3 demonstrates the effect of applying direct pressure feedback with the desired damping of 0.5 and





Figure A3. The effect of different damping ratios in comparison to the uncompensated system: (a) 
Bode plots of 𝐺 , (𝑠) and 𝐺 (𝑠) ; (b) step response (𝑛 = 1000 rpm) of 𝐺 , (𝑠) and 𝐺 (𝑠). 
The control design values such as the gain margin, the cross over frequency, the rise time, the 
settling time, and the overshoot identified from Figure A3 are presented in Table A1 for different 
system’s damping ratios. 




 𝝎𝒈𝒄  
(rad/s) 
Rise Time  
(s) 
Settling Time  
(s) 
Overshoot  
(mm/s)  0.052   86.9  14.0 0.077 5.39 85.02  0.5  108 14.7 0.11 0.55 16.29  0.7  111 15.0 0.14 0.40 4.59 
A drawback when implementing direct pressure feedback is that the measured pressure in 
steady state will yield a signal that commands the prime mover to rotate. Consequently, the steady-
state pressure must continuously be updated and subtracted from the measured pressures; this is 
also the case when implementing a low-pass filtered pressure feedback. Due to the high nonlinearities 
of the hydraulic system, the load that is changing during the operating cycle, and the noise of the 
pressure feedback signal, direct pressure feedback is challenging to implement. Hence, a high-pass 
filter is often used to avoid these problems [25,26]. However, direct pressure feedback is much 
simpler to use for linear control analysis because a second-order transfer function of the mechanical-
hydraulic system is maintained. Therefore, this paper proposes to derive the pressure feedback gain 
according to Equation (A5) based on the desired damping ratio of the damped second-order system 
and further use it in the high-pass filtered pressure feedback. A damping ratio 𝜁 = 0.5 was chosen 
because of the faster rise time, resulting in 𝑘 , = 𝑘 , = 4.77 ∙ 10  m  / (s ⋅ Pa). 
Appendix B.2. High-Pass Filtered Pressure Feedback 
A high-pass filtered pressure feedback was successfully implemented on a SCC in [9] but the 
filter parameters where experimentally tuned. In this paper, it is proposed a model-based approach 
for selecting the gain (𝑘 , ) and the time constant (𝜏 , ) of the high-pass filter given below: 𝐺 , (𝑠) = 𝑘 , ⋅ 𝑠𝜏 , ⋅ 𝑠 + 1. (A6) 
i 3. The effect of differ nt damping ratios in comparison t the uncompensat d system: (a) Bode
pl ts of G4,D(s) and GxC (s); (b) step response (nSM = 1000 rpm) of G3,D(s) and GvC (s).
The control design values such as the gain margin, the cross over frequency, the rise time, the settling time,
and the overshoot identified from Figure A3 are presented in Table A2 for different system’s damping ratios.












0.052 86.9 14.0 0.077 5.39 85.02
0.5 108 14.7 0.11 0.55 16.29
0.7 111 15.0 .14 0.40 4.59
A drawback when implementing direct pressure feedback is that the measured pressure in steady state will
yield a signal that commands the prime mover to rotate. Consequently, the steady-state pressure must continuously
be updated and subtracted from the measured pressures; this is also the case when implementing a low-pass
filtered pressure feedback. Due to the high nonlinearities of the hydraulic system, the load that is changing
during the operating cycle, and the noise of the pre sur feedback signal, di ect pressure feedback is challenging
to implement. Hence, a high-pass filter is often used to avoid these problems [25,26]. However, direct pressure
feedback is much simpler to use for linear control analysis because a second-order transfer function of the
mechanical-hydraulic system is maintained. Therefore, this paper proposes to derive the pressure feedback gain
according to Equation (A5) bas d n the desired damping ratio of damped second-order syst m and further
use it in the high-pass filtered pressure feedback. A damping ratio ζD = 0.5 was chosen because of the faster rise
time, resulting in k f ,D = k f ,HP = 4.77·10−11 m3/ (s · Pa).
Appendix B.2. High-Pass Filtered Pressure Feedback
A high-pass filtered pressure feedback was successfully implemented on a SCC in [9] but the filter parameters
where experimentally tuned. In this paper, it is proposed a model-based approach for selecting the gain (k f ,HP)
and the time constant (τ f ,HP) of the high-pass filter given below:
G f ,HP(s) =
k f ,HP · s
τ f ,HP · s + 1 . (A6)
The open-loop transfer function from motor speed to piston velocity when including high-pass filtered pressure
feedback results a :
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τ f ,HP · s + 1
)
D3 · s3 + D2 · s2 + D1 · s + D0
, (A7)
where the different terms that form the denominator are given as follows:
D3 = Meq ·Cp · τ f ,HP, (A8)
D2 =
(
kL · τ f ,HP + Cp + k f ,HP
)
·Meq + Cp · B · τ f ,HP, (A9)
D1 =
(
kL · τ f ,HP + Cp + k f ,HP
)
· B + Meq · kL + A2p · τ f ,HP, (A10)
D0 = B · kL + A2p. (A11)
Finally, the transfer function G4,HP(s) from servo-motor speed to piston position, including the high-pass
filtered pressure feedback, is derived by integrating G3,HP(s).
Figure A4 demonstrates the effect of varying the filter’s time constant while maintaining the same gain.
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The filter time constant 𝜏 , = 14.55/14.03 = 1.04 s is selected because it corresponds to a 
damping ratio of the complex conjugate poles 𝜁  = 0.5 with a rise time comparable to the system 
with direct pressure feedback as demonstrated in Figure A3 and Table A1. The high-pass filtered 
. effect of varying the time constant of the ig -pass filter: (a) Bode plots of G4,HP(s) and
GxC (s); (b) step res onse f G3,HP(s) and GvC (s).
The control design values, namely the gain margin, the cross over frequency, the damping of the complex
conjugate pole pair (ζ3) of G3,HP(s), the rise time, settling time, and the overshoot, identified from Figure A4 are
presented in Table A3 for the different filter’s time constants.













1 /ωn 92.6 4.06 0.319 0.34 2.93 36.14
5 /ωn 113 12.2 0.864 0.27 1.27 8.61
10/ωn 110 14.1 0.713 0.16 0.41 3.72
15/ωn 107 14.3 0.486 0.12 0.67 13.99
The filter time constant τ f ,HP = 14.55/14.03 = 1.04 s is selected because it corresponds to a damping ratio of
the complex conjugate poles ζ3 = 0.5 with a rise time comparable to the system with direct pressure feedback
as demonstrated in Figure A3 and Table A1. The high-pass filtered pressure feedback causes slower rise time
and settling time. However, th overshoot is 14% maller, and the steady-state rr r, as shown in Figure A3b,
is removed.
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Abstract: This research paper presents the second part of a comparative analysis of a novel
self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder with passive load-holding capability against a state of the art,
valve-controlled hydraulic system that is typically used in load-carrying applications. After addressing
the control design and motion performance in the first part of the study, the comparison is now focused
on the systems’ energy efficiency. It is experimentally shown that the self-contained solution enables
62% energy savings in a representative working cycle due to its throttleless and power-on-demand
nature. In the self-contained drive, up to 77% of the energy taken from the power supply can be
used effectively if the recovered energy is reused, an option that is not possible in the state of the
art hydraulic architecture. In fact, more than 20% of the consumed energy may be recovered in the
self-contained system during the proposed working cycle. In summary, the novel self-contained
option is experimentally proven to be a valid alternative to conventional hydraulics for applications
where passive load-holding is required both in terms of dynamic response and energy consumption.
Introducing such self-sufficient and completely sealed devices also reduces the risk of oil spill
pollution, helping fluid power to become a cleaner technology.
Keywords: linear actuators; self-contained cylinders; electro-hydraulic systems; passive load-holding;
proportional directional control valves; load-carrying applications; energy recovery; energy efficiency
1. Introduction
Due to the increasing focus on the environmental impact, such as CO2 emissions and oil spill
pollution, inefficient state of the art hydraulic actuation tends to be replaced by electric drives in many
industrial environments. This is the case, for instance, in offshore oil drilling [1]. However, hydraulic
systems are still needed in load-carrying applications (e.g., knuckle-boom cranes or oil drilling
equipment) because their force density is higher than that of their linear electro-mechanical counterparts
and they do not present key issues related to reliability (e.g., strong impact forces) [2].
Consequently, compact and self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinders (SCCs) have received
considerable attention in the last decade [3–10], showing the potential to replace both conventional
hydraulics and linear electro-mechanical systems [11]. SCCs can in fact enhance energy efficiency,
modular design, plug-and-play installation, and reduced maintenance [12]. Current commercial
solutions of the SCC technology are limited and typically tailor-made, whereas the research emphasis
is primarily on different electro-hydraulic configurations [13–16], energy-efficiency [17–21], thermal
analysis [22–24], and low-power servo applications [25]. According to the survey presented in [10],
compact and self-contained solutions comprising passive load-holding devices, able to operate in
four quadrants, and suitable for power levels above 5 kW are missing, both on the market and
Actuators 2019, 8, 78; doi:10.3390/act8040078 www.mdpi.com/journal/actuators201
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in the technical literature. Moreover, the lack of experimental comparisons in terms of energy
consumption and efficiency between SCCs and conventional solutions for load-carrying applications is
evident. Only a limited number of simulation studies applying the SCC technology to load-carrying
applications and investigating the energy-saving potentials compared to existing hydraulic systems
were identified [26,27].
Hence, this research paper aims to experimentally evaluate and compare the energy consumption
and the energy efficiency of a self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder versus a conventional approach.
A SCC concept able to operate in four quadrants, including passive load holding, and suitable for
power levels above 5 kW was proposed in [10] and implemented on a single-boom crane in [12].
A further analysis of this solution is presented in the first part of this research [28], including the control
design and the motion performance comparison against the valve-controlled cylinder (VCC) discussed
in [29]. Concerning the paper structure, Section 2 presents the two considered actuation systems
while Section 3 the theoretical background. In Section 4, the experimental results are introduced and
discussed. The comparison study will show that the novel self-contained system is a valid alternative
to conventional hydraulics also for applications where passive load-holding is required because huge
energy savings are enabled.
2. The Considered Actuation Systems
Two actuation systems are investigated in this research, namely a new self-contained
electro-hydraulic cylinder and state of the art valve-controlled architecture that is typically used
on load-carrying applications.
2.1. The Self-Contained Electro-Hydraulic Cylinder
The combination of an electric drive and a fixed-displacement axial piston machine drives the
hydraulic cylinder arranged in a closed-circuit configuration, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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valve must be activated to enable the actuator motion, resulting in transferring the highest cylinder 
pressure, selected through CV3 and CV4, into the opening pilot line of the load-holding valves. Anti-
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Figure 1. Sche atic of the self-contained syste addres ed in this research.
The auxiliary hydraulic co ponents are i ple ented in a manifold and the bladder-type
accu ulator represents the sealed reservoir. The differential flow dictated by the cylinder’s unequal
areas is balanced by the two pilot-operated check valves FC1 and FC2, the check valves Ac1 and Ac2,
and the check valve CV1. The pilot-operated check valves LH1 and LH2 are used for passive load-holding
purposes by isolating the cylinder when the 3/2 electro-valve is not actuated. The electro-valve must be
activated to enable the actuator motion, resulting in transferring the highest cylinder pressure, selected
through CV3 and CV4, into the opening pilot line of the load-holding valves. Anti-cavitation valves
are installed on both actuator sides, whereas pressure-relief valves are present on the pump ports and
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on the cylinder ports to protect from over-pressurizations. Finally, a cooler and a low-pressure filter
complete the hydraulic system.
The electric drive consists of the servo-motor and the servo-drive. The frequency converter
is controlling the speed of the permanent magnet synchronous motor with field-oriented control
whereas an outer closed-loop position controller is implemented on an embedded programmable
logic controller (PLC) to supervise the motion of the hydraulic cylinder, sending the desired rotational
speed (uSM) to the servo-drive. In addition, an external brake resistor is connected to the servo-drive
to dissipate the regenerated power into heat. According to Ristic et al. [30], there exist solutions where
this regenerated power is used profitably (e.g., power-sharing via common DC bus between multiple
electric drives, return the electrical power to the grid, and energy storage on a battery or in a capacitor).









BR). For more details about the self-contained
system, Padovani et al. [12] describes its functionality, while the components used to implement this
solution are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Components used to implement the self-contained system.
Symbol Component Manufacturer Model
C Hydraulic cylinder PMC Cylinders 1 25CAL
SM Servo-motor Bosch Rexroth 2 MSK071E-0300
P Axial piston machine Bosch Rexroth A10FZG
SD Servo-drive Bosch Rexroth HCS02.1E-W0054
ACC Hydro-pneumatic accumulator Bosch Rexroth HAB10
CO Oil cooler Bosch Rexroth KOL3N
F Hydraulic return line filter Bosch Rexroth 50LEN0100
LHV1,2 Pilot-operated check valves Sun Hydraulics 3 CVEVXFN
FC1,2 Pilot-operated check valves Sun Hydraulics CKEBXCN
RV1–4 Pressure-relief valves Sun Hydraulics RDDA
CV1,3,4 Check valves Hawe Hydraulik 4 RB2
CV2, Ac1,2 Check valves Hawe Hydraulik RK4
Ac3,4 Check valves Hawe Hydraulik RK2
EV 3/2 Directional valve Argo Hytos 5 SD1E-A3
p1–9 Pressure transducers Bosch Rexroth HM20
pp,r Pressure transducers Parker 6 SCP-400
xC Cylinder position sensor Regal 7 PS6300
PLC Embedded controller Bosch Rexroth XM22
BR Brake resistor Bosch Rexroth HLR01.1N-03K8
PA Power analyzer Hioki 8 PW6001
1 Sävsjö, Sweden; 2 Lohr, Germany; 3 Sarasota, USA; 4 München, Germany; 5 Zug, Switzerland; 6 Cleveland, USA;
7 Uppsala, Sweden; 8 Nagano, Japan.
A hydraulic cylinder with piston diameter of 65 mm, rod diameter of 35 mm, stroke length of
500 mm, and an integrated position sensor is common to both actuation systems (i.e., also to the
valve-controlled layout recalled in the sequel). The piston’s velocity (
.
xC) is estimated by differentiating
and lowpass filtering the measured position (xC). Pressure transducers are installed directly on the
piston-side (pp) and rod-side (pr) ports of the cylinder.
2.2. The Valve-Controlled System
The valve-controlled system taken as a benchmark consists of a centralized hydraulic power unit
(HPU) providing a constant supply pressure (pS) and a fixed return pressure (pR) to the valve-controlled
cylinder according to the schematic depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. ti f t l -c trol e syste under investigation.
The components of the HPU are an electric motor running at the constant speed of 1500 rpm and
a variable-displacement axial piston pump with a maximum displacement of 75 cm3/rev. The supply
pressure is controlled by the absolute pressure limiter as pS = 180 bar, while a pressure-relief valve
is installed for safety. The motion of the hydraulic cylinder is controlled by a state of the art,
pressure-co pensated flo control valve (i.e., a proportional directional control valve (P CV)) that
receives the control input (uV) from the PLC. The load-holding valve is installed to control overrunning
loads and for safety purposes during standstill, according to regulations. Finally, the system is
instru ented with sensors for measuring the pressures labeled in Figure 2 as well as the rod-side
flow rate (QR) and the piston position. For a more detailed description of the functionality of the
valve-controlled cylinder, see for instance [29]. Details about the components imple ented in the
valve-controlled system are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Components used to implement the valve-controlled system.
Symbol Co ponent Manufacturer Model
EM Elect tor ASE 1 M225S60-4
P Axial piston variable pump Brueninghaus raulik 2 A4V-S0-71
RV Pressure-relief valve Bosch Rexroth DBDH6
V Flow control valve Sauer Danfoss 3 PVG32-9781
LHV Counterbalance valve Sun Hydraulics CWCA
pS,R,A Pressure transducers Parker SCP-400
Qr Flow rate meter Parker SCQ-150
1 Västerås, Sweden; 2 Horb, Germany; 3 Nordborg, Denmark.
3. Theoretical Background
This section describes the analysis performed to process the experimental data collected from the
two drive systems. The objective is highlighting the power levels, the energy consumption, and the
efficiency of the architectures.
3.1. Power and Energy Distribution
The different power terms characteristic of both systems and highlighted in Figure 3 are evaluated
using the equations resented below. For the sake of clarity, the input, the transferred, and the output
powers are addressed in separate subsections.
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HPU = pS · |QP|, (4)
where the demand depends on the valve command (uV), the measured flow rate (Qr), and the areas of
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3.1.2. Transferred Power Losses




SM = iq · kt ·ωSM, (6)
is described by the torque-producing current component (iq), the torque constant (kt = 2.05 Nm/A),
and the measured rotational speed (ωSM) of the prime mover. The hydraulic power shared between
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the hydraulic machine and the manifold is defined by involving the effective flow supplied to the






xC ·Ap · (p1 − p2). (7)








Ap · pp −Ar · pr
)
. (8)
The power losses of the SCC take place in the electric drive (i.e., electric and mechanical
losses), in the axial piston machine (i.e., mechanical-hydraulic and volumetric losses), in the auxiliary
components (i.e., reduced throttling losses in the check valves), and in the hydraulic cylinder (i.e.,
friction losses and internal leakage).
Concerning the VCC’s, the hydraulic power available downstream the pressure compensator is









· |QP|, uV < 0
0, uV = 0
(pr + p0) · |QP|, uV > 0
, (9)
including the fixed pressure-drop across the control valve’s metering edge (p0). Further on, the hydraulic






pp ·QP, uV < 0
0, uV = 0
pr ·QP, uV > 0
. (10)
Then, the hydraulic power related to the hydraulic cylinder results as described in Equation (8).
The power losses taking place in the VCC are the throttling losses of the pressure compensator,
the throttling losses of the control valve’s spools, the throttling losses in the counterbalance valve,
and the friction losses and internal leakages of the hydraulic cylinder. Finally, the losses of the HPU
are neglected in this experimental study to be conservative, since it is sized for delivering constant
pressure to several applications available in the lab.
3.1.3. Output Power
When actuating the considered single-boom crane depicted in Figure 4a, the mechanical output







· (EK + EP), (11)
where EK and EP are the kinetic and potential energy, obtained according to Equations (12) and (13).
The diagram shown in Figure 4b identifies the parameters used in the calculation of the total
mechanical energy. Relevant numerical values describing the kinematics are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Kinematic parameters of the single-boom crane with full payload.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
mcm 415.08 (kg) LAB 1136 (mm)
Jcm 159.63 (kg·m2) α0 0.232 (rad)
LAGx 3139 (mm) α1 0.020 (rad)
LAGy 64 (mm) α2 1.192 (rad)
LAC 565 (mm) g 9.81 (m/s2)
The kinetic energy and the potential energy, as a function of the angular speed (
.
θ) and angular
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)
· .θ2, (12)
EP(θ) = mcm · g ·
(
LAGy · cos(θ+ α1) + LAGx · sin(θ+ α1)
)
, (13)
where the angular position of the boom and the effective length of the hydraulic cylinder (LC), including







2 · LAC · LAB

− α2 + α0, (14)
LC(xC) = xC + LC,0. (15)
3.2. Efficiency of the Systems
Starting from the SCC, the overall efficiency (ηOverall), the efficiency of the electric drive (ηED),
and the efficiency of the hydraulic sub-system (ηHS) are given in Equations (16)–(18). Due to the dual
behavior of the system being regenerative while retracting the cylinder (i.e., the load is overrunning
when the crane boom is lowered), and consuming when extending the cylinder (i.e., the load is resistant




























PS ≤ 0 (overrunning load)
, (16)
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SM ≤ 0 (overrunning load)
. (18)
Similar terms are also proposed for the VCC, where the efficiency of the control valve (ηV) and of






































































PDCV ≤ 0 (overrunning load)
. (21)
4. Experimental Results and Discussion
After mentioning the experimental test-beds, the considered working cycle is addressed.
Then, the power levels and efficiencies of the different sub-systems are separately evaluated while
lifting and lowering the single-boom crane. Finally, the overall energy consumption and efficiency are
assessed. The experimental data were collected by using the test setups illustrated in Figure 5.
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All data, besides the electric power, is processed through a real-time interface (i.e., 1 ms sample
rate) between the PLC and MATLAB-Simulink®. The measured electric power is collected with a
50 ms sample rate and further processed in the MATLAB-Simulink® environment. Mineral oil ISO VG
46 is used as the hydraulic fluid in both actuation systems. All tests were carried out for a working
cycle with maximum payload (i.e., with a load mass equal to 304 kg). The motion profile generator,
presented in [27], provides reference signals for the desired piston position and velocity, as illustrated
in Figure 6. The cylinder’s piston extends and retracts between the start position xC,0 = 50 mm and the
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The results in Figure 8a show that the SCC’s efficiency, when the cylinder is lifting the crane at
steady-state (i.e., at 4 s) is about 60% for the overall system, 93% for the electric drive, and 65% for
the hydraulics. The overall efficiency when lowering the crane boom, assuming full recovery of the
regenerated power, varies at 51–65%. It can be observed in Figure 8a that there is a 1.2 s delay between
when the SCC starts to lower the crane boom, and the electric drive starts to regenerate power. For the
benchmark system (Figure 8b), the overall efficiency is 36% when the cylinder is lifting the crane
boom at steady-state (i.e., at 4 s). Furthermore, almost 50% of the VCC’s input power is dissipated in
the control valve (the most in the pressure-compensator). The efficiency of the counterbalance valve,
during lifting (i.e., the flow is bypassed through the LHV’s check valve), is 74% at the lowest, and at the
maximum 51% through the lowering phase (i.e., the LHV’s poppet introduces a desired pressure-drop).
4.3. Energy Consumption
As described in the first part of this study [28], the SCC can be operated with two different
load-holding strategies, namely passive load-holding (PLH) and active load-holding (ALH). The electric
power and energy consumption when utilizing these two strategies are compared in Figure 9.
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recovery is then assumed for the SCC in this second situation (i.e., the energy dissipated in the brake
resistor when the SCC is lowering the crane boom is now reused).
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The results in Figure 10a show that the SCC does not consume any energy when lowering the
load, resulting in 62.1% less consumption compared to the 11.44 Wh of the VCC. This improvement is
expected since the VCC needs to build up pressure to enable flow through the counterbalance valve
that introduces functional losses, while the SCC uses the highest actuator pressure to fully open the two
load-holding valves. For scenario #2 (Figure 10b), the VCC consumes energy also when the cylinder
is not moving because the electric-motor is continuously running; due to the load-sensing unit, then
19.6% less energy is taken compared to the VCC in scenario #1. When comparing the two systems in
scenario #2, the SCC still consumes less energy than the VCC (62.4% less); this behavior favorable to
the SCC is also the case when there is no useful usage of the recovered energy.
4.4. Energy Distribution
The energy distribution between the main components of the two systems, initially monitored
when the cylinder is lifting the crane boom, is illustrated in Figure 11.
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The total amount of energy being lost in the SCC is 42.3%, while it increases up to 63.4% in the VCC
(this is a conservative estimation because the losses of the HPU are neglected). It should be noted
that all losses in the SCC are parasitic, with the pump being the predominant source followed by
the electric motor. This aspect does not hold true for the VCC since the compensator introduces a
relevant dissipation that is functional (this term could be reduced for higher loads, or when using a
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load-sensing power supply). Moreover, only the SCC has the potential to recover energy; Figure 12
illustrates the energy distribution in the SCC when the crane boom is lowered.
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Figure 12. The energy distribution of the self-contained system when lowering the crane boom.
A significant portion (35.9%) of the energy delivered by the load that is lowered can be outputted
by the electric drive; it is worth noticing that this quantity is completely lost in the valve-controlled
architecture. In particular, the total energy being dissipated in the SCC during piston retraction (64.1%
of the input) is mainly due to the losses in the axial piston machine and in the electric drive.
Finally, the energy distribution during a complete working cycle is depicted in Figure 13 for both
the SCC and the VCC, where the energy taken from the grid is now considered also for the VCC (i.e.,
scenario #2 with the power supply equipped with a load-sensing pump).
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industry. A single-boom crane requiring passive load-holding is taken as the reference application,
while the emphasis of the study is placed on the energy efficiency of the drives. The results show that
the electro-hydraulic layout reduces the energy consumption significantly (up to 62% less) due to its
throttleless nature and power-on-demand functioning. More specifically, the following aspects emerge
from the study:
• The power demand to the prime mover during steady-state operations reduces to 4.8 kW against
the 7.6 kW in the valve-controlled system (37% less) throughout the investigated working cycle;
• Utilizing passive load-holding results in an energy saving of 18.4% compared to actively controlling
the SCC’s desired position using the prime mover during load holding phases;
• The system’s overall efficiency of the self-contained drive, being approximately 57% during
actuation, turns out to be highly satisfactory compared to the 22% efficiency of the valve-controlled
system with a constant-pressure supply;
• A significant amount of energy (i.e., 20% of the consumed energy) is recovered by the self-contained
solution during the proposed working cycle. Hence, when assuming a realistic 94% conversion
efficiency to return the recovered energy to the grid, then 77% of the total energy taken from
the source can be used effectively. In contrast, this efficient operation is not possible in the
valve-controlled system where, rather than being recovered, the available energy is dissipated
when the load acting on the actuator is overrunning;
• An alternative scenario based on the load-sensing concept is also considered for the valve-controlled
system; its energy consumption reduces from 11.44 Wh to 9.20 Wh but remains inefficient with
respect to the electro-hydraulic actuator (i.e., total consumption 4.34 Wh).
Recalling the positive outcomes about motion control obtained in the first part of the research and
disseminated in a different article, it is therefore concluded that the novel energy-efficient, self-contained
drive represents a valid alternative to conventional hydraulic systems for load-carrying applications.
Introducing a self-sufficient and completely sealed device also reduces the risk of oil spill pollution,
helping fluid power to become a cleaner technology. Concerning future developments about the
self-contained system, effort will be placed on both optimizing the sizing procedure to maximize energy
efficiency as well as on designing and testing advanced solutions that reuse the recovered energy.
Author Contributions: Conceptualization, D.H. and D.P.; methodology, D.H.; software, D.H.; validation, D.H.;
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F Low pressure oil filter
FC Flow compensation valve
HPU Hydraulic power unit
HS Hydraulic system
LHV Load-holding valve
P Axial piston machine (pump)
PDCV Proportional directional control valve
PLC Programmable logic controller
RV Pressure-relief valve
SBC Single-boom crane






Ap Cylinder area on the piston-side






ia,ib,ic Three-phase current of the electric power supply
iBR Direct current of the brake resistor
iq Torque-producing current component
Jcm Inertia at center of mass
kt Torque constant
LAB Length between joint A and B
LAC Length between joint A and C
LAGx Length between joint A and G in x-direction
LAGy Length between joint A and G in y-direction
LC,0 Length of the hydraulic cylinder when fully retracted
LC Effective total length of the hydraulic cylinder
mcm Mass at center of mass
ωSM Rotational speed of the servo-motor in radians per seconds
QP Actuator’s flow demand
Qr Rod-side flow rate
p0 Fixed pressure-drop across the proportional directional control valve
p1 Pressure at the pump/motor port on the piston-side of the actuator
p2 Pressure at the pump/motor port on the rod-side of the actuator
pp Actuator’s piston chamber pressure
pr Actuator’s rod chamber pressure
pR Return pressure
pS Supply pressure
uSM Commanded servo-motor speed
uV Commanded opening of the control valve’s spool position
va, vb, vc Three-phase voltage of the electric power supply
vBR Direct current voltage of the brake resistor
xC Actuator’s piston position
.
xC Actuator’s piston velocity
Greek Symbols
αi Arctangent of the xy-length between the i-th joints
ηi Efficiency of the i-th system
θ Angular position of the boom
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Abstract—This research paper presents guidelines on how
to select between self-contained electro-hydraulic and electro-
mechanical cylinders. An example based on the motion control
of a single-boom crane is studied. The sizing process of the
different off-the-shelf components is analyzed in terms of design
impact when replacing a traditional valve-controlled hydraulic
cylinder. The self-contained electro-hydraulic solution is the best
choice when a risk for high impact forces is present, when
the required output power level lies continuously above 2 kW,
or when installation space, weight, and cost are critical design
objectives. However, the electro-mechanical solution is expected to
show more controllability due to the fact that it has higher levels
of drive stiffness, and energy efficiency as well as lower system
complexity. This solution also requires less effort to control the
actuator’s linear motion accurately. All of these factors result in
a more straightforward design approach.
Index Terms—hydraulic systems, electric drives, self-contained
acutators, linear actuators, actuation system design, component
selection, electro-mechanical cylinders, electro-hydraulic cylin-
ders, valve-controlled cylinders, load-carrying applications
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional valve-controlled linear hydraulic actuators can
be implemented in many architectures [1]. They are charac-
terized not only by reliability, high force and power capability,
and excellent overload protection (e.g., shock absorption) but
also relevant power losses due to flow throttling in the valves,
demanding efforts needed for installation and maintenance,
and costly piping due to centralized hydraulic power supplies.
Yet in spite of their disadvantages, these actuators are still
commonplace in industry.
Over the course of several years, efforts have been made
to replace these conventional hydraulic systems with electro-
mechanical cylinders (EMCs). This has been a popular re-
search topic and engineering task, especially in aerospace
systems. To date, a great deal of work has been done to reduce
the system’s weight, installation time, and maintenance re-
quirements [2]–[6]. However, predicting this system’s service
life is challenging, and there is a considerable risk of failure
(e.g., jamming, which can result in dangerous consequences)
since the actuator cannot absorb shocks in standby mode. Con-
sequently, these actuators are still not accepted in commercial
airplanes as primary actuators for flight control. Alternatively,
electro-hydraulic cylinders (EHCs) that are self-sufficient and
completely sealed have been introduced. These cylinders typ-
ically contain a dedicated variable-speed pump that controls
the cylinder’s motion. This technology, as explained by [7],
was first introduced in aerospace systems, demonstrating the
idea that the disadvantages of traditional hydraulics can be
significantly reduced. Indeed, EHC are now used for flaps
control in commercial airplanes [8].
In other fields of industry, especially in low-power applica-
tions (below 5 kW) where disadvantages such as increased
wear, difficult overload protection, and lower load forces
are accepted [9], hydraulic systems have been replaced by
EMCs in order to increase energy efficiency and eliminate oil
spills. Subsequently, the idea of combining EMC’s advantages
and hydraulics has been further developed in recent years
to compete against EMCs themselves [9]–[15]. For instance,
Michel and Weber created a prototype and compared it with
a commercial EMC containing a ball screw drive [9]. The
overall efficiency of the EMC was 74.6%, including 13%
losses in the electric drive and 12.4% losses in the screw
transmission. Comparatively, the EHC had about 25% losses in
the hydraulic transmission, proving it to be a valid alternative
to the EMC. One unusual aspect of the EHCs, namely their
thermal behavior, remains an ongoing research topic [16]–[18],
as does their durability [19]. An EHC concept comprised of
passive load-holding devices, a sealed reservoir, four quadrants
operations, capable of recovering energy, and suitability for
power levels above 5 kW was proposed in [14], and imple-
mented on a load-carrying application in [15]. Hagen et al.
present further investigations of this concept with a focus on
motion performance [20] and energy efficiency [21], showing
that EHCs significantly improve conventional hydraulics.
The two actuator technologies mentioned above can be
used in several applications as an alternative to conventional
valve-controlled actuators. However, more specific compar-
ative analyses regarding their design impact in terms of
installation space, design complexity, speed and force (power)
capability, reliability, service life (durability), and cost – when
implemented on load-carrying applications – are still lacking
in the technical literature. Hence, this paper aims to present
general guidelines on how to size and select the best self-
contained linear actuation system for a given working cycle.




Fig. 1: The two considered self-contained cylinders.
shelf heavy-duty electro-mechanical cylinder from Rexroth
[22] and the self-contained electro-hydraulic concept presented
in [15] using off-the-shelf components. An example based
on a single-boom crane’s motion control is studied, and the
sizing process of the different off-the-shelf components is also
considered.
II. SIZING PRINCIPLES
Both actuation systems consist of an electric drive and
a transmission system that converts rotary motion to linear
motion (Fig. 1).
The electric drive includes the servo-drive (SD) that is
connected to the electrical three-phase grid controlling the
rotational speed of the servo-motor (SM) and a number of
accessory components which have not been considered in
detail in this study. The electric drive can be chosen based
on the following steps [23]:
1) determine the drive requirements, including the torque,
speed, power, control performance, and interfaces;
2) select the power unit/motor combination;
3) identify the control unit performance and interface (i.e.,
communication standards, input/outputs, and safety fea-
tures);
4) define the firmware function (e.g., open-loop or closed-
loop controller architecture);
5) select the accessories (e.g., mains filters and chokes,
brake resistors/units, capacity modules, cables, and soft-
ware).
The following section shows the sizing of the servo-motor
for both the EMC and EHC. The servo-drive has been selected





where τcont is the required continuous torque, and τ0 and i0
are the motor’s continuous torque and current at standstill,
respectively. The continuous operating characteristic S1 (60K)
according to EN 60034-1 has been used when sizing the
electric drive.
A. Electro-Mechanical Cylinder
The mechanical transmission system includes the screw as-
sembly (i.e., ball screw or roller screw), the gearbox (optional),
and the motor attachment (i.e., direct via either flange and
coupling or timing belt side drive). The main components of
the EMC are illustrated in Fig. 1a. According to common
industrial practice [22], the EMC has been designed based
on the following steps:
1) select the type of screw assembly and its dimensions
(i.e., diameter and lead) based on the required cylinder
stroke length, average power and dynamic load require-
ments of the considered working cycle in addition to the
desired service life;
2) select the motor and gearbox combination based on
the desired control performance, maximum speed, and
continuous torque requirements.
These aspects are addressed in detail in the following
paragraphs.
1) The screw assembly: The type of screw assembly (SA),
diameter (d0), lead (l), gear reductions (ig), and the size of
the electric motor must be selected to meet the minimum
requirements without being overly conservative. They should
state the desired working cycle (i.e., desired motion and
resulting load profile) as accurately as possible. First, to
avoid overheating the mechanical transmission system, the
application’s average output power must not exceed the screw
assembly’s permissible transmitted power
Ėemc,p ≥ Ėc,avg. (2)
Secondly, the screw assembly is selected in order that its given
dynamic load capacity (C) will be at least five times greater
than the resulting average equivalent dynamic load (Fc,avg),









where ẋc,avg is the average absolute linear velocity of the
actuator.
2) The motor and gearbox: The motor and gearbox com-
bination is selected in order that the conditions addressed in
(4)-(8) will be satisfied.






where ẋc,max is the maximum required linear velocity.
The ratio of the load moments of inertia (JR) serves as








1.5, processing , (5)
where Jmech is the moment of inertia of the mechanical
transmission system and the external load referred to the motor
side, and Jm of the electric motor and brake unit (i.e., the
passive load-holding device if needed). Industrial experience
has shown that an appropriate moment of inertia ratio will
result in high control performance for different applications
(e.g., handling or processing applications) [22].
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The permissible force of the transmission system is con-
strained by
Femc,p ≥ Fc,max, (6)
where Fc,max is the the maximum resulting load force acting
on the cylinder.








where µemc is the efficiency level of the mechanical transmis-
sion.





where τemc,r is the rated torque (i.e., the maximum continuous
torque available at the continuous speed) of the servo-motor
identified from the motor’s characteristics curve provided by








where Fc,RMS is the root mean square (RMS) value of the
cylinder’s force profile. If an accurate load profile is not
available, the manufacturer [22] proposes using an empirical
value τR ≤ 0.6 instead of τR ≤ 1.0. Lastly, the rated torque





where ẋc,RMS is the RMS of the cylinder’s velocity profile.
B. Electro-Hydraulic Cylinder
In place of the mechanical transmission in the EMC, the
EHC includes a hydraulic (hydrostatic) transmission with
a fixed-displacement hydraulic pump/motor unit (P) driving
the hydraulic cylinder and being arranged in a closed-circuit
configuration (Fig. 2). The hydraulic unit operates as a pump
when the cylinder’s piston is extending and as a motor when
the piston is retracting — allowing the electric drive to
regenerate power. The hydraulic auxiliary components, which
include load-holding valves, pilot-operated check valves used
for balancing the differential flow of the single-rod cylinder
due to uneven areas, anti-cavitation valves, and pressure relief
valves used to counteract over-pressurization, are placed in
a manifold and installed directly on the hydraulic cylinder. A
bladder-type accumulator (AC) represents the sealed reservoir,
and a low-pressure return filter is connected to the circuit.
Lastly, the electric motor is mounted directly to the manifold
by a bell housing and servo coupling. For more details about
the considered hydraulic circuit, Padovani et al. [15] have
described its functioning and experimental testing.
The self-contained electro-hydraulic cylinder is designed
based on the following steps:
Fig. 2: A possible system architecture for self-contained
electro-hydraulic cylinders (simplified schematic) [14].
1) size the cylinder’s stroke capability according to the
requirements of the application and size the piston and
rod diameter based on the maximum load force and
buckling criteria;
2) size the hydraulic pump/motor unit based on the dis-
placement and speed required to deliver the required
flow dictated by the actuator’s desired motion profile;
3) size the electric drive in terms of maximum and contin-
uous speed, torque, and current requirements;
4) size the hydro-pneumatic accumulator based on the ex-
change volume and the desired maximum and minimum
pressure levels in the reservoir;
5) size the load-holding valves so that the pressure drop
will be kept minimal to maintain an efficient throttle-
less system (i.e., increased throttling may result in the
need for an oil cooler) and select a proper pilot ratio
and cracking pressure to ensure functionality;
6) size the flow balancing valves and oil filter so that
the reservoir pressure will be kept below the pressure
limits of the hydraulic components to ensure proper
functionality;
7) size the pressure-relief valves based on the maximum
allowed pressure levels of the hydraulic components and
on the force limitations of the cylinder in order to satisfy
the buckling criteria.
Details about the above-mentioned procedure are given in
the following paragraphs.
1) Hydraulic cylinder: The buckling factor is an essential
design parameter when sizing the hydraulic cylinder. Accord-
ing to existing regulations (DNVGL-CG-0128), the accepted
criterion to avoid buckling is to use a safety factor fs = 4.
The cylinder dimensions can be chosen according to standards














where hmax is the maximum length of the cylinder in the
extended position, E is the elasticity modulus (206 GPa
for steel), pp,ref is the desired piston-side pressure (i.e., the
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desired operating pressure of the hydraulic pump), pac,max is
the highest accumulator pressure, and ϕ the ratio between rod
and piston areas.
2) Hydraulic pump/motor unit: When the size of the cylin-
der’s piston area (Ap) is known and the maximum required
velocity of the actuator (ẋc,max) is given, then the maximum
flow demand
Qmax = Apẋc,max, (13)
is used to calculated the required displacement (DP ) of the
hydraulic unit. This step, based on the nominal operating speed
(nnom) and the estimated volumetric efficiency (ηvol) of the







The lifetime of the axial piston machine (i.e., the roller
bearings are the limiting factor) is estimated based on data
provided by the manufacturer as:
L10,ehc = L10Na23C0, (15)
where L10N is the nominal bearing life at nominal operating
data and a23 and C0 are the correcting factors for the viscosity
influence and the flow influence (swivel angle), respectively.
3) Servo-motor: The conditions addressed in (16) and (17)
must be satisfied when sizing the electric machine.







and the motor’s continuous rated torque








where τehc,cont is the continuous driving torque. It is as-
sumed that the rod-side pressure is insignificantly low, but the
mechanical-hydraulic efficiency of the hydraulic pump/motor
unit (ηmh), and the efficiency of the hydraulic cylinder (ηc)
should be included for a conservative sizing. Lastly, the rated







4) Accumulator: The size of the bladder accumulator is














where Ca = pac,max / pac,min is the adiabatic correction
factor, κ = 1.4 is the adiabatic exponent, ∆V is the
total exchanged volume (i.e., the cylinder’s differential volume
(Ap −Ar)xc,max + 20% overhead), pac,max and pac,min are
the desired maximum and minimum pressure levels. Lastly,
based on the maximum and minimum ambient temperature
(Tmax and Tmin), the gas precharge pressure at the minimum







5) Auxiliary valves: The flow capacity of the load-holding
valves must be greater than Qmax, while the flow balancing







The cracking pressure (pcr) and pilot ratio (αp) of the load-
holding valves must be selected in order that the highest
reservoir pressure (i.e., the pressure connected to the pilot line
when motion is not desired) cannot open the pilot-operated
check valves, according to:
pcr > αppac,max. (22)
Furthermore, a vented pilot-operated check valve is preferable
for ensuring a complete opening of the load-holding valves
[15]. For a detailed description of the auxiliary valves and their
function as well as selected components thereof, see [15].
III. DESIGN ANALYSIS
This section describes the design analysis carried out for
the purpose of selecting suitable components for the EMC and
EHC; the single-boom crane depicted in Fig. 3 is used as the
case study. The heavy-duty version (EMC-HD) from Rexroth
(Fig. 5a) [22] has been chosen as an exemplary drive due
to its specific characteristics in terms of accuracy, dynamics,
controllability, and heavy load capability. According to the
survey carried out in [24], this type of electro-mechanical
linear actuators was considered to be one of the most relevant
commercial EMCs for load-carrying applications (see, for
instance, [24] for a more detailed description of the EMC-HD).
Consequently, the same manufacturer has also been chosen for
the main components of the EHC (i.e., the servo-drive [25],
the servo-motor [26], the axial piston machine [27], and the
accumulator [28]), as illustrated in Fig. 5b.



























Fig. 4: Key magnitudes of the considered working cycle.
A. Actuator Requirements
The nonlinear model of the single-boom crane is described
using the Newton’s Second Law of Motion for the actuator
dynamics:
Meq(xc)ẍc = Fc − Feq(xc), (23)
where ẍc is the acceleration of the equivalent mass (Meq), Fc
is the mechanical force delivered by the linear actuator, and
Feq is the equivalent gravitational force as a function of the
piston position (xc).
The motion profile generator presented in [29] is used
to generate motion reference signals (i.e., desired position
(xc,ref ), velocity (ẋc,ref ), and acceleration (ẍc,ref ) of the
linear actuator). Further on, the required cylinder force and
output power are defined by the following equations:
Fc = Meq(xc,ref )ẍc,ref + Feq(xc,ref ), (24)
Ėc = Fcẋc,ref . (25)
The identified maximum motion and load requirements that
the two linear actuation systems must satisfy for the considered
working cycle are highlighted in Fig. 4 along with the average
and RMS values.
B. Selection of Electro-Mechanical Components
The screw assemblies that satisfy the permissible average
power (2) and have a dynamic load capability C > 5 · Fc,avg
for the considered working cycle are listed in Tab. I.
(a) Electro-mechanical cylinder.
(b) Electro-hydraulic cylinder.
Fig. 5: Installation size of the two self-contained cylinders.
The diameter of the screw, dynamic load capacity, maximum
permissible force (Fp), calculated nominal life (L10) derived
in (3), and the initial length (h0) of the fully retracted cylinder
are also listed. All the suitable assemblies are ball screws with
a lead of l = 20 mm, and a limited permissible continuous
transmitted power of Ėemc,p = 2 kW to ensure that the
mechanical transmission will not overheat during continuous
operation.
The initial length of the EMC-HD 150 is too long to fit
inside the base of the single-boom crane (Fig. 3). Further,
only the timing belt side drive has been considered since the
direct mounting adds additional installation length. Hence,
the suitability, when considering the conditions mentioned
earlier in (4)-(8) for the available motor and gear combinations
from the catalog [22], has been considered for the ball screw
assembly with a diameter of 50 mm (HD 105) and 63 mm
(HD 125), and further analyzed in Tab. II. Three suitable con-
figurations have resulted from the analysis mentioned above.
Subsequently, the configuration, including the smallest (i.e.,
the cheapest) servo-motor requiring the smallest servo-drive,
has been chosen. The selected EMC includes the HD 125 ball
screw assembly [22], the MSK100B-0300 servo-motor with
integrated load-holding brake [26] mounted on a timing belt
side drive along with the gearbox and resulting in an overall
gear ratio ig = 4.5. The chosen combination requires a
TABLE I: Suitable screw assemblies.
SA d0 [mm] C [kN] Fp [kN] L10 [h] h0 [mm]
105 50 117 56 11,873 1274
125 63 131 62 16,804 1349
150 80 307 115 217,267 1586
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TABLE II: Analysis of the available electro-mechanical cylinder configurations with timing belt side drive.
SA SM ig [22] µ [22] τp [22] ẋmax [22] ncont(10) τcont(9) τr [26] icont(1) m [22] JR(5) τR(8)
HD MSK [-] [-] [Nm] [m/s] [rpm] [Nm] [Nm] [A] [kg] [-] [-] OK?
105 071D 1.5 0.87 136.1 1.00 405 54.5 16 28.4 103 30.9 3.41 No
105 071D 4.5 0.83 47.7 0.33 1215 19.1 13 9.9 111 3.85 1.47 No
105 071D 7.5 0.83 28.6 0.20 2025 11.4 10 5.9 111 1.61 1.14 No
105 100B 1.5 0.87 136.1 1.00 405 54.5 25 33.9 120 3.92 2.18 No
105 101D 1.5 0.87 136.1 1.00 405 54.5 41 33.4 127 6.50 1.33 No
105 101E 1.5 0.87 136.1 1.00 405 54.5 53 32.4 141 4.77 1.03 No
125 071D 7.5 0.83 43.5 0.20 2025 11.4 10 5.9 158 1.75 1.14 No
125 100B 1.5 0.87 164.9 0.80 405 54.5 22 33.9 168 4.40 2.18 No
125 100B 4.5 0.83 72.5 0.33 1215 19.1 21 11.8 175 0.54 0.91 Yes
125 101D 1.5 0.87 164.9 0.80 405 54.5 41 33.4 175 7.29 1.33 No
125 101D 4.5 0.83 72.5 0.33 1215 19.1 28 11.7 183 0.90 0.68 Yes
125 101E 1.5 0.87 164.9 0.80 405 54.5 53 32.4 188 5.35 1.03 No
125 101E 4.5 0.83 72.5 0.33 1215 19.1 24 11.3 196 0.66 0.79 Yes
continuous current icont ≥ 11.8 A. Hence, the IndraDrive
C HCS02.1E-W0054 [25] with icont = 22 A has been
selected, resulting in a nominal power (i.e., installed power)
of Ėin,nom = 7.5 kW.
C. Selection of Electro-Hydraulic Components
The dimensions of the hydraulic cylinder have already been
given by the real application (Fig. 3) used as a case study. The
hydraulic cylinder has a piston diameter dp = 65 mm, rod
diameter dr = 35 mm, initial length when the cylinder is fully
retracted h0 = 770 mm, and stroke length xc,max = 500 mm.
Based on the identified minimum requirements in accor-
dance with the sizing principles presented in Section II,
the components’ sizes have been selected from the catalogs
and presented in Tab. III. The following values have been
used when sizing the accumulator: pmax = 1.0 bar,
pmin = 0.5 bar, Tmax = 50 °C, and Tmin = −20 °C. The
mass of the mineral oil, filter (F), manifold (M), bell housing
(BH), and servo coupling (SC) are also included.
According to the diagram provided by the manufacturer,
the nominal bearing life of the axial piston machine is equal
to 30,000 h for nominal operating pressures below 200 bar.
The viscosity correcting factor is a23 = 2.5 for the considered
hydraulic fluid (i.e., ISO VG 46), and the flow correcting factor
is C0 = 1 for a fixed displacement unit. Derived in (15), the
estimated life of the hydraulic unit is 75,000 h. According
to the manufacturer, values above 30,000 h are not accurate
because other factors influence the lifetime of the axial piston
machine.
IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Both the considered EMC and EHC can continuously
perform the required motion in the considered case study.
However, the final selection depends on additional design
objectives, including installation space, weight, service life,
ingress protection classification, energy efficiency, power den-
sity, control performance, and cost. Environmental factors such
as temperatures, ingress protection, and potentially explosive
atmospheres (ATEX), have been omitted in the considered
design requirements.
TABLE III: The selected components for the EHC.
Characteristics Requirements Size Model
C Ap [m2] – 0.0033 PMC
Ar [m2] – 0.0024 25CAL
ηvol – 0.9
mc [kg] – 20.1
SM nmax [rpm] 2968 4500 MSK
τr [Nm] 15 18 100B-0300
msm [kg] – 34 [26]
SD Ėin,nom [kW] 3.82 4 HCS02.1E
icont [A] 9.3 11 W0028 [25]
P DP [ cm
3
rev
] 8.74 10.6 A10FZG
nnom [rpm] 2968 3600 [27]
ηvol – 0.95
ηmh – 0.84
mp [kg] – 9
AC V0 [L] 5.32 5.9 HAB6 [28]
mac [kg] – 20
moil [kg] – 10 ISO VG 46
F mf [kg] – 2 50LEN0100 [30]
M mm [kg] – 29.6 Custom
BH mbh [kg] – 3.5 PSG-200
SC msc [kg] – 1.5 Rotex-GS28
Regarding controllability, this study does not evaluate mo-
tion tracking performance (accuracy) since that would require
completing an experimental investigation in order to make
a fair comparison between the two factors. However, it is
generally known that the driving stiffness of EMC is signif-
icantly high compared to that of the EHC [9]. To accurately
control the linear speed and position of the EMC, it is
sufficient to have the standard control architecture, including a
position controller in cascade with the speed controller (FOC),
implemented in the servo-drive using the angular encoder
initially included on the servo-motor as feedback. In the case
of the EHC, instead of using the angular encoder as position
feedback, an additional linear transducer (position sensor)
must be implemented on the hydraulic cylinder for feedback
to supervise the cylinder’s piston position. The EHC’s position
controller can be implemented on an embedded controller, pro-
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viding a reference speed signal to the servo-drive [20]; alter-
nately, a more complex control firmware [31] can be installed
on the servo-drive. Furthermore, previous research related to
a similar EHC [20] shows that the uncompensated hydraulic
system suffers from very low damping. Consequently, extra
sensors are needed to implement active damping (e.g., pressure
sensors for pressure feedback), which is necessary to achieve
satisfactory motion performance.
Based on the selected components and maximum values
(force and power) of the working cycle (Fig. 4), Tab. IV
compares relevant characteristics of the two designed self-
contained drive systems relative to the valve-controlled cylin-
der (VCC) presented in [20], [21], [32]. It is assumed that the
valve-controlled system can deal with the motion profile’s re-
quired piston velocity. The energy efficiencies experimentally
identified in [21] for a similar EHC, along with the considered
VCC driving the same application with a similar motion cycle,
are used for comparison. As regards the EMC, the efficiency of
the electric drive identified in [9] is used in combination with
the efficiency of the selected mechanical transmission system
according to [22]. As a side note, the energy efficiency of
the two self-contained cylinders can be significantly increased
if the energy regenerated when lowering the crane boom is
recovered [21].
The quantities in Tab. IV and the illustration in Fig. 5
clearly show that not only does the EHC take less space, but
it also weighs less, making it more suitable for applications
where conventional hydraulic cylinders are used, including
the considered single-boom crane. Hence, the EHC performs
better in terms of force per mass (35% better) and power
density (106% better). The EMC can move 0.15 m/s faster
than the EHC and permits faster acceleration (114%), where
the hydraulic unit is the limiting component. Morover, the
EMC has 5% better energy efficiency than the EHC.
The estimated service life of the EHC is almost twice that
of the EMC. In general the EMC has low overload protection
compared to hydraulic alternatives. This is the case for the
mechanical system since it is very stiff and cannot absorb
any additional external impact force. Consequently, the screw
transmission may fail (jamming); if this occurs, the EMC must
be replaced to resume operations. The EMC has a higher
price on the electric drive that has more installed power than
the EHC. Based on experience, the cost of the EMC’s screw
assembly is believed to be about twice as expensive as the
hydraulic transmission system due to the high price resulting
from low production numbers.
Finally, in order to evaluate the impact of moving from
conventional hydraulic cylinders to self-contained cylinders, a
comparison between EMC and EHC concerning conventional
valve-controlled systems (without considering the space oc-
cupation, cost, and energy losses of the centralized hydraulic
power unit) [32] is presented in Tab. V. Additional general
knowledge from the technical literature is also included here.
This comparison is intended to act as a general guideline for
choosing between EMC or EHC.
TABLE IV: Performance characteristics of the self-contained
cylinders compared to the valve-controlled cylinder.
Characteristics VCC EMC EHC
Length [mm]: 770 1349 (+75.2%) 810 (+5.2%)
Volume [L]: 4.8 173.4 (+3513%) 84.4 (+1658%)
Installed mass: [kg]: 30 175 (+483%) 130 (+333%)
Installed power [kW]: 10.5 7.5 (-29%) 4 (-62%)
Force pr mass [N/kg]: 852 146 (-83%) 197 (-77%)
Power density [W/L]: 708 19.6 (-97%) 40.3 (-94%)
Energy efficiency [%]: 22 60 (+173%) 57 (+159%)
Max force [kN]: 82.5 62 (-25%) 82.5 (0%)
Max power [kW]: 5.1 2 (-61%) 2.4 (-53%)
Max service life [h]: 30,000 16,804 (-44%) 30,000 (0%)
Enclosure rating: IP65 IP65 IP65
TABLE V: Advantages and disadvantages of replacing valve-
controlled cylinders with self-contained solutions. Five dif-
ferent grades are used ranging from (– –) to (+ +), with (–
–) being the worst, and 0 representing similar performance
to the conventional VCC. Results that are based on general
knowledge from the technical literature are denoted by *, while
results that are related to ongoing research are denoted by ?.
Category: Criterion: EMC EHC
Design Compactness – – –
Force per mass – – –
Power density – – –
Design complexity + –
Enclosure protection 0 0
Control effort* + 0
Scalabillity* – – –
Cost – – –
Operation Impact absorption* – – 0
Reliability* – – 0?
Energy efficiency ++ ++
Thermal absorption – – –?
Accuracy* ++ +
Drive stiffness* ++ –
Max force – 0
Max velocity ++ +
Max acceleration ++ –
Max continuous output power – – –
Safety Passive load-holding -? 0
Fail-safe* – 0
Overload protection* – +
Application Installed power + ++
Oil spill risk* ++ +
Maintenance effort* ++ +?
Durability* – – 0?
Commissioning effort ++ +
V. CONCLUSIONS
Two self-contained linear actuator technologies, namely an
electro-mechanical and electro-hydraulic cylinder, have been
investigated in this paper; whose focus is on their design
when replacing a traditional valve-controlled hydraulic cylin-
der. After explaining why they are potential alternatives for
many state-of-the-art applications, a single-boom crane has
been chosen as the baseline for applying these drives. The
sizing process to select available off-the-shelf components has
been illustrated, and relevant characteristics of the systems
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have been discussed. The following main aspects are, therefore
highlighted:
• The electro-hydraulic drive shows several benefits over
the electro-mechanical counterpart, for example 20%
higher continuous power capability, 47% less installed
electric power, 79% longer expected service life, 33%
higher maximum force capability, 25% less overall mass,
and 40% less installation length.
• The electro-hydraulic cylinder is more robust against
impact forces, and is expected to have around a 50%
lower initial cost. In the case of working cycles re-
quiring a continuous transmitted power above 2 kW,
there are no available configurations of the considered
electro-mechanical actuator due to the limitations on the
permissible continuous power being transmitted by the
screw assembly. Regarding the electro-hydraulic solution,
the rated torque of the servo-motor is a limiting factor.
However, asynchronous induction machines are available
when higher torque is needed, i.e., above 180 Nm, as
pointed out in [33].
• The electro-mechanical solution is expected to show a
higher level of controllability due to higher drive stiffness
and energy efficiency as well as lower system complexity.
All of these factors result, in a more straightforward
design approach.
This analysis also shows that the electro-hydraulic solution
is the best choice when a risk for high impact forces exists, the
required output power is continuously above 2 kW, and when
minimal installation space, weight, and cost are key design
objectives. Future work in this field will include efforts to
make the sizing procedure automated in terms of component
selection.
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